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Abstract
This work is concerned with aircraft design, in particular the inﬂuence of cabin and fuselage layout on
aircraft direct operating cost under special consideration of airport turnaround times. The objective
of this work is to establish a capacity limit above which a cabin with twin aisle layout is more eﬃcient
to operate than one with a single aisle layout. The main assumption is that twin aisle cabin layouts
demonstrate much shorter boarding times, and hence allow operating the aircraft more frequently
when average ﬂight time is short. The traditional capacity-oriented design guidance for fuselage siz-
ing is amended with a range dependency.
For this purpose aircraft design methods and advanced fuselage mass estimation are combined
with a detailed boarding simulation. The analyzed capacity region ranges from 130 to 340 seats in
a single class arrangement. Aircraft performance, component weights and aircraft turnaround times
are evaluated. Results are used to estimate the direct operating cost of range and capacity.
Including the turnaround as inﬂuencing factor for daily aircraft utilization reduces the capacity limit
from around 300 seats to 240-260 seats. A twin aisle can be of advantage at capacities as low as 180
seats if missions are very short. The threshold above which the twin aisle demonstrates lower cost of
operation has a strong dependency to parameters and operational assumptions. Further, eﬀects such
as the particular cross section layout and diﬀerent door layout (Quarter Door) have notable eﬀect on
the outcome.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter explains the current developments in civil air transport which motivate the thesis. It
further outlines the deﬁnite research objectives and the methodology.
1.1 Motivation
This work investigates fuselage design in the short and medium range segment for passenger aircraft.
It focuses on aircraft turnaround as design driver for fuselage design decisions. This ﬁrst section
outlines what motivates this research and which developments make the investigation relevant.
Short Range Air Transport
The air transportation system is composed of ﬂight distances ranging from very short to ultra-long
range. Aircraft can be categorized into aircraft with a single aisle cabin and those with a twin aisle
cabin. For short and medium distances the utilized aircraft are mostly single aisle aircraft. Figure
1.1 demonstrates that below a sector length of 2000nm the majority of available seat kilometers are
produced by single aisles. It further underlines the contribution of this sector to the overall available
seat kilometers. The ﬁgure includes all current Airbus and Boeing models and represents data from
2007 [OAG07].
When the focus is put into the short and medium range sector, the large number of short range
ﬂights becomes apparent. In ﬁgure 1.2 the number of ﬂights from the same source is provided in the
left hand plot. The right hand plot provides the number of operated aircraft over the sector length.
The number is estimated from the left hand plot by assuming ﬂight times and turnaround times. Cur-
rently there are around 10000 active single aisle aircraft with more than 120 seats worldwide [Fli11c].
According to ﬁgure 1.2(b), roughly 30% are required for ranges of 400nm and less. This corresponds
to a market of 3000 aircraft. According to current market forecasts the traﬃc volume will increase
further [Air09].
Eurocontrol deﬁnes Short Range as range of less than 1500km (800nm) [Eur04]. In the context
of this work short and medium range are all ﬂights below 3000nm, which is roughly the maximum
eﬀective range of current generation single aisle. Short ranges are considered as ranges below 800nm
sticking to the deﬁnition of Eurocontrol.
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Figure 1.1  Available seat kilometers worldwide by single aisle and twin aisle aircraft using data from
[OAG07]. The separation between both types of aircraft is apparent. Range deﬁnition according
to [Eur04].
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Figure 1.2  Flights of all single aisle aircraft in 2007 [OAG07], global ﬂeet. The right graph assumes a
standard utilization (see section 2.4) for estimation of required aircraft.
The current in-service aircraft analyzed in ﬁgure 1.1 and 1.2 have capacities between 130 and 280
seats, with the majority being between 150 and 220 seats. These aircraft are operated by most airlines
in the world, regardless of business model or region [Asc11b]. All these single aisle aircraft have cabins
with 6-abreast seating. In ﬁgure 1.3 two trends are visible. In the left hand plot the average seat count
per delivered aircraft is shown. It represents the customized seat count, means that it represents the
number of seats an airline did install at delivery. The seat count demonstrates a strong growth with
an approximation to a plateau below 170 seats. The increase is partly caused by the choice of larger
single aisles, but also caused by the trend towards denser cabin seating. The graph was produced using
the Ascend database, which lists all delivered aircraft with their seat count at time of delivery [Asc11a].
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Figure 1.3  Trends in single aisle aircraft market from mid 1960ies (excluding some minor designs).
Also note major downturns in the mid 1990ies and early 2000s. The seats at delivery are that
of the particular's airline layout.
If future growth of air traﬃc leads to increasingly congested airports, a growth in average seating
capacity might be a possible relief. For non congested airports airlines may prefer additional frequency
over larger aircraft, both for reasons of ﬂexibility and marketing reasons [Cla07].
The right hand plot shows the annual deliveries of single aisle aircraft. Note that the type mix has
consolidated to two families. Dedicated wide body aircraft existed for medium range routes. Today
the smallest available widebody is the B767-300 with 260-290 seats in short range layouts. In near
future - when the B767 ceases production - the smallest available aircraft will be the B787-8 with
around 330 seats in a short range layout [Boe06]. A dedicated short and medium range variant - the
B787-3 - was rejected by airlines partly because it carried the weight penalty of a long range aircraft.
All widebodies available today are optimized for long range ﬂights far beyond 4000nm. This trend
clearly disagrees with the trend towards higher capacity single aisles.
Besides the trend in newly delivered aircraft, existing aircraft are refurbished with denser cabins.
In order to remain competitive with low cost carriers full service network carriers are increasing the
number of seats in their cabins [LH10]. New slim seats allow denser seat arrangements without loss in
leg room. The change is partly caused by a diminishing number of carriers having dedicated business
class oﬀerings in their single aisle aircraft. Clark [Cla07] (p.59) shows that the share of business class
passengers on short range ﬂights has halved since 1997. Today the average seat pitch in economy
class is 31.1 inch, while business class averages at 37.5 inch. The numbers were generated using data
obtained from SeatGuru.com [Sea11].
Another trend is increased carry-on luggage carried during short range ﬂights. Measurements have
proven a trend towards heavier carry-on luggage [EAS09]. This is partly caused by the desire for more
convenience. People are using rolling trolleys instead of bags they have to carry. But the trend is
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also pushed by strict checked luggage policies. Overweight baggage has to be paid for, and checked
baggage allowances have been reduced both in number and allowed weight for economy passengers.
Short range travelers often try to avoid the additional time needed to check and reclaim their luggage,
therefore traveling only with carry-on.
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Figure 1.4  Development of the load factor for North American carriers. Data is taken from [MIT12].
Finally, the average load factor on short range ﬂights is increasing. While low cost carriers tradi-
tionally achieved high load factors, network carriers have followed in recent years in order to reduce
cost and increase revenue [Dog10]. According to the ﬁgure load factors of 85% are the average, which
means that fully booked aircraft are a common occurance.
Turnaround and Passenger Boarding
The turnaround of an aircraft is the time it spends on the ground between two ﬂights. Wu deﬁnes it
as follows:
"Aircraft turnaround operations refer to the activities conducted to prepare an inbound
aircraft at an airport for a following outbound ﬂight that is scheduled for the same
aircraft." ([Wu10] , page 63)
This deﬁnition includes all actions performed on the aircraft in the intention of readying it for the
next ﬂight. If no periods of inaction occur the turnaround time is equivalent to the gate time, the time
the aircraft is parked at the gate. The turnaround time is not equivalent with the ground time. The
ground time is deﬁned as the entire time between touch down and lift-oﬀ. It consequently includes
the taxi time and any waiting time before take-oﬀ, but also the pushback and engine start. The
turn-around time in our context is the time the aircraft spends at the gate. This time is equivalent
to the time the aircraft spends "on blocks", describing the fact that the aircraft's tires are secured
with blocks to prevent inadvertent motion. The time "oﬀ blocks" is commonly known as block time
[Cla07], the basic indicator for utilization. In ﬁgure 1.5 the times are displayed in a schematic way,
the length of the processes do not represent any relative scale.
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Figure 1.5  Flight time versus ground time. The turnaround time is not the same as the ground time,
which includes taxi time and potential departure delays. The moving ground time is shown
hatched part of the ground time.
Understanding the diﬀerent contributors to ground time is important, as reducing them requires
diﬀerent actions. Depending on the type of operation, the ground time might be lengthened by long
taxi times or queuing for take-oﬀ at the runway. The ground time during which the aircraft is not in
turnaround will be called moving ground time as shown in ﬁgure 1.5 as hatched area. The turnaround
is part of the ground time. A generic turnaround chart is shown in ﬁgure 2.13. The sequence and
relative length of processes are typical for a short range ﬂight.
The chart is separated horizontally into three regions, which characterize the diﬀerent entities in
which actions are performed.
 Passenger Services: deboarding, cabin cleaning, catering and boarding.
 Aircraft Services: fueling, water and waste service, line maintenance and go-around check
 Baggage and Cargo Handling: unload containers and bulk cargo, load containers and bulk
cargo
This separation between the entities can also be found in actual aircraft documents [Boe02]. In ﬁg-
ure 1.6 a typical Gantt-chart for the turnaround process of the B757-200 - a high capacity single aisle
- is shown. In between the entities processes can be parallelized. The refueling process is supposed to
be ﬁnished before boarding commences. If safety measures are applied, the boarding can be started
before refueling is ﬁnished (see EU-OPS 1305 in [EU08]). But cargo loading and cabin processes are
running independently from each other. However, the turnaround is not completed before all of the
actions are ﬁnished. The path of actions that determines the minimum time for the turnaround is
called the critical path.
The critical path can be formed by all types of actions. If for example cargo loading and unloading
require longer than all other actions, the critical path is formed by the cargo loading process. In
practice the critical path is formed by the deboarding, cabin cleaning and passenger boarding [Fug01].
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The reason is that in short and medium range operations only limited amount of cargo beyond the
passengers' bags is carried. The cargo loading process can usually be accomplished within the other
processes duration, especially when baggage is pre-packed in containers.1
Figure 1.6  Turnaround chart of the B757-200 (from [Boe02]). Note that boarding is ﬁnished several
minutes after all other processes, including the cargo loading. The critical path is shown along
the critical processes.
The turnaround time is more relevant for the aircraft's overall utilization the shorter the average
mission length is.
An aircraft earns money in the air. While this proverb should not be taken literally, it summarizes
the fact that aircraft operators are paid for a transport service. The more transport service they can
oﬀer, the higher is their theoretical total revenue potential. If an aircraft can produce more ﬂights
per day over a given distance, it can produce more total revenue. Given that the cost of operating
a single ﬂight are lower than the total revenue of that ﬂight, any additional ﬂight increases the op-
erator's proﬁt. Increasing utilization is one option of reducing cost. The so-called low cost airlines
have successfully demonstrated that a reduction in ground time reduces the cost of operation per
seat [Dog10]. The traditional low cost airlines like Ryanair or Southwest achieve minimum ground
time by ﬁghting both the turnaround time and the moving ground time. The ﬁrst by speeding up
boarding through abandonment of assigned seats and usage of dual boarding stairs. Moving ground
time reduction is achieved by usage of small airports with shorter taxi times and rarely any queues at
departure.
A further motivation for turnaround time reduction is the recapture of delays. Short mission ranges
do not allow to catch up time with increased cruise speed. The turnaround remains the only option to
make good time, and also the least costly. Shorter turnaround hence allow to increase the robustness
of a rotation planning.
1The statements were veriﬁed through expert interviews with staﬀ from Hamburg airport ground service provider.
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A more detailed analysis of turnaround time is provided in section 2.4.1.
Future Short Range Conﬁgurations
In future, a general growth in passenger numbers can be expected which might lead to an increase in
passenger capacity in the short range segment. Congestion at airports might deny the option of higher
frequency. Populous countries like China or India have strongly growing passenger traﬃc, mostly be-
tween the large cities. This might be a further stimulus for short range air traﬃc [Air09] [Boe12].
Currently aircraft are designed and optimized primarily for best ﬂight performance. That is, mini-
mum fuel burn for a given distance, in order to obtain an aircraft with minimum direct operating cost.
Other factors such as comfort and airport compatibility are regarded, but usually do not inﬂuence the
decision whether the cabin is designed as single aisle or twin aisle layout. Mass and drag of the fuse-
lage are important contributors to the overall aircraft's mass and drag. When capacity increases, the
switch to a twin aisle layout is expedient at some particular point to achieve optimum performance.
Certiﬁcation requirements specify that no more than 6 passengers can be seated abreast when using
a single aisle ([EAS06], CS25.817). So the step from 6-abreast to 7-abreast represents a step change
due to the second aisle (see chapter 2.2, especially ﬁgure 2.7). Hence, the switch from 6- to 7-abreast
is diﬀerent than changing seat abreast conﬁgurations within the single aisle or twin aisle segment.
In short range operation the overall direct operating cost is inﬂuenced by the ground operations of
the aircraft. This is due to cost for the ground handling itself, and loss of utilization when turnaround
processes take longer (see section 5.1). At a certain point, an aircraft with inferior ﬂight performance
might be superior in direct operating cost due to these eﬀects. The particular capacity where this
happens is unknown, but most likely somewhere between 200 and 280 seats capacity [Fli11b]. Of
further relevance are the parameters that inﬂuence this limit. In short range operations, the boarding
and deboarding processes have large inﬂuence on the overall turnaround time (see chapter 2.4), often
dictating the minimum turnaround time for an aircraft [Fug01].
Twin aisle aircraft are regarded as being faster in passenger boarding and deboarding [Fli87]. How-
ever, neither reliable numbers nor actual test data are available. In order to speed up turnaround the
introduction of a second aisle might be useful at a lower capacity than that for best ﬂight performance,
in order to achieve minimum direct operating cost through higher utilization.
1.2 Research Objectives
The objective of this investigation is to establish a seat capacity limit above which a second aisle
oﬀers superior direct operating cost. It is further aimed at identifying the best cross section and
seating arrangement as function of the seat capacity and range. The investigation hence aims at
amending the current aircraft design philosophy by including the turnaround performance into the
cost assessment. This is required for a holistic assessment of aircraft direct operating cost.
The fundamental assumption is that twin aisle cabins perform signiﬁcantly better in typical aircraft
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turnarounds than single aisle aircraft due to shorter times for boarding and deboarding. The diﬀerence
is signiﬁcant enough to inﬂuence the aircraft's utilization, and has profound inﬂuence on the overall
direct operating cost of the aircraft.
(a) Current Design Practice (b) Proposed Practice
Figure 1.7  Range-capacity areas for single and twin aisle design based on lower direct operating cost
per seat. The limits are guesses at this point and determined over the course of this work. The
current design practice is independent of average mission range. The inclusion of turnaround-
related loss of utilization in the proposed practice leads to a range-dependency.
In ﬁgure 1.7 the fundamental objective of this work is illustrated. Current design practice shown
on the left draws the line between single aisle and twin aisle solely on seat capacity (see section 2.2 for
sources). There is no deﬁnitive point, but rather a region in which based on better ﬂight performance
a twin aisle has better direct operating cost than the single aisle. The boundary between single and
twin aisle is hence no diﬀerent than that between diﬀerent single aisle (for example 5-abreast and
6-abreast) or diﬀerent twin aisles.
On the right the new, proposed design practice is shown. The fundamentally diﬀerent behavior in
turnaround inﬂuences the utilization of the diﬀerent design, causing a shift of the limit to lower ca-
pacities when mission length is short. Hence, the region of direct operating cost advantage becomes a
function of the average stage length. The intermediate region is the region of similar cost. The exact
location of the regions is probably depending on the nature of operation and speciﬁc characteristics
of the investigated aircraft.
This work is located in the ﬁeld of aircraft design. It analyzes the air transportation system at
its interfaces by incorporating aircraft operation, up to a point where aircraft design decisions can be
analyzed regarding their inﬂuence on turnaround time and consequently daily utilization.
This requires that the basic assumption, that twin aisles board faster than single aisles, is proven as
ﬁrst step using appropriate methods. Therefore, it is the objective of this work to analyze turnaround
times of diﬀerent designs applying realistic assumptions for the operational environment. The found
results shall enhance the preliminary aircraft design process for short and medium range aircraft for
any future design problem. This work should deliver useful equations for turnaround time estimation
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for preliminary aircraft design. The introduced formulas should be suﬃcient to include them in multi-
disciplinary design processes and allow these to ﬁnd minimum direct operating cost. As such it allows
to analyze a cabin layout not solely under the aspect of ﬂight performance, but additionally under the
aspect of operational considerations in a short range environment.
As prerequisite for the enhancement of the current design practice, the investigation needs to
locate the capacity limits between diﬀerent fuselage layouts. As shown in section 2.2, this can be
achieved with rather simple analytical relationships. However, the task becomes more complicated if
speciﬁc cabin layouts are used as basis for comparison as shown in section 4.3.2. The results show
that current design guidance as given in accepted text books can lead to non-optimum layout in the
relevant capacity region.
The ﬁndings of this work are strongly dependent to the assumptions concerning airline operation
and air traﬃc management. The dominant assumption is that an airline can use any additional
ﬂight in their ﬂeet rotation and that suﬃcient demand is present to ﬁll all additionally generated
ﬂights. Further assumption is that suﬃcient airspace and airport capacity exists to operate additional
ﬂights. The applicability of the threshold is closely connected to these assumptions, and therefore not
necessarily valid in general as soon as a diﬀerent type airline operation is looked at. These assump-
tions are highlighted in the text, and their eﬀect on the result is also clearly stated in the result section.
1.3 Methodology
The stated objective requires a methodology that exceeds methods usually used in aircraft prelimi-
nary design, and introduces methods that have so far not been used in an aircraft design process.
Figure 1.8 shows in a simpliﬁed manner how the stated research objective is achieved. The classic
approach of determining the inﬂuence of a new technology on the weight and drag (or maintenance
cost if applicable) of an aircraft is amended by analysis of the turnaround time. The diﬀerence to
classic approach is that the cabin layout becomes the distinctive diﬀerence between otherwise similar
conﬁgurations. For this purpose a number of methods are used that are specially adapted for the
research objective.
Figure 1.8  Methodology of the work in a simpliﬁed manner. The classic mass and drag assessment is
amended by the estimation of turnaround times. The chosen cabin layout becomes the point
of distinction.
Fuselage and cabin design is performed using a high ﬁdelity cabin layout process which allows the
design of cabins of comparable standard. This is required as cabin layout requirements and practices
cause step changes in the actual cabin layout. For example, the required addition of an emergency
exit above a particular capacity will lead to a step change in fuselage length and mass.
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Aircraft preliminary design relies on statistical methods for mass estimation of structure and sys-
tems. In case of the fuselage these methods have limitations in their accuracy caused by their simplistic
nature (see page 19 and page 40). Further, as all methods are validated against currently existing
aircraft, the investigated range of fuselages exceeds the region of validity of current statistical formu-
las. A more detailed method for fuselage mass estimation is introduced. The method exceeds the
accuracy of current statistical methods by including physical relationships for sizing load cases. The
method allows to study designs beyond the region of validity of current statistical formulas. Statistical
equations for secondary weights are introduced, too, which represent a substantial enhancement of
current design formulas for secondary masses.
Passenger boarding and de-boarding times and full turnaround times are determined using a board-
ing simulation. The usage of a boarding simulation in aircraft preliminary design is a new feature and
widens the ﬁeld of application of boarding simulations, which have been limited so far to boarding
strategy problems (see section 2.4.3). The boarding simulation is based on a proven methodology,
but introduces new features of speciﬁc importance to the research objective. These features are the
eﬀect of fuselage design decisions on the boarding time. These decisions are besides seat arrangement
the door position, the overhead bin size and the aisle width.
For the assessment of aircraft performance and subsequently operating cost an aircraft design
method is introduced. This method is oriented on proven methods but enhanced by a prudent cali-
bration with current aircraft designs. The method hence oﬀers higher ﬁdelity in the desired region,
resulting in a qualitatively and quantitatively reliable statement on aircraft ﬂight performance. The
determination of direct operating cost follows proven methods. A method for ground handling cost
is introduced to better understand this important contributor of cost in a short range environment.
The inclusion of turnaround time aﬀects the number of ﬂights an aircraft can perform on any
given day. While cost like fuel, salaries and maintenance behave proportional to number of ﬂights,
the cost for aircraft ﬁnance are spread over the number of ﬂights. Figure 1.9 shows that the so-called
cash operating cost can be calculated for each individual ﬂight and then multiplied with the num-
ber of ﬂights. The cost caused by ﬁnancing an aircraft are in contrast divided by the number of ﬂights.
Figure 1.9  Basic relationship between number of ﬂights, cash operating cost, capital cost and the
direct operating cost per year.
The cost assessment is performed with an accepted method that includes both ﬂight-time and
ﬂight-number speciﬁc maintenance cost. The method is slightly changed by removing the mass-
dependency in some of the regression formulas in order to prevent the method from creating virtual
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disadvantages. These are for example the eﬀect of small diﬀerences in empty mass on maintenance
cost and crew cost, which distends the eﬀect of small diﬀerences in empty mass on aircraft operating
cost.
1.4 Work Overview
Following this introduction to the objectives and motivation a brief review of fuselage design is given in
chapter 2. The focus is on the inﬂuence of seat capacity on fuselage design decisions. The turnaround
process is then analyzed in more detail. Relevant literature and recent research is reviewed. The his-
toric developments are shown using historical aircraft data and known industry concepts.
The third chapter describes the utilized methods. At ﬁrst the fuselage and cabin design with the
fuselage weight estimation is described, then the boarding simulation. The chapter closes with a
description of the aircraft design method including the mission performance and cost analysis. Vali-
dation and short description of the technical background of the methods is provided in each section.
The fourth chapter introduces the analyzed cross sections and provides the disciplinary results.
The results are provided for each of the three ﬁelds (fuselage & cabin design, boarding & turnaround,
overall aircraft design), allowing the reader to reenact the analysis. The disciplinary results lead the
way to understand the results in the analysis section.
The ﬁfth and ﬁnal chapter conducts an analysis of the found results. Several set of assumptions
are used to establish diﬀerent thresholds between single and twin aisle. The analysis is limited to a
number of comparisons. It does only include the most relevant results of the previous chapter.
The work closes with a summary and a conclusion. The probable impact on future designs is
critically reviewed, including aspects of aircraft market dynamics.
The appendix contains regressions formulas for boarding, deboarding and total turnaround time.
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Chapter 2
Fuselage Design and Aircraft
Turnaround
The following chapter provides an introduction to relevant aspects of fuselage design. These basic
physical relationships are explained using elementary formulas. Recent literature concerning fuselage
design and turnaround time reduction is reviewed.
2.1 Introduction to Fuselage Design
This section outlines which considerations inﬂuence the size and shape of the fuselage. The ex-
planations are focused on passenger capacity, which is usually the primary driver for fuselage size
selection.
2.1.1 Basic Considerations
Fuselage design is part of aircraft design and hence covered in most textbooks concerning that subject.
For this work the accepted standard textbooks by Torenbeek [Tor76] and the relevant parts of Roskam's
aircraft design series [Ros04a] [Ros04b] were used. Further textbooks were consulted for additional
information with only little additional information being identiﬁed. Beside textbooks further sources
were assessed for state-of-the-art cabin design knowledge [FPO07] [Heh01] [FPO11].
The fuselage is characterized by its cross section. The cross section is of crucial importance for the
success of a design, and it further is the only item that can never be changed within the product life
cycle. The Boeing737 has demonstrated how an aircraft can receive new wings, new engines, new
systems and can grow considerably in size and capability. But the B737 still retains its original cross
section. Fuselage design decisions are inﬂuenced by numerous ﬁelds of engineering, a choice is listed
in the following enumeration.
1. Payload accommodation of both passenger and cargo: The fuselage needs to house the entire
payload, and has to provide a ﬂight deck.
2. System installation: many systems need to be integrated in the fuselage, some at particular
positions. Further the fuselage needs to have volume for connections between systems (like
ducts, wires).
3. Structural eﬃciency of the fuselage: For pressurized aircraft a circular cross section is strongly
encouraged in order to achieve minimum structural mass. Crash safety and fatigue resistance
over the entire lifetime are major drivers in fuselage structural design.
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4. Aerodynamic eﬃciency: the fuselage produces both skin friction drag as function of its wetted
surface and pressure drag as function of the frontal area. The front and rear end need to be
tailored to improve aerodynamics.
5. Flight stability and control: The fuselage length sets the lever arm of the tail surfaces for
conventional aircraft. A short lever arm requires larger surfaces and may oﬀset drag and mass
savings of the fuselage.
6. Producability: the fuselage needs to be produced in a cost eﬃcient manner, possibly in diﬀerent
locations with a joined ﬁnal assembly. For that purpose long constant sections are preferable.
7. Airport compatibility, safety and comfort: the fuselage has to allow a quick exchange of payload.
Quick egress of passengers in case of emergency needs to be assured. The fuselage further needs
to assure a comfortable environment for the passengers at any altitude or speed.
The list demonstrates that fuselage design is a ﬁeld of compromise between multiple disciplines. A
key parameter of the fuselage is the so called fuselage ﬁtness ratio λf or slenderness, which is length
divided by diameter. In case of non circular fuselages, an equivalent diameter is calculated.
λf =
lFuselage
dFuselage
(2.1)
λf =
2 · lFuselage
hFuselage + dFuselage
(2.2)
The slenderness is important both for structural and for aerodynamic performance. On the struc-
tural side the slenderness characterizes the stiﬀness of the fuselage for bending loads. On the aero-
dynamic side it sets the relationship between frontal drag and skin friction drag. Aircraft with low
slenderness have increased tail area and in extreme cases the access to the fuselage (airport compati-
bility) is compromised. Aircraft with high slenderness need longer landing gear for rotation at take-oﬀ
and may experience structural penalties due to increased bending stress. Long and thin fuselages
might be prone structural vibration problems as stiﬀness is insuﬃcient.
The optimum region for the fuselage slenderness is considered between 10 and 11 [FPO07], while
the ends are soft. The highest slenderness was achieved by the DC-8-71 with 14.2, the lowest by the
B737-100 with 7.1. The reasons for extreme values are usually commonality and product strategy:
the DC-8-71 was the maximum stretch of the basic DC-8, the B737-100 was the standard Boeing
cross section from the B707 reduced to a capacity of 100 seats1. Most likely both would have received
a diﬀerent cross section if it had been of free choice at the beginning of the design process.
2.1.2 Seat Capacity
The seat capacity is one the ﬁrst decisions in the aircraft speciﬁcation process [[Tor76], page 5].
Together with the speciﬁed range, the seat capacity determines largely the commercial potential of
an aircraft design. While the seat capacity obviously determines the maximum amount of revenue an
aircraft can generate, it also inﬂuences the cost of operation for an aircraft. The seat capacity aﬀects
1Interestingly Boeing also produced the B757-300, which trails the DC-8-71 by a small margin in slenderness ratio,
using the very same cross section as the B737-100. This shows how commonality drove design to the extremes of
fuselage slenderness.
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the economics of an aircraft. Larger aircraft are typically more eﬃcient for each oﬀered seat-kilometer,
which is shown using two examples from literature.
Figure 2.1  Figure resembling ﬁgure 5.2 from [Dog10].
Shown are cost per available seat kilometer (ASK)
on the left and cost per hour of operation on the
right. The larger the capacity, the lower the seat-
speciﬁc cost. Also see text.
Figure 2.1 shows the direct operating cost
per available seat kilometer. The data is re-
produced from [Dog10] [Figure 5.2, page 104],
but can also be found in an updated fashion in
[Ros13]. The data is generated by evaluating
the data airlines report to the US Bureau of
Transport Statistics in the so called Form 41
datasheet [BTS13]. The data clearly indicates
an advantage of higher capacities. However,
the data is skewed for several reasons. The
capacity is the actual capacity, hence it mixes
single class short range cabins with long range
multi-class cabins. Secondly, the character of
operation is diﬀerent between the short range
types and long range types. Finally, especially
in case of the larger aircraft, the cited aircraft
types represent ﬂeets of a single airline and are
optimized for a particular market, which lim-
its the comparability. Nevertheless, it becomes
apparent that cost change with aircraft capac-
ity. The minimum indicated by the regression
is only virtual, which can be seen in the next ﬁgure.
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Figure 2.2  Figure resembling one from [Tho01]. The ﬁgure com-
pares diﬀerent long range type on a 4000nm mission. The
comparison is from the mid 1990ies.
Figure 2.2 shows the cash operating
cost per available seat kilometer. The
data is taken from a similar ﬁgure in
[Tho01] [page J-8]. The data points
represent long range designs conﬁg-
ured in an all-economy layout operated
by the same airline. Hence a direct
comparison is possible. The data is
based on designs available in the mid
1990ies. The points furthest to the
right are the then projected A3XX (to-
day A380) and the B747-400Y, which
was a proposed stretch of the B747-
400. The cost was estimated for a
4000nm reference mission. Although
this data - like the previous example - is
not universally applicable to all capac-
ities and ranges, it demonstrates that
increased capacities enjoy better cost
per available seat kilometer.
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The reasons are both technical and operational. Technical reasons are in theory better aerody-
namics and better propulsive eﬃciency, while the structural mass is supposed to increase. Operational
aspects are the ﬂight crew, fees and maintenance cost. If - as done in the ﬁgures above - the cost is
divided by the number of seats, the seat layout has a strong inﬂuence.
2.1.3 Seat Arrangement
Previous section shows that seat-speciﬁc cost decrease if capacity increases. The same data also
shows that aircraft of comparable capacity may have diﬀerent cost. This is partly caused by design
diﬀerences that result in diﬀerent weight and drag. One inﬂuential parameter is the number of seats
abreast. In dependence of the chosen seat capacity, the number of seats abreast determines the
fuselage length and the relationship between length and width of the fuselage, called the slenderness
(see page 14).
Figure 2.3  Four diﬀerent fuselage conﬁgurations for a 150-seat aircraft. The reference conﬁguration is
the 6-abreast. From [Hei07].
In ﬁgure 2.3 four diﬀerent fuselage conﬁgurations are shown with 150-seats capacity. It is taken
from [Hei07]. The reference conﬁguration is the 6-abreast. It has lowest surface of all fuselages
shown. While the surface is an indicator for the aerodynamic drag and fuselage mass, it does not
represent the ﬁnal ﬁgure of merit for a fuselage as shown in the subsequent section. Under pure
technical consideration there is an optimum seat abreast conﬁguration for each desired capacity.
2.2 Elementary Fuselage Sizing
This section attempts a basic fuselage sizing using simple formulas. These formulas are to some ex-
tent reliant on regression. That is, the factors have been determined through analysis of historical data.
In transport aircraft design the payload sizes the fuselage dimensions. This approach is called
inside-out design or payload driven design. Choice of cross section is one of the ﬁrst fundamental
design decisions. When the cross section is set, the fuselage length becomes a function of the required
amount of payload.
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The most important parameters are shown in ﬁgure 2.4. The fuselage width is determined by
the cabin width requirement, which directly relates to the chosen seating layout. In context of this
work aircraft with passenger capacities ranging from 130 to 340 in a single class arrangement are
considered. The resulting cross section always has a dedicated underﬂoor cargo hold (which might
be omitted below 100 seats capacity) and a single deck layout. The fuselage height above ﬂoor level
is determined by the cabin standing height or the headroom of the outmost seats. Its width by the
sum of seats and aisles at armrest level (roughly 24inch or 0.61m above ﬂoor level). Below the ﬂoor
level the required height and width of the cargo compartment sizes the outer dimensions. The cross
section has to enclose all items while being as close to a circle as possible. Consequently, height and
width are usually adapted to each other to achieve a circular fuselage. All pressurized civil aircraft
designs with a single passenger deck have diameters and widths of 10% within each other.
Figure 2.4  Typical cabin dimensions for cross section layout.
Payload requires volume. In
case of passengers it further
requires minimum cabin ﬂoor
area, and with a set cross
section the problem becomes
largely 2-dimensional. When
the seating conﬁguration is
chosen, the cabin length is a
function of the deﬁned number
of passengers plus allowances
for door access areas, ser-
vice installations and the ﬂight
deck. The number of ex-
its is set through evacuation
requirements ([EAS06], specif-
ically 25.807). The num-
ber of service installations is
a function of envisioned com-
fort level and assumed route
length. Current short range air-
craft have a low ratio of service
facilities to installed passenger
seats. The fuselage is no constant cylinder over the entire length, the forward and rear end have
to be adapted to aerodynamic requirements. Especially the form of the rear fuselage has a major
inﬂuence on the overall fuselage drag. If the fuselage narrows to quickly, the ﬂow detaches and causes
additional drag. That is why ﬂoor area is sacriﬁced in the aft fuselage to allow optimized aerodynamics.
The ratio between fuselage length and fuselage width and cabin respectively fuselage length is
documented in two ﬁgures taken from Torenbeek's Synthesis of Subsonic Aircraft Design [Tor76].
In ﬁgure 2.5(a) the relationship between seats abreast (on the x-axis) and fuselage width (on the
y-axis) is shown. Existing aircraft designs are plotted as dots. A gap between the widest single aisle
and the smallest twin aisle can be noticed. Figure 2.5(b) depicts the relationship between cabin length
on the y-axis and number of seat pitch times the rows (seats divided by seats abreast).
The required cabin width at armrest level of a single aisle can be estimated using seating standards
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(a) Seats Abreast (b) Seats and Cabin Length
Figure 2.5  Aircraft data and statistics for fuselage length and width (from [Tor76]). Note that these
statistics were made in the 1970ies, thus do not include many modern types. See text for
further explanations.
for a current short and medium range comfort standard. Units have to be consistent. The wall
clearance is a rule of thumb coming from the head room requirement as shown in ﬁgure 2.4. The
wider the fuselage diameter the smaller the required additional wall clearance as the curvature of the
cabin side wall decreases. All used symbols of the following calculation can be found on page 134 in
the appendix.
wCabin = nAbreast · (wSeat +wArmrest) + 2 · wArmrest + 2 · wClearance +wAisle (2.3)
A twin aisle requires an additional aisle and and an additional armrest.
wCabin = nAbreast · (wSeat +wArmrest) + 3 · wArmrest + 2 · wClearance + 2 · wAisle (2.4)
It immediately becomes clear, the lines never cross. A single aisle would always be smaller in
diameter and hence more eﬃcient as cross section than a twin aisle at a similar number of seats
across. However, certiﬁcation requirements prohibit any seat to be more than two seats from the
aisle (CS25.817 [EAS06]), making a 6-abreast the single aisle with most seat across. The twin aisle
achieves the same ratio of cabin width to seat count at a 12-abreast seating. This explains why a
6-abreast single aisle cross section is an eﬃcient and popular solution.
With a speciﬁed number of passengers the theoretical cabin length can be estimated. Cabin length
refers to the length of the pressurized part of the fuselage without the ﬂight deck, as shown in ﬁgure
2.5(b).
lCabin,theoretical =
nPAX
nAbreast
· lSeatPitch (2.5)
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As mentioned above the cabin needs to be longer than the added length of all rows. Beside service
installations, further areas must be provided for door access. In ﬁgure 2.5(b) the theoretical cabin
length (dashed line) and the actual cabin length are shown (solid line). Dots represent actual aircraft
layouts. Although Torenbeek uses an old database, this statistic remains valid because the general
layout guidelines for cabins have not changed. The ﬁgure shows a true cabin length as being about
35% longer than the theoretical one. Also the ﬂight deck with a ﬁxed length independent of the
fuselage diameter is added.
lCabin,actual = lCabin,theoretical · 1.35 + lFlightdeck (2.6)
The fuselage length can be estimated by adding the diameter-dependent tail cone. In mass analysis,
the fuselage in front of the cockpit is usually not accounted for, as it is relatively short and not part
of the primary structure but an aerodynamic fairing. Hence it does not add any meaningful mass.
The length of the tail cone can be estimated from current designs as being 1.6 of the diameter.
The fuselage diameter is in a ﬁxed relationship with the cabin width and can be estimated using the
following formula. The formula is derived from existing aircraft.
dfus = 1.045 · wCabin + .084m (2.7)
lfus = lCabin,actual + 1.6 · dfus (2.8)
Mass and drag increase proportional to the fuselage surface, depending on the speciﬁc design with
a changing factor. Achieving minimum wetted surface for a given payload is beneﬁcial for achieving
best mass and drag. The fuselage surface can be estimated with a simple approximation, suﬃciently
accurate for this short example.
Sfus = pi · dfus · lfus ·
(
1 
2
λfus
)2/3
·
(
1 +
2
λ2fus
)
(2.9)
The best range of fuselage ﬁtness ratio or slenderness is supposed to be between 10 and 11 as
stated above. This ratio oﬀers best performance, implying best compromise between mass and drag
considering all relevant components, while not violating any of the stated requirements. It is the
result of a multi-disciplinary optimization and is diﬃcult to estimate using analytical means (compare
to [Nit10] for an analytical approach towards optimum fuselage slenderness). The variance in existing
designs shows that particular considerations may encourage a deviation from this optimum (see page
23). The optimum range further excludes operational factors such as turnaround.
Current short range cabin standards are 18 inch wide seats, a 20 inch wide aisle, 2 inch armrest and
31 inch seat pitch. Applying these values to the equations above yields wetted area and slenderness
as function of required passenger capacity. The wetted area is shown in ﬁgure 2.6(b). The single aisle
(solid lines) have always less surface area than the twin aisles. An important ﬁgure of merit is the
structural mass of the fuselage. Its estimation in preliminary aircraft design is diﬃcult, but several
statistical formulas exist. Based on an analysis of several formulas, two formulas have been chosen
for mass estimation [Ber09]. The Howe method uses geometric fuselage parameters and diﬀerential
pressure [How00].
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Figure 2.6  Eﬀect of seats abreast on basic fuselage performance indicators. The ﬁtness ratio or slen-
derness indicates the structural and aerodynamic quality. The optimum region is marked. The
wetted area is proportional to the zero-lift drag of the fuselage. Right plot's legend valid for
both plots. Also compare to ﬁgure 2.3.
mfus =
[
1 +
(3.12  0.354 · dfus) · σ
1 + σ
] [
3.56 · pmax
σ0.75
· dfus · Sfus
]
(2.10)
σ = 0.8 + 0.05 · (dfus  2) (2.11)
The more recent formula from the Luftfahrtechische Handbuch developed by Felix Dorbath uses
only geometrical parameters. [Dor11]
mfus = 12.7 · (lfus · dfus)1.298 ·
{
1 
[
0.008 ·
(
lfus
dfus
)2
+ 0.1664 ·
(
lfus
dfus
)
 0.8501
]}
(2.12)
The results are shown in ﬁgure 2.7 as mass per seat. The left ﬁgure shows the results from Howe.
Although the formula achieves a good match with existing aircraft, it does not indicate any useful
trend. By Howe's formula the single aisle would have the lowest mass for any capacity. The right
ﬁgure shows the results of the LTH formula, which are much more educating. The optimum regions
for the diﬀerent conﬁgurations are clearly visible. The threshold for a switch from single aisle to twin
aisle is at 290 seats, at a ﬁtness ratio of about 15.5 of the single aisle. Note that the 7-abreast twin
aisle has its best speciﬁc mass between 250 and 280 seats but is still heavier than the single aisle. The
widely used formula by Torenbeek has been tried but shows even less desirable results than Howe's
formula, making it virtually useless for this kind of assessment. The short analysis has shown that
the single aisle appears to be the best solution from pure ﬂight physics up to 290 seats. For a more
trustworthy estimation more eﬀects and better modeling is required. Wetted area and fuselage mass
are only indicators of the resulting performance.
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Figure 2.7  Estimated fuselage mass per seat using accepted statistical formulas. Note that Howe's
formula ﬁnds the single aisle to be the best for all capacities. The LTH formula ﬁnds a clear
optimum for each seat abreast conﬁguration.
2.3 Seats Abreast in History and Literature
The previous section provides a basic sizing for the fuselage. The results show that for each seat
abreast conﬁguration a minimum seat-speciﬁc fuselage mass exists. It needs to be stressed again that
the used formula is based on regression. The approach used for cabin sizing does not incorporate step
changes through added emergency exits or additional monuments. This section looks at actual and
historical designs in the considered capacity range. Relevant literature is reviewed.
As shown above, the chosen number of seats abreast has a substantial impact on the overall per-
formance of the aircraft. While the step between diﬀerent single aisle layouts or diﬀerent twin aisle
layouts is rather continuous, there is a considerable gap between the 6-abreast and the 7-abreast. The
reason is that the amount of unproductive aisles doubles. This region is in the capacity band of 200
to 300 seats in a single class layout. Below a twin aisle is disadvantaged, and above a single aisle
becomes undesirable.
The number of seats abreast is consequently guided by the desire to create the most eﬃcient enclo-
sure around the required payload. Certiﬁcation standards require a second aisle above 6 seats abreast
(CS 25.817)2. Theoretically a 6-abreast aircraft can have a twin aisle layout. This would of course
be less eﬃcient than a single aisle. As shown in the next section, the 6-abreast twin aisle is a concept
that was considered several times, however, with wider seats than assumed in the previous calculation.
2The Hawker-Siddenly Trident once had 7-abreast single aisle layout, but the 7th seat was intended for children.
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2.3.1 Literature and Recent Research
There is no deﬁnitive guidance on the capacity above which a 7-abreast twin aisle layout is recom-
mended. Many textbooks do not provide a speciﬁc limit. It is - like many other parameters in aircraft
design - subject to a comparative trade study.
Torenbeek at least states a rather unspeciﬁc limit and gives no technical reasoning [Tor76].
If more than 150 to 200 passengers are to be accommodated the use of two aisles
should be considered. [p. 67]
Advice concerning the arrangements of seats in the cabin can be found in many university lecture
notes. Most rely on statistical analysis by presenting the existing designs in dependence of passenger
number and fuselage slenderness, just as provided in ﬁgure 2.8.
Mentioned criteria for fuselage selection are operational considerations (like listed on page 14), but
also mass and drag of the fuselage. In a design class conducted by Airbus Future Projects Oﬃce
the slenderness of the fuselage is cited as key criteria for cross section selection [FPO07]. Scholz
recommends a similar approach [Sch99].
Only Thorbeck clearly mentions the eﬀect of fuselage layout on turnaround time, and its eﬀect on
direct operating cost (in [Tho01] page A-37 & A-38). He mentions turnaround as one limiting factor
for fuselage length. He does not oﬀer a directly applicable capacity limit, but a maximum of approx-
imately 190 seats can be read from a chart.
In a conference paper Nita and Scholz of the Hamburg University of Applied Science covered the
topic in depth [Nit10]. Their paper deals with the optimum slenderness ratio for passenger aircraft.
The formulas used to estimate drag and mass are in majority taken from Torenbeek [Tor76]. The
ﬁnding is that the optimum slenderness is situated slightly above 10, aﬃrming the previously cited
accounts that ratios between 10 and 11 represent the overall optimum [FPO07]. The analysis takes
into account tail size and fuselage drag, thus includes all physically meaningful areas. Torenbeek's
methods are used as sole mass estimation formula. The calculated optimum slenderness represents
an optimum for minimum overall drag, including induced drag of additional mass. The work aimed
at ﬁnding the fuselage with minimum drag, which is only one element of the more relevant operating
cost. The work does not provide the slenderness as function of either capacity or range.
In the work a formula is presented that gives the number abreast as function of passenger capacity.
nAbreast = 0.47 ·
√
nPAX (2.13)
The relationship is statistical and the factor is chosen to produce the smallest error applied to existing
designs. However, especially in the single aisle capacity region the factor of 0.47 can deviate depend-
ing which speciﬁc designs are being matched. With 6-abreast aircraft have spanned capacities from
100 to 280 seats, the factor could become 0.36 to 0.6 for the designs on the extreme ends (the A320
has 0.45). Consequently, the formula is only useful for very early conceptual design.
In a study by Ralf Metzger researched the optimum fuselage cross section [Met08]. The study is
aimed at the methodology of ﬁnding an optimum fuselage cross section by means of optimization.
The work oﬀers extensive insight into weighting functions and optimization routines. He includes
turnaround as one optimization parameter. The turnaround is simply hinged on the passenger seats
per aisle. As the work aims on the methodology, no comparison in cost is given for a cost-optimized
and a turnaround-optimized aircraft. The cabin layout - though advanced for a preliminary design
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tool - has diﬃculties in estimating the cabin layout of single aisles and small twin aisles. The methods
used for aircraft design are further limited in accuracy, as again, Torenbeek's mass estimation meth-
ods are used. Overall, despite the advanced algorithms introduced by Metzger, the methods used for
aircraft design are insuﬃcient to produce results with the necessary accuracy. As shown later (see
section 4.3.2), already small diﬀerences in structural weight can change the outcome signiﬁcantly. His
methodology ﬁnds twin aisles as optimum above 170 seats capacity.
2.3.2 Existing Designs
An overlap region between single aisle and twin aisle designs exists in practice. The smallest twin aisle
aircraft - the B767 - has capacities similar to the B757, which is also the largest single aisle by seating
capacity. In detail the B767-200 (the basic version) has a single class seating capacity of 242 seats in
dense economy layout. The B757-200 has a capacity of 238 seats3. Both aircraft were developed at
the same time. The B767 is considerably heavier, but it was designed for longer ranges with container
loading capability4 and longer range. The B767 can further accommodate 8-seats abreast in a dense
layout, while the B757 is below current standards for economy seating in terms of seat width and
does not allow containerized cargo.
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Figure 2.8  Fuselage slenderness over single class seating capacity for existing designs. The lines repre-
sent linear ﬁts. Note that there are no dedicated 7-abreast designs. The horizontal box marks
the region of optimum fuselage slenderness, the vertical box the overlap region of largest single
aisles and smallest twin aisles.
In ﬁgure 2.8 the slenderness ratio of several aircraft is plotted over their single class seating capacity.
Comparable plots can be found in many textbooks and lecture notes (see for example [Tho01]) . The
aircraft are grouped by their maximum number of seats abreast. There is no aircraft with a 7-abreast
seating as highest number of seats abreast. The B767 and A300/330/3405 cross sections have a
standard abreast of 7 and 8, respectively. Both cross sections do allow a denser layout with 8 or
3When the aircraft is equipped with 4 full-size doors per side, otherwise exit limit is 228.
4Owing to this requirement the B767's cross section is higher than it is wide.
5The cross sections of these aircraft are similar.
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respectively 9 seats abreast, which is only used by some low-cost and charter airlines (compare to
[Sea11]). An overlap region exists between 240 and 280 seats. Both the single aisle (B757-300) and
the twin aisle (A310, B767-200) situated in this region are out of production. The new B787-8 has a
single class passenger capacity of approximately 320 seats [Boe11b]. A version optimized for shorter
ranges (B787-3) was canceled before production commenced. However, the main change to the basic
B787-8 was a wing of lower span for airports with restricted gates, which gave the aircraft a worse
cruise performance without saving signiﬁcant weight [Fli11a].
2.3.3 Concepts of Short Range Twin Aisles
On the following pages a few industry concepts are introduced. There are probably many more con-
cepts which were never published. The intention is simply to show that the idea of a small twin aisle
aircraft did not escape the attention of professional aircraft designers.
In the mid 1980ies Jan Carlzon - then CEO of the Scandinavian Airlines Services (SAS) - introduced
the concept of the Passenger Pleasing Plane, a concept possibly not invented but at least promoted
by him [Car87]. The idea was to build an aircraft which oﬀers higher comfort to the passenger which
he saw compromised through the seating arrangement of the traditional 6-abreast single aisle. The
arrangement was a 6-abreast twin aisle. The focus was not on turnaround but on passenger comfort.
Carlzon described the 6-abreast single aisle as unacceptable in terms of passenger comfort.
Figure 2.9  Cross section of the proposed Boe-
ing 7J7 with 6-abreast twin aisle lay-
out. The cross section had a diame-
ter of 4.75m (188inch). Graphic taken
from [Fli87].
In the 1980ies both McDonnel Douglas and Boeing
worked on new short and medium range concepts that
included a twin aisle layout with 6- or 7-abreast seat-
ing made for short ranges. Boeing included this in its
B7J7 concept in the early 1990ies. The McDonnell
Douglas design originated in the early 80ies as DC-
11 and the aircraft stayed in public discussions well
into the mid 1990ies until MDD merged with Boeing.
The seating capacity was supposed to be 180 passen-
gers in a dual class layout. The fuselage diameter of
188inch (4.75m) would have allowed a 6- or 7-abreast
seating, although the latter at reduced comfort. A
sketch is shown in ﬁgure 2.9 which is taken from a
contemporary aviation magazine [Fli87]. The Boeing
concept hinged upon usage of a prop fan, which al-
lowed much better economics. Short boarding times
and enhanced passenger comfort are speciﬁcally men-
tioned. The cited article reads:
"The wide body and twin aisles are
the intended key to the 7J7's success.
Twin aisles and 2-2-2 cross-cabin seat-
ing layout means exceptionally quick load-
ing and unloading (aided by wider-than-
standard main doors), and passenger popularity because, as Boeing points out, everyone
is next to either an aisle or a window." [Fli87] [p. 78]
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Figure 2.10  Twin Aisle Small Airplane as shown in a 2004 Boeing patent (from [Boe04])
In 2004 a patent was granted for a Twin Aisle Small Airplane [Boe04]. Three more patents of
the same author were granted which focus on structural aspects of the fuselage. The patent covers
speciﬁcally twin aisle layouts for aircraft with less than 200 seats. The seat conﬁguration as described
in the text ranges from 2-2-2 to 2-4-2. Graphics in the document show two diﬀerent cross sections of
a 7-abreast aircraft: a circular cross section with strong resemblance to the B767 and another non-
circular without lower deck cargo compartment. Both low and high wing conﬁgurations are shown.
The shown cabin layout in ﬁgure 2.10 has less than 100 seats. However, patents traditionally use
illustrative examples that do not represent actively pursued design projects.
Figure 2.11  A320 5-abreast Concepts: a concept
by the airline consultant Morton Mueller.
[Source: Morton Mueller [Mue11]]
A 5-abreast A320 concept is promoted by
a consultant who worked with Carlzon at
SAS in the 1980ies [Mue11]. The con-
cept calls for a 1-3-1 seating with diﬀer-
ent overhead bin layout. An artist impres-
sion is shown in ﬁgure 2.11. Mentioned
advantages are more comfort and quicker
loading times. The changes would rep-
resent a major change to the cabin, es-
pecially as a completely new overhead bin
layout is sought. Most claims made in
the cited document are not backed by
any identiﬁable investigation. The con-
cept can probably be considered a curios-
ity.
2.4 Turnaround Time: Basics, Concepts for Reduction and Liter-
ature Review
The reduction of boarding times is attractive for more cost eﬃcient operation. Consequently man-
ufacturers and operators have tried to establish procedures to reduce boarding time. A few other
options are considered for future single aisles. The motivation for reduced turnaround time is in-
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creased utilization of the aircraft. Secondary motivations are the absorption of delays and reduction
in ground handling cost. If shorter turnaround time results in additional utilization depends on the
average mission length and the airline schedule planning. Also see section 5.2 on the actual use of
saved turnaround time.
2.4.1 Turnaround Basics
When estimating time on ground, the maximum number of daily ﬂights can be calculated under
assumption of the daily time of operation. The ground time consists of taxi time, start-up time and
turnaround time. The start-up time is the time required for engine start after pushback.
tground = tturnaround + ttaxi + tstartup (2.14)
tflight = ttakeoff + tclimb + tcruise + tdescent (2.15)
The daily operation time is set by the earliest time an aircraft is allowed to take-oﬀ and the latest
time it is allowed to land. Night operations are not considered as noise restrictions limit the number
of available airports. Additionally, most passengers do not want to arrive or depart during night time.
In eﬀect, short range aircraft operate from 6:00hrs in the morning to 22:00hrs in the evening, yielding
a ﬂight time of 16hrs. Theoretically, the aircraft can do its ﬁrst take-oﬀ at 6:00hrs and can land
from its ﬁnal leg at 22:00hrs. The turnaround between last ﬂight in the evening and ﬁrst ﬂight in
the morning happens during airport closure6, so that the number of turnarounds is one less than the
number of ﬂights.
tdaily_ops = nflight · tflight + (nflight  1) · tground (2.16)
Solving for the number of daily ﬂights yields:
nflight =
tdaily_ops + tground
(tflight + tground)
(2.17)
The ﬂight time assumes an standard climb and descent and a cruise at optimum Mach number as
described on page 81. The used performance model resembles an A320 (see page 78).
In ﬁgure 2.12(a) the resulting daily distribution of ﬂight time, moving ground time and turnaround
is shown. The graph assumes 45 minute turnaround, which is representative for a current generation
single aisle with more than 160 seats except low cost airlines [Boe02]. The start-up and taxi time is
assumed as 15 minutes additional ground time, resulting in a ground time of 60 minutes. At 500nm
average distance the aircraft spends close to 5 hours in turnaround, has an additional 1.6 hours of
moving ground time and spends the remaining 9.4 hours in ﬂight.
The true utilization in 2008 can be seen in ﬁgure 2.12(b). The data is taken from a recent report
from Eurocontrol [Eur11]. The utilization in short range operation was between 6.5hrs in winter and
slightly above 8hrs in summer. It compares to ﬁgure 2.12(a), where the theoretical ﬂight times for
the ﬁrst couple of ranges is printed in the ﬁgure. Short Range is deﬁned by Eurocontrol as being
below 1500km (800nm). In summer the practical utilization hence approaches the calculated limit.
The reason why the practical is so much lower than the actual are manifold: in winter times many
6"Closure" refers to air traﬃc movements.
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Figure 2.12  Theoretical and practical utilization. The theoretical assumes turnaround times and a daily
ﬂight time of 16 hours. The practical values are sourced from [Eur11].
aircraft are simply not needed. Doganis provides numbers of 8.4 to 11.5 hours per day depending on
operator for the A320, and 6.3 to 11.1 hours for the A319 ([Dog10] and table 6.3 and table 7.2)).
No average distances are provided though.
Figure 2.13  Schematic turnaround Gantt chart. The length of the
processes is typical for a short range transport. Horizontal
lines depict the diﬀerent entities.
Turnaround times can be as-
sessed with simple means. As
shown on page 4 the critical
path is the sequence of processes
that determines the turnaround
length. The critical path is deter-
mined by a number of dependen-
cies. For example, boarding can-
not start before refueling is ﬁn-
ished. Cargo loading cannot start
before unloading is ﬁnished. The
cabin cannot be boarded before
the cleaning is ﬁnished, and the
cleaning has to await the full de-
boarding of the aircraft.
These relationships are shown for
two examples in ﬁgure 2.14. The
example assumes a ﬁxed rate for
passengers and exiting the cabin
per minute. The amount of fuel depends on range. 4 out of 5 passengers check luggage, which is
loaded and unloaded at a rate of 12 bags per minute. The assumptions for luggage are representative
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for short range and domestic operations.
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Figure 2.14  Examples for critical path. The left example assumes a longer range and less passengers,
resulting in the refueling process being of similar length as the boarding and cleaning.
The critical path can be formed by the deboarding, cleaning and boarding. Alternatively, the
cargo loading can determine the critical path. Finally, the refueling may delay the cabin boarding. It
becomes apparent that (under these assumptions) the boarding and deboarding is always located on
the critical path.
2.4.2 Operational Concepts, Infrastructure and Changed Aircraft
The so-called low cost carriers use two methods for turnaround time reduction. First, they prefer
apron positions and board passengers via stairs. This allows the usage of front and aft door and
speeds up boarding and deboarding approximately by 50% (see later analysis). It also removes the
need for pushback. Additionally, some do not assign seats at check-in, thus giving passengers an
incentive to enter the cabin quickly to occupy an attractive seat. These methods are only partly
transferable to traditional network carriers. Apron positions are not well received by passengers, both
due to the exposition to weather (both coldness and rain, but also very important in many regions of
the world, extreme heat) and the need to use a bus. Both increases inconvenience and problems for
people with reduced mobility. Passengers moving freely on the apron is also considered a safety issue.
Especially in the United States aircraft are rarely boarded via stairs. The usage of the rear door while
using a boarding bridge would require a costly reconstruction of the airport gates. Figure 2.15 shows
a possible solution, but retroﬁtting these at airports would impose considerable cost. Further, airports
have little to no interest in reducing boarding or turnaround times as long as they have suﬃcient gate
positions. The usage of the rear door with stairs and the forward with a bridge is practiced by some
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airlines at some airports 7. But at most airports it collides with infrastructure restrictions. It would
require substantial changes to the gate waiting areas and the gate parking positions as was conﬁrmed
in discussions with Hamburg Airport representatives.
Figure 2.15  Flexible over the wing passenger loading bridge as shown in a 2004 patent from DEW
Engineering (from [DEW04]). Besides technical complexity, these bridges also have substantial
positioning time and risk for collision with the airframe is increased.
Changes to the layout of single aisles is supposed to bring relief to boarding times. The ﬁrst option
is the usage of a quarter door, a door just in front of the wing root. Most current single aisle only
have boarding doors at the very front and aft of the aircraft8. This reduces boarding times and is
discussed in the result section (starting page 98). A further option is a wider aisle. Traditionally aisles
are designed as small as possible. A wider aisle allows passengers to pass and reduces delays. The
eﬀects are again shown in the result section (starting page 100). Finally a wider door is proposed
as mean for shorter boarding times. However, wider doors only help when the doors are the actual
bottlenecks of the process, which is only the case for twin aisles. All these have consequences for the
aircraft weight and performance, as discussed the result section (see part 5).
2.4.3 Boarding Strategies
Boarding strategies are sometimes proposed as possible remedy. A boarding strategy is a special
sequence in which passenger groups or even individual passengers enter the cabin according to their
designated seats. The objective is to reduce the boarding time by reducing the interference between
passengers in the cabin. Figure 2.16 provides three examples. A number of studies have analyzed
7For example, KLM in Amsterdam and Germanwings in Cologne.
8The A321 has an optional boarding door in front of the wing root. If not chosen by the operator, this door just
functions as emergency exit.
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the eﬀect of boarding strategies on boarding time. Their ﬁndings are relevant for this work as they
identify the major bottlenecks of a boarding process.
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Figure 2.16  Strategies for single aisle boarding. Note that the shown strategies are simple as only 3 or
4 diﬀerent blocks are called. More complex strategies like described by Steﬀen [Ste11] would
require all passengers to enter the cabin in exactly the right sequence.
The ﬁrst known study is from Boeing and was published via the Boeing company newspaper Aero
[Mar98]. The article The Role of Computer Simulation in Turn Time Reduction describes the at-
tempt to create a boarding simulation. The resources available for the authors were substantial: the
simulation was validated using an aircraft and a total of 600 passengers in a dedicated test. The
study focused on the reduction of boarding times by usage of boarding strategies. The entire project
was apparently triggered by concerns of airlines that the then new B757-300 might suﬀer from ex-
tended ground times. Boeing tried to calm these concerns. Still, the cited boarding times are an
important indicator of the simulation performance and are used in the calibration database of this work.
The topic has attracted numerous studies into the question for the optimum boarding strategy
[Lan02] [Bri03] [Fer04] [Baz07] [App10a]. Nyquist summarizes the ﬁndings of the ﬁrst four studies
in a journal paper [Nyq08]. The early studies focused on rather small single aisles on the lower end
of the capacity spread with just 132 seats. The more recent study from the ETH Zurich [Ste10]
stands out for two reasons. First the used boarding simulation was developed using ﬁlmed boarding
procedures. Second, the capacity investigated was close to that of the Boeing study. The ﬁndings of
the ETH study are consistent with other studies that the main reason for delay during the boarding
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is carry-on luggage. Nagel [Fer04] ﬁrst introduced a bin occupation model to capture the eﬀect of
decreasing space in the overhead bins on luggage stowing times.
All studies conﬁrmed that simple boarding strategies are no improvement over the random boarding9.
The ﬁndings are best summarized in [Nyq08]. The strategies that performed best were a boarding
sequence by seat [Ste11] [Ste08]. That is, the order speciﬁes exactly when which passenger enters
the cabin. This is of course impractical in daily airline business and would be inconvenient for the
passengers. A more practical strategy is either the inverse pyramid or inside-out. Some strategies are
shown in ﬁgure 2.16. The practised back-to-front did not beat the random boarding in the studies
(see for instance Nagel [Fer04], but also [Ste08] for a comparison of strategies to random boarding).
All strategies require that passengers adhere to them and that all passengers are present at start of
the boarding process. The more complicated the strategy, the less robust it is when passengers do
not adhere to the sequence (see Steﬀen [Ste08] and Nagel [Fer04]).
A publication by Tilman Richter [Ric07] focuses on the creation of a boarding simulation using
state-of-the-art modeling techniques, namely multi agent modeling and advanced path ﬁnding. His
techniques are applied for the boarding simulation used in this work. He introduces important con-
cepts such as path-ﬁnding and human factors for a boarding simulation. More detail is provided in
the boarding simulation description in section 3.2.1.
2.4.4 Comparable Research Studies
The objective of reducing turnaround time sometimes opposes the drive for best cruise performance.
Additional or wider doors and a wider fuselage increase mass. Only one work could be identiﬁed that
performed a trade-oﬀ between turnaround time reduction and cruise performance.
The University of Applied Science investigated the reduction of turnaround cost in the project
Aircraft Design for Low Cost Ground Handling (acronym: ALOHA) [Kra10] [Gom09]. The authors
Krammer and Scholz approach is an aircraft designed for minimum ground handling cost and time.
Their focus is primarily the cargo handling. Their aircraft design utilizes a continuous lower cargo hold
for simultaneous loading and unloading of containers. The resulting aircraft conﬁguration requires
a high mounted wing. They further chose fuselage mounted engines for better accessibility of the
fuselage by ground handling vehicles. The chosen conﬁguration results in a weight penalty compared
to the reference conﬁguration. The aircraft design program PrADO (see [Hei01]) is used for aircraft
design including performance and mass estimation. Boarding and deboarding are also considered,
however, the approach is to use statistical data to model the boarding time. While this works for
the deboarding, the boarding times cannot be re-enacted by regression in the study. A reduction in
boarding times is assumed by the usage of diﬀerent means such as folding seats and quarter door.
Twin aisle conﬁgurations are not investigated. The conclusion of the project is that the reduced cost
of ground handling and time do not compensate the substantial increase in aircraft mass (+15%
operating empty mass).
The work oﬀers a number of useful hints for future resarch. The concentration on cargo loading
opposes expert statements concerning the driver of turnaround times (also see [Fug01]). It needs to
be conﬁrmed that cargo loading does not represent the critical path of the turnaround.
9"Random" means that passengers have assigned seats but enter the cabin in random sequence.
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On the modeling side, the inability to derive any useful statistical model from 170 observed boarding
events underlines the diﬃculty of modeling this process by regression even in the presence of substan-
tial sets of data. Therefore this work relies on simulation rather than regression. A further conclusion
is that despite the signiﬁcance of turnaround time for overall cost, the negative performance impact
caused by any measure needs to be small. Otherwise the savings generated through more utiliza-
tion and less ground handling cost are quickly compensated by additional fuel burn and mass-related
charges.
Finally, the increase in empty mass has a profoundly negative eﬀect on the estimated direct operating
cost due to the fact that most costs are modeled as functions of mass (pilot salary, maintenance,
insurance, procurement, charges). The cost estimation needs to be changed in a way that small
diﬀerences in size do not result in additional cost that are rather virtual (see also page 111).
2.5 Comfort Considerations
Passenger comfort is important for the product air travel. Passenger comfort can have diﬀerent
deﬁnitions and scopes. In scientiﬁc research it usually includes the thermal and acoustic comfort in a
cabin environment. In the ﬁeld of cabin design more factors are included, especially those related to
the passenger seat: seat pitch, seat width, head clearance, seat quality. Further the installed service
installations per passenger are taken as indicator for passenger comfort.
Single and twin aisle layout oﬀer vastly diﬀerent cabin products, with the latter being perceived
as more attractive due to larger number of attractive seats. The twin aisle oﬀers - at least as 6 or 7-
abreast - fewer or no middle seats with the eﬀect of increased personal space for the passenger [Boe97].
This represents an advantage for the passenger, and hence a possible yield advantage for the operator.
Several works have been published that attempted not only to assess passenger comfort, but also to
translate it into an equal amount of revenue. The work by Wittmann [Wit06] and Konieczny [Kon01]
provide a framework for comfort assessment. It becomes apparent that many factors inﬂuence the
perceived quality of the product air travel, and that many are beyond the actual cabin product.
Further, depending on the load factor and provided cabin service, the actual level of comfort can vary
vastly [Bal09].
Including the factor comfort into the assessment might appear essential, but several reasons lead
to the decision to exclude the passenger comfort from the assessment:
 The majority of comfort aspects of the product air travel are beyond the layout of the cabin.
Cabin service, check-in, delays inﬂuence the perceived product quality (see Konieczny).
 Major comfort aspects such as seat width and seat pitch are the same for all researched layouts,
hence no diﬀerence exists.
 The only real diﬀerences between single and twin aisles are the number of aisle seats and the
overhead bin volume per passenger. The latter is considered in the boarding simulation, an
advantage hence credited through the reduced turnaround time.
 The focus of this work is on short ﬂight times below 2 hours (less than 800nm), which constitute
the majority of single aisle ﬂights (see page 1). The priority of cabin comfort when making a
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booking decision is far lower than on longer duration trips. Factors such as price or frequency
have higher priority.
The number of aisle seats remains the sole true advantage. Assessing this advantage and bringing
it in relation to the added cost of operation proved impossible given the existing works on perceived
passenger comfort. Further, recent developments in short range transport have shown little to no
willingness to pay extra for increased comfort.[Lee04]
It can be stated that a twin aisle oﬀers on average a better and more attractive cabin for the
passenger. If and how much this is reﬂected in added revenues for the operator is not possible to say
within the scope of this work.
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Chapter 3
Description of Applied Methods
The analysis is performed with a number of diﬀerent methods. These can be grouped in two major
branches: the aircraft modeling and the turnaround modeling as shown in ﬁgure 3.1. Both utilize the
results of the initial fuselage and cabin design. All tools are closely connected, sharing information
and building on results of the previous ones as shown in the ﬁgure. The mission performance and
the turnaround analysis each produce results that are then condensed in the ﬁnal cost estimation.
However, the individual results are also valuable as they answer questions raised in the motivation. In
particular, which aircraft is the best in pure ﬂight performance (mission fuel burn) and which aircraft
has the best turnaround times.
Figure 3.1  Tool Chain Schematics
The common start for both branches is the cabin and fuselage design tool. It creates the cross
section, the fuselage geometry, the cabin layout and multiple parameters connected to the fuselage
and payload accommodation. On the aircraft design branch of the tool chain the fuselage mass esti-
mation comes ﬁrst. The fuselage mass estimation is essential to analyze the relative disadvantage of
an aircraft utilizing a diﬀerent fuselage for a similar capacity. Therefore a tool using a physics-based
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model with statistical calibration was developed and is described in section 3.1. The aircraft sizing
matches wing, tail and engine to the mission requirements like take-oﬀ length and reserve fuel. The
process includes aerodynamic and engine modeling. The tool described in section 3.3 uses an error
minimizing feedback loop to adapt the wing size to the design range requirement. Most masses are
estimated using newest statistical formulas. The mission performance and cost estimation are closely
linked, the only addition is the ﬁnal turnaround time.
On the turnaround branch of the tool chain the boarding simulation is the dominant feature. It
is described in detail in section 3.2. Its output is used to determine overall turnaround time. The
critical path is either deﬁned by the passenger process time or other items of the turnaround process.
The turnaround time as function of various input parameters is passed to the cost estimation tool.
The data management is simpliﬁed by the fact that all tools run within one software environment.
Data is passed from the workspace into the individual tool, with the workspace functioning as virtual
data base. Interfaces are arranged in a way that data exchange is minimized. All tools are programmed
in Matlab. Matlab supplies a straight-forward environment for programming and facilitates debugging.
Further on, it provides a vast number of existing low level functions. The speed of execution is less
than for other programming environments. However, in science the time required for tool development
usually far exceeds the time actually spent for tool operation. Therefore a programming environment
that trades higher performance for easy development is better suited for the challenges faced in this
work. While boarding simulation and aircraft design could be coded very eﬃciently, the cabin and
fuselage layout requires a large number of lines of code due to the large number of conditional decisions.
The process times are between 10 and 20 seconds for the initial fuselage and cabin design. The
process time of the aircraft sizing depends on the number of iterations. With a reasonable starting
point for the sizing, the sizing converges within 1 or 2 minutes. The mission analysis requires the cre-
ation of an performance database which takes a couple of minutes. The turnaround analysis requires
longer times as diﬀerent scenarios need to be investigated. For each cabin layout there are two basic
scenarios plus a parameter sweep, putting the number simulations per cabin layout at approximately
150.
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3.1 Fuselage and Cabin Design
The fuselage design is the starting point for both the aircraft design and the boarding and tunraround
simulation (see ﬁgure 3.1). The objective of this work is to analyze the eﬀect of diﬀerent fuselage
layout for similar mission requirements, so the fuselage layout is of major importance. This section
describes the fuselage and cabin design process from deﬁnition to ﬁnal mass estimation. The latter
part is given more detailed description as it directly inﬂuences the ﬁndings of this work. Basic rules
of fuselage design are already explained in 2.2.
Speciﬁc tools for cabin layout exist. However, these are merely advanced CAD solutions that oﬀer
knowledge-based features for quicker cabin design. The commercial program Pacelab Cabin oﬀers
a cabin design environment, which can be considered an enhanced CAD tool [PAC12]. It has some
automation features, but on the downside requires substantial eﬀort for deﬁnition of a new fuselage.
Fully or partly automated solutions are not available as commercial product.
3.1.1 Fuselage and Cabin Design Tool
Figure 3.2  Process Chart of Fuselage and Cabin Design
The objective of the tool is the gen-
eration of a complete fuselage layout
from a basic set of inputs. These shall
be limited to not substantially more
than fuselage length and cross section
information. The cross section is de-
ﬁned manually by adjusting the fuse-
lage width, height and height of the
ﬂoor. This is necessary as engineering
judgment is required for the choice of a
reasonable cross section. For each seat
abreast conﬁguration there are only a
limited number of combinations.
The process is shown in ﬁgure 3.2.
The program diﬀerentiates between
normal parameter settings and global
settings. The normal parameter set-
tings are for a single type of fuselage and cabin. Fuselage length, diameter, or class standards are
deﬁned here. The global settings control many major and minor aspects in the program, like geometric
allowances. Global settings deﬁne - for example - the assumed thickness of a class divider, which is
the same for each aircraft. The global parameter settings aﬀect the entire program, and are far more
numerous than the speciﬁc parameter settings. Many global settings can be overruled by user-deﬁned
parameter, for example the relative length of the constant section of the fuselage.
The diﬀerent functions are run in sequence. The feedback loop is closed by the user, who has
to decide whether the resulting cabin ﬁts his expectations. Engineering judgment and experience
is important to assess if a cabin design is reasonable or needs reﬁnement. For example, it might
be necessary to adjust the monument layout or shift an exit. The tool still achieves a signiﬁcant
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automation of the fuselage and subsequent cabin layout, but allows the user to inﬂuence at selected
instances. Full automation of the cabin layout process requires a strong restriction in the complexity
of the layout, or results in poor seat, door and monument layout. A simple widebody cabin with 4
exit lanes (like A330 or B787) already oﬀers several thousand diﬀerent combinations of monument
locations. An approach described by Metzger [Met08] achieves respectable results, but still has issues
in reasonable placement of monuments and class boundaries. Similar challenges were encountered,
but could be overcome or avoided. Monument placement proved to be a particular challenge.
Fuselage Geometric Design
The fuselage external geometry is deﬁned by the height and width of the cross section. If no spe-
ciﬁc shape of the cross section is deﬁned, an elliptic1 shape is assumed. This is a valid assumption
if height and diameter are within 10% of each other. In the scope of this work only elliptic cross
sections are used, as other cross sections would exceed the validity of the statistically calibrated mass
estimation. The elliptic form with closely matching height and width result in a stress-optimal cross
sectiuon layout for pressurization, which size the majority of the fuselage (see page 42 onwards). The
shape in the x-y and x-z plane is deﬁned as shape preserving spline using a number of characteristic
points. The fuselage is deﬁned by a sideline, an upper line and a lower line. The start and end
of the constant section can be deﬁned, as well as the rear fuselage upsweep and forward fuselage
downsweep. Most parameters have default values that are consistent with values found on current
generation aircraft, mostly in line with the A320. This also is necessary to retain consistency with the
methods used for fuselage aerodynamic drag assessment. Structural items like frames, stringers and
bulkheads are placed using knowledge based design rules. For the subsequent mass calculation the
detailed structural layout is not required. The frame longitudinal locations are important as reference
system throughout the design process. Doors and frames are shifted in order to match each other if
possible. Windows are located between the frames. In ﬁgure 3.3(a) the basic structural layout of the
forward fuselage of a twin aisle is shown.
(a) Fuselage Structure (b) Monuments Placed
Figure 3.3  Initial cabin design: fuselage primary structure (left) and monuments (right).
1A circle is elliptic, too.
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Cabin Design
The cabin design starts with an estimation of the number of passengers based on ﬂoor area. The num-
ber is used to estimate the number of required galleys and lavatories. The galleys and lavatories are
then placed in the cabin. The galleys are placed ﬁrst and the location is optimized to have minimum
distance between the galley and the passengers in the cabin. Monuments are exclusively positioned
at exit lanes, and if possible only at lanes with service doors (in opposition to pure emergency exits).
The forward and rear galley are customized in respect to the fuselage diameter, with wide bodies
getting either a D-shaped or U-shaped galley arrangement. Lavatories are placed after galleys are
located. The positioning is carried out along knowledge-based rules, means the locations are based
on observations of actual cabin layouts. No documented rules exist where to place such monuments,
but in practice they are often grouped and used to generate cabin sections. When observing actual
and historic cabin layouts, it becomes apparent that current standards are equally applied at both
major manufacturers, and that exotic solutions are only applied where necessary, usually in long range
cabins with large ﬁrst and business class. In ﬁgure 3.3(b) the cabin with monuments is shown.
(a) Seats and Monuments (b) Entire Cross Section
Figure 3.4  Final cabin process: placing of seats (left) and overhead bin layout (right).
Class boundaries are located in an automated way, which is diﬃcult and sometimes results in
unreasonable layouts. Single class cabins are not aﬀected by this. The seats are placed after all mon-
uments are ﬁxed in their position. The seating algorithm places seats in all available spaces within
the aircraft, which are not blocked by either monuments or are reserved for exit lanes and aisles. The
seat pitch is adapted if surplus space exists, at rear and forward end of the cabin the seats abreast
are adapted if required, shown in ﬁgure 3.4(a). The ﬁnal cross section shown in 3.4(b) contains all
necessary information for further analysis. The size of the overhead bins is of importance for the later
boarding simulation. They are modeled using knowledge-based design rules. Space allowances for
passenger service units (which contain the reading lights and individual air outlets) are considered,
the remaining volume is used to best eﬀect for luggage bins.
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3.1.2 Structural Mass Estimation
The mass estimation is very important as it has a high-ranking impact on the results of this work.
The key argument against a twin aisle small capacity aircraft is the increased empty mass. Therefore
an accurate way of predicting the fuselage's mass needs to be found. The mass estimation is not
limited to the structural mass only. Of the entire equipped fuselage mass, only slightly more than
50% are contributed by structure. The remainder are systems, seats and monuments, and furnishing
and lining. Especially the latter add considerable mass.
The structural mass estimation is done using an analytical approach calibrated with statistical
data. This semi-analytical method was developed and published by NASA and adapted for this work
[Ard96]. The approach was chosen after fully physics-based approach using ﬁnite element modeling
did not yield the desired results. As FEM based solutions might be considered more appropriate for
this work, the reasons for discontinuing the FEM are brieﬂy explained. The semi-analytical approach
is favored over pure statistical methods. The detailed fuselage layout oﬀers a wide number of param-
eters that would remain unused with a statistical tool. I. e., information exists that allows a better
understanding of the stresses on the fuselage.
Finite Element Modeling
Finite Element Modeling (FEM) represents the state-of-the-art in modeling of large and complicated
structures. Progress in computational performance and easier interaction between diﬀerent tools en-
able to do FEM of larger structures on desktop computers with a high level of automation, especially
in modeling. A high ﬁdelity mass estimate could theoretically be achieved using a ﬁnite element model
in conjunction with a sizing algorithm [Nag06]. Figure 3.5 shows an element view (left) and a stress
result view (right) of the center section of a single aisle fuselage. The spot for the center wing box
and the main landing gear bay are visible. The shown models were generated using the presented
tools for fuselage layout and an interface between Matlab and ANSYS, an established software for
structural analysis [ANS12].
(a) Elements (b) Stress
Figure 3.5  Element and stress view of ﬁnite element model of center fuselage. This model was devel-
oped for mass estimation but discarded due to unsatisfying results.
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A similar approach was executed in a work by C. Österheld [Oes03], although her focus was the
entire aircraft's structure. Further, the fuselage was described in a rather generic fashion with only
limited attention to detail. In scope of this work a more detailed modeling was attempted using
ANSYS as solver. The implementation was similar to that described by Nagel [Nag06]. However,
the execution led to major challenges, which could not be overcome in due time. While constant
section barrels can be sized with relative ease, the load cases and detailed modeling required for the
entire fuselage structure exceeded the complexity of the available design data. The more detailed
calculation with FEM requires that the structural arrangement ﬁts the load paths, otherwise the
structure becomes far heavier than necessary, and the quality of the mass estimation is not better
than with a statistical formula. Further, the calculation time for a full fuselage becomes prohibitive
for a preliminary design project.
The idea of using FEM for mass estimation was consequently abandoned. However, the general
concept remains valid and might yield a better result when fully validated, more information can be
found in [Sch11]. For this work a diﬀerent method was used, which delivers equally reliable results.
Best practice in current fuselage mass estimation are methods that combine multiple entities, con-
sisting of diﬀerent methods for diﬀerent mass entities of the fuselage. Such a method is FAME-F2 of
the Airbus preliminary design group [Sch97].
Statistical Methods
Statistical (or empirical) methods are the common practice for mass estimation in preliminary design.
They oﬀer good results and require limited input data. They are usually quick and robust. Statistical
methods take the known masses of several aircraft designs and identify parameters that inﬂuence the
design. Apart from pure geometrical parameters (length and diameter), these may include diﬀerential
air pressure, design speeds and the maximum take-oﬀ mass. The fuselage mass is inﬂuenced by the
overall layout of the aircraft, for example if the engines are located at the fuselage. The opposite of
statistical methods are physics-based methods. Statistical methods are limited in accuracy, deviations
of 10% in either direction are considered a good result. Many physical parameters are not considered,
and the applicability of a statistical formula for a given problem needs to be thoroughly checked.
For this work most features of the individual aircraft remain unchanged for all diﬀerent layouts,
only the relationship between fuselage length and width changes. Nearly circular cross sections have
been chosen. All designs have similar general conﬁgurations and major design parameters are in line
with existing civil jet transport aircraft. Therefore a number of statistical formulas are applicable for
mass estimation. Three formulas were considered for this work, based on an assessment of several
formulas [Ber09].
1. The Torenbeek method described in [Tor76]. It is based on rather old statistical data (the book
was ﬁrst published in the late 1970ies). Its accuracy is limited as the mass is based primarily on
the fuselage surface. The regression parameters are chosen to reﬂect a wider range of diﬀerent
designs, for example also propeller-driven aircraft.
2. The Howe method described in [How00]. This more recent method limits the inputs to dif-
2FAME-F is short for Fast and Accurate Mass Estimation - Fuselage.
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ferential pressure and some geometrical inputs. It achieves a good result especially for smaller
aircraft (single aisle). But as shown on page 20, the method does not capture the physics quite
well as single aisle fuselages always remain those with lowest mass.
3. The most recent method is the new LTH (Luftfahrttechnisches Handbuch) method [Dor11].
Based on a large number of commercial aircraft designs above 40t maximum take-oﬀ mass it
achieves a good accuracy with pure geometrical parameters. Formula and exemplary results are
given on page 20.
The methods chosen for comparison are the 2nd and the 3rd. The results for a number of theoret-
ical designs are already presented on page 21. Although the LTH method performs on average better
than the Howe method, it does not beat it for all relevant designs. The Torenbeek method comes
out worst of all three with considerably higher deviations when applied to today's commercial aircraft
designs. However, it was used in studies with comparable objectives [Nit10]. The mass estimation
is central for this work, so that more accurate solutions were sought. A seemingly more detailed
method proposed by Torenbeek called the Mass Penalty Method is frequently used for fuselage
mass estimation (for example in [Met08]). It was implemented but did not achieve an acceptable
match. Although the method appears promising, detailed design data of several aircraft designs is
necessary to fully validate its calculations. Comparison to the data provided in [Bau03] (see ﬁgure
3.7) did neither achieve a particularly good match of the individual components nor of the overall mass.
Adapted Semi-Analytical Method
As outlined in the previous paragraph, the opposite of statistical methods are physics-based methods.
These can be separated into numerical methods and analytical methods. FEM for instance represents
a numerical method. Analytical methods are the base of any physical model, however, a structure like
a fuselage is too complicated too describe it with a single physical relationship. It is possible though
to describe certain characteristics with physical relationships and hence create a reduced analytical
model of the fuselage. In order to obtain valid masses, the results are calibrated with data of existing
aircraft. A calibration is required for most physics based methods, even those of higher complexity.
This approach assumes that the diﬀerence between obtained mass and actual mass is proportional.
In a NASA technical report Ardema [Ard96] published a method that allows to calculate the
fuselage mass using simple parameters and calculating the stresses for each fuselage station. The
method is 1-dimensional and based on beam theory. The fuselage is divided into stations along the
longitudinal axis. Each station is characterized by a radius and by local forces acting on that station,
for example local masses or tail lift. Using formulas for circular shell and factors for the structural
concept, the method considers three stress types:
 Axial forces primarily by fuselage mounted engines (not relevant in this case).
 Bending forces being caused by maneuver loads.
 Pressurization loads.
Each force is translated into a normal stress on the individual station. The station-wise calculation
allows to take into account the length of the actually pressurized fuselage. Diﬀerent load cases are
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applied to generate forces on the diﬀerent fuselage stations. A load case is a set of environmental
parameters. The most important parameters for the fuselage are the vertical acceleration and the
diﬀerential pressure between cabin and atmosphere. Two major load cases have been identiﬁed.
 Pitch-up maneuver with 2.5g at normal cabin pressure.
 Level ﬂight with normal pressurization and 1g.
The chosen load cases are in line with a brief overview of critical load cases given by Niu [Niu88],
page 388. Lomax [Lom96] cites similar design load cases for the fuselage. Some often relevant load
cases cannot be implemented into such a method, for example local damage tolerance (bird strike) or
ground loads. The forces of the load case are translated into stresses in the material. With material
stress limits a minimum shell thickness can be calculated.
The ﬁrst load case is a static design load case and is multiplied with a safety factor of 1.5. Ad-
ditional static design load cases as shown in [Lom96] did not yield additional stresses, so that they
were omitted. As the method is 1-dimensional, it does not diﬀerentiate between the part of the
fuselage shell where the load is acting. Lateral load cases consequently do not exceed the stress level
caused by the pitch-up maneuver. The second load case is a fatigue load case. That is its stress level
is relevant not for the static strength of the material but the resistance against cracking and crack
propagation over the lifetime of the aircraft. A current generation short and medium range aircraft is
usually certiﬁed for 50000 cycles. During this time no fatigue damage should occur on the aircraft,
and if it occurs a minimum residual strength has to be be garantued. The eﬀect of this requirement
is best reﬂected by applying lower allowable stresses than the material can handle in a static case.
The factor can be found in material-speciﬁc diagrams in dependence on the number of cycles. The
statistics used to estimate this factor can be found in [Niu88], page 538ﬀ.
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Figure 3.6  Required shell thickness for several load cases. The straight line at 1.6mm represent the
minimum gage thickness. The majority is sized by the 1g fatigue loads (Tensile 1g Level Flight)
except the area behind the wing, which is sized by maneuver loads (Compressive 2.5g Pull-Up).
Each load case generates a minimum shell thickness to withstand each of the stresses. The highest
thickness deﬁnes the local thickness as it represents the required amount of material to withstand
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the critical load case. A minimum gage thickness is applied as the shell thickness cannot be chosen
indeﬁnitely thin. This approach binds the results to some extent to the surface area of the fuselage,
similar to most statistical methods. The mass of the frames is estimated as ﬁxed function of the
shell thickness. In ﬁgure 3.6 the results are shown for a normal fuselage. The loads are partly caused
by the inertia forces of the masses inside the fuselage, which requires a more detailed determination
and positioning of non structural masses in the fuselage (see section 3.1.3). In order to capture the
inertia eﬀects by the structural masses itself, the process is iterative. It converges quickly after three
repetitions.
As can be seen, most of the fuselage is sized by pressurization. The area behind the wing is sized
by maneuver loads. This is consistent with ﬁndings by Oesterheld using more sophisticated tools
[Oes03]. In a published work concerning the Airbus fuselage mass estimation tool FAME-F a similar
load case distribution is shown [Kei02]. Some parts are sized by minimum shell thickness. While in
some parts of the fuselage skin serves more an aerodynamic than a structural purpose, the dominance
in this example is due to lack of load cases in those areas.
In order to capture the eﬀect of additional and larger doors the door mass is modeled explicitly.
The mass of doors is calculated using their surface area and multiplying it with a unitary mass taken
from an LTH publication [Hie97]. The approach still strongly simpliﬁes the complex art of installing
large doors into pressurized fuselages, but oﬀers better accuracy than a method that ignores the doors
completely.
Calibration
Figure 3.7  Relative contribution to fuselage struc-
tural mass. Reproduced from an LTH pa-
per by Baur (see [Bau03])
The calculation via the presented method results
in an unrealistically low mass. This hovers around
35-40% of the actual structural mass (see ﬁgure
3.8(a)) as deﬁned in [Air08]. This is a common
problem of all methods, even the more sophisti-
cated ﬁnite element methods [Pin82]. The method
only sizes the shell of the fuselage, which carries
bending and pressurization loads. However, in re-
ality only a part of the fuselage mass is caused by
these structures, usually between 55% and 70%
of the structural mass. In ﬁgure 3.7 the diﬀerent
contributors are shown for a conventional wide-
body aircraft. Source is another LTH publica-
tion [Bau03]. The presented method (and likewise
some more sophisticated methods) would only cal-
culate this mass. But even this is diﬃcult as in
reality many design requirements increase the mass from the theoretical optimum (therefore these are
sometimes referred to as "non-optimum factor"). These are windows, cut-outs, joints and manufac-
turing considerations [Niu88]. Additionally, not all sizing load cases are captured.
However, it is assumed that the calculated mass by the method is proportional to the real struc-
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tural mass by a constant factor. In order to obtain the calibration factor, the method is used for
estimation of the structural fuselage masses of known aircraft. The result is compared to the known
actual mass. In ﬁgure 3.8(a) the calculated masses by the tool are compared to the actual fuselage
structural masses of current civil transport jets. The numbers are normalized. The calculated mass
is between 30 and 45% of the actual masses.
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Figure 3.8  Result of structural mass estimation. Left the basic tool result, right the calibrated result.
Only three aircraft are far outside the +/-5% region.
The author of the method used a constant correction factor. Additionally, his database is domi-
nated by older aircraft designs with quite diﬀerent fuselage layouts. Using only a single or two designs
would likely lead to misleading results. The calibration gets better if a larger number (14 overall) of
aircraft of similar technology level are used for calibration, and if the aircraft chosen for calibration
are similar in conﬁguration to those analyzed in this work (low wing, wing-mounted engines). For this
work a number of masses of more recent aircraft were available, which greatly helped to boost the
accuracy of the calibration compared to the original. Therefore a physical parameter was identiﬁed
that inﬂuenced the calibration factor. The best factor found is the fuselage diameter. It was found
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that the deviation increases when fuselage diameter decreases. Probable reasons are diﬀerent sizing
load cases and a heavier ﬂoor structure. The door mass is subtracted from the mass of the original
data for the calibration to account for the number of doors separately. The ﬁnal structural mass is
calculated as shown in equation 3.1.
mFuselage,structural = mFuselage,estimated ·
[
f(dFuselage) + const
]
(3.1)
When applying the correction factor the structural fuselage mass is better matched. In ﬁgure 3.8(b)
the calibrated results are shown. The method underestimates the mass for some designs, especially
on the A340-500 [A345]. This particular aircraft has a fuselage with design features similar to its
longer peer (the A340-600 [A346]) and hence carries a small mass penalty. The A300-600 [A306] and
A310 are estimated to be heavier. This is partly explained by diﬀerent mass accounting: the forward
and rear main frames3 are accounted in the wing for this aircraft models [Air08].
The motivation for adaption of this method is the desire to increase the accuracy of mass prediction
over best currently available statistical formulas. Further it is intended to have at least some physical
relationship between length and width of the fuselage, and the resulting structural mass, as some
capacities result in very long and thin fuselages. Figure 3.9 shows the used method (Adapted NASA
Method) compared to the two statistical formulas. The average oﬀset of the adapted method is 5.7%.
The LTH method has an average oﬀset of 10.3%. The Howe method has 10.4%. Both statistical
methods achieve very useful results considering the limited amount of required input data. However,
the introduced method allows much better accuracy, especially when the focus is on aircraft with
the ubiquitous low-wing conﬁguration with wing-mounted engines. Most aircraft are within 5% of
the original, an accuracy which is diﬃcult to match using even more advanced methods (for example
[Oes03] or [Sch97]).
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3These frames introduce the wing loads into the fuselage and have substantial mass
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3.1.3 Non-Structural Mass Estimation
The previous section dealt with the structural mass of the fuselage. However, the structural mass
only contributes about 50% of the ﬁnal empty equipped mass of the fuselage group. The mass of
the equipped fuselage is - besides the drag contribution - one of the central drivers of a twin aisle's
performance compared to a single aisle. Therefore a better understanding of the mass items apart
from the pure structural mass is required. This work follows the Airbus Mass Standard as given in
[Air08]. That diﬀerentiates between 5 major mass groups by functional means, not by location. The
fuselage comprises elements of the mass group structures, systems, furnishings and operator items.
The structures are dealt with in the previous section. About two third of the systems are located in
the fuselage. The main landing gear bay, which contains many hydraulic systems, is included in the
fuselage (while the landing gears itself are a separate entity). Furnishing and operator's items are
nearly completely located in the fuselage. In the following the contributors from the three ﬁnal mass
chapters are explained separately.
Systems
All design textbooks have formulas for aircraft systems mass. Using breakdowns like provided in
[Tor76] or [Hue98] an approximate separation by location can be achieved. Raymer provides formulas
for system mass estimation of individual systems [Ray92]. Some systems are entirely located in the
fuselage. These are the auxiliary power unit [APU], the environmental control system (often referred to
as air conditioning), all avionics and electric generation4. Systems like electric distribution, hydraulic
systems and ﬁre protection are partly located in the fuselage5. Flight controls are located outside the
fuselage. Overall about two thirds of the system mass is located inside the fuselage. Several authors
have oﬀered approaches for a detailed system mass estimation, but fuselage and cabin design does not
provide suﬃcient data for such elaborate system analysis [Dol07] [Koe06]. Raymer's methods are often
used for system mass estimation. In this context they do not yield an advantage as only few of their
parameters are linked to the fuselage design. Hence, they would not produce meaningful diﬀerences
between aircraft of similar capacity (and comparable mass) but dissimilar fuselage design. The for-
mulas are apparently based on a NASA report, of which the most recent aircraft is a B747-200 [Bet77].
The LTH [Dor11] oﬀers a formula with reasonable accuracy for system mass estimation based on
recent aircraft. The average deviation is 6.7%. Although other textbooks oﬀer formulas for individual
systems, the statistical database and mean error is unknown. In this work a part of the system mass is
calculated using the LTH formula. Other systems with strong connection to fuselage size are modeled
separately. These are the environmental control system and electric distribution. For these systems
regression formulas are used that have been developed using mass statements of several aircraft con-
sisting of in production single and twin aisle designs. Electric system apart from the distribution is
considered no function of fuselage size but rather number of passengers.
The environmental control system (including all distribution ducts) is a major contributor of mass.
Furthermore, it scales both with the pressurized volume and the number of passengers. It could be
found that the mass of the environmental control system correlates best with pressurized volume.
However, the ﬁtting line needs to be separated into single aisle, small twin aisle and twin aisle to
account for size eﬀects of the fuselage. The resulting relationship can be seen in ﬁgure 3.10(a).
4The Airbus mass standard allocates the generators to the power units.
5The main landing gear bay is not considered part of the fuselage in this context.
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For electrics similar a relationship with cabin area has been found. However, the correlation is weaker
than that shown for the ECS. Only some components of the electrical system scale with fuselage size,
mainly the electrical connections. Main scaling parameter is the required electrical power.
The avionics do not scale with any parameter, which is understandable given that each aircraft is
equipped with similar radio and navigation systems. Overall, the mass of most systems scales mostly
with number of passengers and take-oﬀ weight, and is not inﬂuenced by the number of aisles.
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Figure 3.10  Mass estimation of fuselage systems using regressions. The solid lines represent actual
aircraft values of in-production single and twin aisle aircraft. The ECS correlates well with
the fuselage pressurized volume, while the furnishings mass correlates best with the fuselage
length. Right plot's legend valid for both plots.
System Type Equation
Electric System Single Aisle melectrics = 2.9 ·Acabin + 739
Small Twin Aisle melectrics = 3.9 ·Acabin + 731
Large Twin Aisle melectrics = 4.8 ·Acabin + 668
Air Conditioning Single Aisle mECS = 0.54 ·Vfus + 496
Small Twin Aisle mECS = 0.63 ·Vfus + 587
Large Twin Aisle mECS = 0.72 ·Vfus + 678
Cabin Systems all mCabSys = 4.3 ·Acabin + 61
Table 3.1  Formulas for estimation of fuselage system mass (all results in kg). Cabin systems include
lighting and emergency oxygen and are usually counted as part of furnishings. See appendix
page 135 for list of symbols.
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Furnishings
Furnishings can be deﬁned as all non movable installations in the fuselage that are not systems. They
are a major mass contributor to the equipped fuselage mass. The furnishings include amongst other
things:
 Cabin insulation for sound prooﬁng and temperature control.
 Cockpit trim panels, cockpit consoles (but without instruments), ﬂight crew seats.
 Cabin lining and overhead bins, including their attachment structure.
 Floor covering (but not the panels) and decorative covering.
 Cargo loading system and cargo hold side lining.
The list shows that the furnishings are diﬃcult to handle as some items do scale with the fuselage
size (like the cargo loading system or the cabin lining and insulation), and some items are independent
of the fuselage's size (water installation, cockpit furnishings). The mass contribution of the furnish-
ings is too substantial to be left aside. The diﬀerentiation between structural mass and furnishings is
not consistent in literature [Tor76]. Torenbeek stresses the contribution and oﬀers a simple regression
formula. He further oﬀers detailed masses and regression formulas for particular items. However, his
regression formula is based on data with unknown consistency. Manufacturers have diﬀerent stan-
dards on where they register certain masses. Therefore a new regression formula is introduced. It was
found that the furnishing mass correlates well with fuselage length. Twin aisles have higher furnishing
mass, which is mostly due to larger cargo holds and additional overhead bins and their attachment
structure. In ﬁgure 3.10(b) the relationships are shown. The shortest twin aisle is only 2m longer
than the longest single aisle, yet it does have more than 1000kg of additional furnishing mass. The
single aisle and twin aisle used for the regression represent the smallest and largest cross section used
in this investigation (see page 87).
Type Equation
Single Aisle mfurnishings = 77 · lfus  510
Small Twin Aisle mfurnishings = 116 · lfus  1605
Large Twin Aisle mfurnishings = 155 · lfus  2700
Table 3.2  Formulas for estimation of furnishings mass. Note that the formulas are only applicable
within the analyzed region, and are especially not suitable for much smaller aircraft or very large
aircraft. See appendix page 135 for list of symbols.
Operator's Items
Operator's items include all movable equipment. However, while the entire galley installation is in-
cluded in the operator's items, the lavatories are included in the furnishing. Major mass contributor
are the seats, installed inﬂight entertainment and emergency equipment. Further the mass of the ﬂight
crew. All ﬂuids excluding the consumable fuel is included in the operator's items. The operator's items
are calculated directly using masses for each item. Emergency equipment is calculated as sum of items
located at each door (like emergency slides) and items allocated to each seat (oxygen and life vest).
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Seat mass data can be found in several textbooks, however, the data found there is not representative
for current generation passenger seats. This was shown by an investigation of textbook seat masses
and currently oﬀered models [Kre10]. New technology has decreased the mass of economy class
seats, while increased comfort expectations have increased the seat mass of business and ﬁrst class
seats. For this work average seat masses were determined using a current customization guide for a
long range aircraft [Kre10] [Boe06]. Crew mass is established using average mass for pilots and ﬂight
attendants, which can be found in several design textbooks and which have not changed since [Tor76].
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Figure 3.11  Distribution of masses inside the fuselage, including structural mass. Note for example the
position of the environmental control system packs at x=15m and the forward and aft galley.
Peaks occur as some heavy items like containers are represented as point masses. Wing is
excluded.
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The calculated structural and non-structural masses are positioned in the fuselage. This is impor-
tant as the inertia of these masses inﬂuences the structural loads. In ﬁgure 3.11(a) a mass distribution
is shown. The diﬀerent mass items are stacked on each other. Due to discrete location of some heavy
items like loaded containers, the payload distribution may appear uneven. The eﬀect on the structural
mass estimation is neglectible. Many system masses are distributed over the entire fuselage, while
other are located in a single place. The packs of the environmental control system can be identiﬁed
at 15m fuselage length. The peaks in operator's item at front and back represent the galleys.
The center wing box is not part of the fuselage structure and consequently not in the ﬁgure. Fur-
ther, due to the nature of the structural mass estimation, the actual distribution of structural mass
is not entirely realistic. Peaks would be expected at locations which house a pressure bulkhead. As
explained previously, this is a direct consequence of the used method.
3.1.4 Conclusion
The section outlined the methods and tools used for cabin layout and fuselage mass estimation. The
parameters generated by these tools are the input for both the boarding and turnaround simulation
and the aircraft design. Hence they are essential for the results of this work. The presented method
for mass estimation halves the average oﬀset from the best statistical methods. The method produces
an average deviation of 5% in structural mass for current generation aircraft. The seperate consid-
eration of door masses allows a higher ﬁdelity in fuselage structural mass estimation. The methods
and formulas introduced for the non-structural mass estimation allow a better understanding of these
important mass contributors. The database is more recent than those used in standard textbooks.
Operational items are calculated using state-of-the-art data for cabin equipment.
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3.2 Boarding and Turnaround Simulation
This section describes the boarding simulation and the estimation of turnaround times. Initially a
short overview of existing boarding simulation tools is given. Subsequently the basic principles of a
boarding simulation are explained. The major assumptions of the boarding simulation are listed and
ﬁnally the validation with existing results is described. That followed is the turnaround analysis that
includes the other ground service processes.
3.2.1 Existing Tools
Boarding simulation tools have been developed by several individuals and organizations. One commer-
cial was identiﬁed. The tools apparently diﬀer in their level of complexity and the intended application.
The works described on page 30 all have some type of boarding simulation tool as basis. As described
later, the results of a boarding simulation depend strongly on the assumptions made inside the tool.
The basic simulation environment is of lesser importance.
CAST Cabin - Airport Research Center
The Aachen-based company Airport Research Center markets the software suite CAST. It provides a
variety of functions for airport planning [ARC11]. One module - CAST Cabin - is marketed as boarding
simulation tool. It is the only known commercially available boarding tool. By description given on
the website it uses an agent-based modeling approach. The described features appear comparable to
MASim described in the next paragraph.
Figure 3.12  Screenshot of the boarding simulation CAST Cabin marketed by Airport Research Center.
(from [ARC11])
Traﬃc Oriented Microscopic Simulation - TOMICS
The simulation tool TOMICS (Traﬃc Oriented Microscopic Simulation) was developed by the Ger-
man Aerospace Center over a period of several years [DLR11]. TOMICS initial objective was the
simulation of passenger ﬂow within an airport terminal building. Over time the area of application
has been widened. TOMICS has been used extensively in airport passenger analysis of diﬀerent ele-
ments of the airport like the check-in area, the security check and the boarding area. The usage for
aircraft boarding is an extension of the tool's area of application. TOMICS has been used both for
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boarding and deboarding analysis [App10a] [App10b]. TOMICS provides an environment for simula-
tion of passenger movement, especially provides powerful path ﬁnding algorithms. As shown later in
the text, the key factors for a boarding simulation are the time allowances for actions inside the cabin
(like baggage storing). Interactive path ﬁnding, one of the key features, is of lesser importance in this
context. The process times for baggage storing and other actions inside the cabin need to be fed in
the simulation. This complicates a close interaction with the cabin design as intended in this work.
Multi-Agent Simulation - MASim
The boarding simulation tool "Multi-Agent Simulation" was developed in the scope of a PhD-thesis
at the TU München by Tilman Richter [Ric07]. As the name implies the tool uses multiple agents
to simulate the passenger interaction and movements. The simulation ﬁeld is sophisticated. The
path ﬁnding is based on the A* (pronounce: A star) algorithm. The tool was available for this work.
Although the modeling approach is fully state-of-the-art, the tool has a few disadvantages that made
it impractical to use for this work. First, the simulation time for a single boarding process is in excess
of 30 minutes. The structure of the program does not allow batched execution, which means each
simulation has to be started manually. For this investigation several thousand diﬀerent scenarios need
to be simulated, so parallel or batched execution is necessary. The simulation further tended to get
locked when agents blocked each other and the path ﬁnding did not ﬁnd a solution. The simulation
then basically froze without producing a runtime error. This problem occurred especially when many
agents were simulated, so exactly at those conditions which are of key importance for this work.
Despite these problems the basic simulation setup is replicated in the simulation used for this work,
many features are included in a simpliﬁed manner though.
Figure 3.13  Screenshot of the visual output of the Multi-Agent Simulation by Tilman Richter [Ric07].
3.2.2 The Boarding Simulation
A boarding simulation has the objective of simulating the process of passengers entering the air-
craft cabin. The purpose is primarily the estimation of the required time. A secondary purpose
can be comfort analysis. Depending on the type of simulation the results can be used to evaluate
the eﬀectiveness of procedures for boarding time reduction. Most known existing publications con-
cerning the use of boarding simulation analyzed the eﬀect of boarding strategies on the boarding time.
Basics and Types of Boarding Simulation
A simple and not very accurate method is the application of a constant rate of passengers entering
the cabin per time. Multiplied with the number passengers, the boarding time is quickly obtained.
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Although this method is no simulation, the method is eﬃcient if reliable data concerning the boarding
rate exists.
tBoarding =
nPassenger
nPassenger/minute
(3.2)
It is impossible to compare diﬀerent cabins with this method. The identiﬁcation of inﬂuential factors
can be achieved by usage of a database of recorded boarding events. If such data exists, the boarding
rate can be estimated as function of the number of passengers and other parameters recorded in the
database. This method can be used for boarding time estimation (see [Kra10] and [Gom09]), however,
the close to 170 recorded boarding events of the cited publications were insuﬃcient for derivation of
any useful function for the boarding rate. Even the regression analysis over the number of passengers
is of limited correlation. The Airplane Characteristics For Airport Planning documents issued by the
manufacturers supply such boarding rates, but these numbers are clearly stated in the document as
assumed rates and not a deﬁnitive number (see also table 3.3).
The most common simulation type is the Discrete Event Simulation (DES). A discrete event sim-
ulation changes the state of a system or a part of the system whenever an event happens. As an
example, if the aisle of an aircraft is separated into multiple cells, each cell has the state "occupied"
or "unoccupied". When a passenger moves into the cell, it changes its state. This is called a discrete
event (Passenger enters cell). The event has a preset time duration. The simulation moves forward
whenever another event takes place. It only simulates a "step" when an element changes its state.
Therefore the time interval between two steps is not ﬁxed. This makes the discrete event simulation
less costly in terms of computer resources. On the downside, the interactions between individual
passenger agents are more diﬃcult to implement. The Boeing program PEDS is a discrete event
simulation [Mar98], as are simulations used in other published studies.
The other simulation type is the Discrete Time Simulation. The discrete time simulation proceeds
at a given time interval. The state of the elements is checked at every time step. This type of simula-
tion is more costly in terms of resources as it generally requires more time steps. MASim for example
is a discrete time simulation. Diﬀerent than the discrete event simulation, the discrete time simulation
checks the state of each passenger agent at each time step. The number of steps is therefore linearly
connected to the simulated time. The step length needs to be suﬃciently short to prevent simulation
errors. These occur when events end within two time steps and are artiﬁcially prolonged due to the
step length. For boarding simulation purposes, where the walking speed of passengers is the dynamic
element, ﬁve to ten steps per simulated time second have proven reasonable. The study published by
ETH uses a discrete time simulation [Ste10].
Independent from types mentioned above is the feature "agent-based". An agent-based or multi-
agent simulation uses elements with diﬀerent characteristics and limited level of information. A single
agent - for example a passenger in a boarding simulation - is deﬁned by a set of characteristics that
are unique or at least not common to all agents. The simulated passenger has a limited ﬁeld of view,
i. e. he6 is not aware about the state of the entire system at any time. Using an agent-based simu-
lation approach therefore makes sense for a boarding simulation as the simulated entities - individual
passengers - do exactly behave in this manner. MASim is a multi agent simulation. Other studies
do not mention if their simulations are agent based, however, most simulations probably use some
6For reasons of convenience, all passengers are referred to as "he" in the text.
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elements of a multi agent simulation.
Functional Principle
The used approach for this work is Discrete Time Simulation. Despite its higher demand for compu-
tational resources the approach was more economic to implement. The pursued solution is oriented
strongly on MASim by Tilman Richter [Ric07]. The program was available as source code. It demon-
strated several disadvantages in actual use as described above. It still represents a state-of-the-art
boarding simulation by the standards of other known or published simulation tools. The problem of
MASsim is that some solutions are actually too sophisticated, being too costly in terms of resources
without adding additional conﬁdence in the results. Further limitation is that the program is en-
veloped in a graphical user interface and not handy to use with large number of diﬀerent cabins. Last
and most important limitation was the lack of the all-important time allowances for actions inside
th cabin. Non of the original source code was used. The basic simulation consists of a loop that
is executed at every time step (see ﬁgure 3.15). The standard sample time is 0.1 seconds. Each
passenger is modeled as a single agent and at each time step each passenger can execute his current
tasks. The tasks of a passenger are moving towards a deﬁned target or remaining at his current loca-
tion. Other tasks like storing luggage or waiting for people to get up are modeled as one of these tasks.
(a) Aircraft Cabin Layout
(b) Node over Layout (c) Superimposed Cost
Figure 3.14  Creation of the node ﬁeld for the path ﬁnding in case of a single aisle layout. The lower
plots show a zoom of the forward door area with an overlay of the simulation ﬁeld nodes.
Shown is the standard node size of 10cmx10cm. Dark areas represent areas of high cost.
The passenger moves along a pre-determined path. The path is created with the help of a path-
ﬁnding algorithm. The used algorithm is called "A*" (pronounce: A-star). The A*-algorithm is a
widely used path-ﬁnding algorithm and straight-forward to implement [Har68]. The basis for this
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algorithm is the existence of a 2-dimensional ﬁeld, with the individual ﬁeld elements being called a
node. Each node represents an area and has speciﬁc (though not unique) characteristics. The nodes
are spaced equally. According to the cabin layout, each node is given a cost which the path ﬁnding
algorithm uses to determine the optimum path.
In ﬁgure 3.14 the layout of a single aisle is shown. For the path ﬁnding algorithm the layout is
translated into a ﬁeld of cost. The individual cost of objects decides whether the path will ever cross
these areas. The relative cost are decisions put into the simulation. As can be seen, the area outside
from the cabin is given highest cost, as well as the monuments. Both cannot be used by passenger
agents. Seats are given high cost, they can theoretically be passed but would not if any other option
exists. The aisle and passage ways are given negative cost. This increases the likelihood of paths
leading upon them. The advantage of this approach is that the path ﬁnding will always chose the
aisle as least costly part. The solution is very robust and would also be applicable to non-straight
aisles or more complicated simulation ﬁelds like a non rectangular multi-aisle cabin of a blended wing
body.
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Figure 3.15  Simpliﬁed structure chart of boarding pro-
gram. See text for further explanations.
The ﬁeld resolution has to be chosen right.
A very rough resolution increases the speed of
the simulation, but small objects might disap-
pear. On the other hand, a very ﬁne resolution
increases the computation time of the path
ﬁnding algorithm. The time required for path
ﬁnding increases with the number of ﬁelds. If
resolution is for example halved, the number
of nodes quadruples.
The usage of a path ﬁnding algorithm is not
strictly necessary. An aircraft cabin usually
consists of straight aisles and hence no elab-
orate path ﬁnding is required to ﬁnd the best
way between entry door and seat. Additionally,
in reality a passenger would not know the best
way to his seat, either. But the path ﬁnding
algorithm is a robust and eﬃcient option for
the boarding simulation, as suitable paths are
found for all layouts. The path ﬁnding is done
for each passenger agent once. The paths are
not re-calculated at each step. Other agents
are not regarded in the path ﬁnding. That is,
the passenger will always identify the aisle as
best way to his seat even if it is blocked by
another passenger. This leads to queuing of
passengers and represents a major diﬀerence to the approach pursued by Richter. There, the agent
recalculated his path dynamically. While this is a suitable solution for a simulation ﬁeld with alterna-
tive routes, the aisle of an aircraft leaves little room to pass. The aisle passing is implemented in a
diﬀerent way as described later.
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The work with MASim and intensive study of other boarding simulation studies lead to a set of
objectives for this simulation tool. Any simulation regardless of the topic represents a simpliﬁed model
of reality. A good simulation simpliﬁes the reality as much as possible without neglecting the crucial
eﬀects. However, complexity is no advantage in itself. Thus primary objective of this boarding sim-
ulation is simplicity and speed. The complexity of the boarding simulation is chosen to be as low as
possible to resemble the system. The speed of execution is result of this approach. A further objective
is selected accuracy. Some parts of the cabin have to be modeled in great detail to catch eﬀects that
otherwise go unnoticed. In order to allow agents to pass each other in the aisle as function of cabin
layout, the agents size, their luggage and the local aisle width has to be known. Trying to capture
this with a node ﬁeld like done in MASim would require an extremely small node length, which would
have disadvantages for the rest of the simulation. Further, some events are not simply triggered by
physical parameters, probability function represent a more suitable approach.
The basic principle of the boarding simulation is shown in ﬁgure 3.15. Some sub-processes are
excluded in the chart to ease understanding. Each passenger agent can either be activated or de-
activated. The latter is the case before he enters the cabin or when he has sit down. When the agent
is active, he is performing tasks. These are either static or dynamic. Static tasks are luggage storing
or waiting for people to clear a seat in order to reach his seat. A static task means the agent will
remain in its position for a deﬁned time. The time is function of assumptions on task durations as
described later. A dynamic task requires the agent to reach a particular position using the path that
is calculated once at the beginning of the task. The agent checks if the next node leading to his
target is free. If so, the agent moves. Depending on the individual walking speed and node length,
the agent is moving in between the nodes and is blocking both until he reaches the node. When the
next node is blocked, the agent waits. Where ever an agent is positioned he is blocking the node and
the neighboring nodes depending on node length. Objects in the cabin do not occupy nodes, their
presence is considered via the path ﬁnding algorithm. The agent cannot change its path dynamically
during the simulation.
The ﬁgure 3.16 the a normal view (left) and the node status (right) can be seen. The node size
is chosen with 10cm. Each agent occupies 4 nodes in each dimension.
In essence, compared to the other described boarding simulations, the used simulation incorporates
actual cabin design features into the simulation. These features are not simply the position of the
seats, but the eﬀect of the luggage capacity on baggage stowing times. Such feature represents a
crucial advantage. The simulation was created with focus on quick and robust simulation. The direct
link between cabin layout and boarding simulation allows a direct simulation without further need of
modeling, and within a single automated process. This integrates the boarding simulation directly
into the aircraft design process. The setup of the simulation may enable the inclusion of aircraft
turnaround into a multi-disciplinary optimization, which is beyond the capability of the other boarding
simulation tools.
3.2.3 Important Features of the Boarding Simulation
The described algorithm allows to simulate the movement of passengers. It prevents the agents from
moving above each other. However, this capability does not represent the decisive part of a boarding
simulation. The boarding process is characterized by individual delaying events in the aisle that pre-
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(a) Normal View (b) Blocked Nodes
Figure 3.16  Representation of passenger agents in the simulation ﬁeld. Left a normal view of the
forward door area during a boarding event. Right the corresponding status of the node ﬁeld.
Note that seats and monuments are considered via the path ﬁnding.
vent following passengers to reach their seat. If these events are not considered, the entire purpose of
the agent-based approach becomes questionable, because simple movements along a known distance
can be calculated with less eﬀort. The two central delaying events are described in several publications
like [Ste10] or [Fer04]. First type is a passenger that stores his luggage in the overhead bin. This
is deemed by most publications the most important reason for blockage of the aisle. Another major
delay occurs when a passenger wants to sit at a seat not directly located at the aisle. If another
passenger has already occupied the seat in between, the seated passenger needs to get up to let the
newly arrived passenger pass.
In ﬁgure 3.17(a) this is shown visually using a cabin modeled in the 3D environment CATIA. A
CATIA-based CAD model was used to determine the available space for a passing passenger in de-
pendency of aisle width (see page 61).
(a) Luggage Storing (b) Seating
Figure 3.17  Basic reasons for aisle blocking: left the aisle is blocked by a passenger loading luggage.
Right the passengers already sitting need to get up to let the newly arrived passenger pass to
his seat. (Graphics generated with CATIA)
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Luggage Storing and Overhead Bin Model
The carry-on luggage represents the single most important factor in aisle blocking. And as aisle block-
ing is the key reason for prolonged boarding times, the luggage storing was given special attention in
the simulation. In theory the storing of luggage only requires the passenger to lift his bag and store it
in the overhead bin. The time required therefore might be seen as function of the bag's size and the
physical strength of the passenger. However, observations in real boarding situations demonstrated
far more variety. One major inﬂuence factor is the available space in the overhead bin. If the overhead
bin is empty, even large pieces of luggage (given they ﬁt into the bin at all) are quickly stored. As
soon as the overhead bins start to ﬁll with luggage, a passenger needs to look for available space or
re-arrange the other luggage items in order to free up space. As described in 3.1.1 (see especially
ﬁgure 3.4) the actual volume of the local overhead bins is known through detailed layout of the cabin.
While other simulations considered the number of carry-on luggage items, this simulation assumes at
maximum one piece of carry-on luggage, which also represents the current policy at all major airlines.
But the type and size of the luggage is diﬀerent. The bulkiness is assumed as key parameter for
luggage storing time.
(a) Trolley (14inch width) (b) Backpack
Figure 3.18  Examples for bulky (left) and medium (right) carry-on luggage. All trolleys are considered
as bulky item in the simulation.
Three categories were deﬁned: small bags like hand bags that are limited in weight, can be stored
easily also in small volumes and can also be stored under the seat with limited loss of comfort. These
small items do not increase the passengers physical size in any meaningful way. The second type
is a medium sized bag or a backpack, shown in ﬁgure 3.18(b). This item is still carried and it is
ﬂexible, but the size is increased so that the storing below the seat is not the preferred situation.
The medium sized item slightly increases the passengers size and decreases his ability to pass in
the cabin. Finally, the third category represents any type of trolley-like luggage as shown in ﬁgure
3.18(a). These items are rarely carried but rolled behind the passenger. They are not ﬂexible and
require signiﬁcant volume inside the overhead bin. They cannot be stored below the front seat or only
under severe loss of comfort. The passenger is more restricted in his movements when having a trolley.
In the simulation each overhead bin is known in actual volume. A passenger arriving at his seat will
store his luggage in the adjacent overhead bin. The time required depends on the basic time for his
type of luggage and on the level of occupancy in his preferred overhead bin. If the available volume
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Figure 3.19  Inﬂuence of carry-on in the simulation. Left the increase in store time per passenger. Note
the drastic increase for high load factor and bulky carry-on due to congested overhead bins.
On the right side the decrease in boarding rate is visible.
is insuﬃcient, the luggage is stored in either of the accompanying overhead bins with a time penalty
added. If neither has enough volume, an additional time allowance is added. During the entire time
the agent is blocking the aisle. The overhead bin volume represents the water volume of the bin. Any
piece of luggage will cause loss of additional volume as it does not use the space with best eﬃciency.
This is considered by addition of a loss factor. This factor is higher for trolley type luggage as these
are not ﬂexible and cannot be crammed into a free spot. This approach not only captures the actual
characteristics of the cabin, but also adds a non-linear element. An example is given in ﬁgure 3.19.
Three carry-on distributions (15%, 35%, 60% bulky carry-on) are simulated at diﬀerent load factors
in a 180 seat single aisle. The average store time per passenger increases with load factor as overhead
bins are ﬁlling up. This is especially true when lots of bulky carry-on is carried into the cabin. The
example with only 15% bulky carry-on and 100% load factor has no increase in store time as suﬃcient
overhead bin volume remains. The other ﬁgure shows the boarding rate. It decays slightly for the low
and medium carry-on example, but drastically for the scenario with lots of bulky carry-on.
Smartness
Behavior inside a cabin during the boarding process varies strongly between passengers. The speed
usually correlates with the number of ﬂights an individual person makes. It also correlates with the
age. The diﬀerentiation between "quick" and "slow" passengers can be done via the ﬂight's purpose:
business or leisure. Business travelers are supposed to be quicker in their actions inside the cabin.
Although no source exists for the diﬀerence of either type, this is considered by using a factor on the
actual storing times and other important parameters. In the simulation this concept is called "Smart-
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Figure 3.20  Smartness as indicator of passenger behavior inﬂuences the boarding rate. On the right
side the coupled inﬂuence of the aisle passing model combined with the smartness.
ness". In ﬁgure 3.20(a) the inﬂuence is simulated for three load factors. The increase in boarding rate
is signiﬁcant. The boarding rate increases by 50%. Real life observations indicate that the diﬀerence
between diﬀerent passenger populations can even be larger. Richter considered diﬀerent passenger
behavior through a variety of characteristics, which then aﬀected the probability for certain actions.
Seat Interference
Seat Interference describes the fact that passengers need to get up from their seats to allow other
passengers to reach their seat. This problem naturally occurs the more seats are placed per aisle. In
the simulation it is assumed that other passengers always get up, also because rather low seat pitch
is used throughout the investigation. The time required is depending on the number of blocked seats.
When a passenger wants to reach a window seat, and both middle and aisle seat are blocked, the
maximum time allowance is applied. Again, during the time assumed the passenger agent remains
static in the aisle. When the time is over he disappears from the aisle. The other passenger agents
are not reactivated. The actual time required decreases if passengers have high Smartness.
Aisle Passing
When one passenger blocks the aisle due to luggage storing, it may be possible that other passen-
gers behind him are able to pass. This passing is very diﬃcult to simulate using a strict node-based
approach. If attempted it requires a very small node size, and thus slowing down the path ﬁnding
substantially. The chance to pass represents a probability depending on many factors. The most
important is the actual width of the aisle. Second the physical size of the blocking and the pass-
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ing passenger. If two passengers are unable to pass each other without touching each other, the
probability that the blocked passenger attempts a passing is very remote (though not zero). Last
inﬂuential factor is the willingness of the blocked passenger to get to his seat quickly. It is important
to remember that in a typical boarding situation with assigned seats, the individual passenger is not
in a hurry. He has no incentive to reach his seat in the shortest possible time but can wait in the aisle
until the other passenger has ﬁnished. However, when suﬃcient space is available he will probably pass.
In the simulation the physical size of each passenger is determined using statistical data on human
sizes. By changing the continent or the male-to-female ratio the number of "wide" passengers can
be changed. When one passenger blocks the aisle because he stores luggage, the eﬀective aisle width
as function of both passenger's abdominal size is calculated. If the adjacent aisle seat is empty,
the standing passenger is reduced in size as he is able to move slightly into the seat row. If either
passenger has trolley-type luggage the probability is reduced, if both have trolleys no passing takes
place.
In ﬁgure 3.20 the resulting diﬀerence is shown for a aisle width of 20inch and 25inch. Another
simulation was conducted using no aisle passing model (as standard for most known boarding simu-
lations). The diﬀerence to the standard aisle is small, indicating that omission of an aisle model is
an acceptable decision. The 25inch aisle has a quite noticeable eﬀect on the boarding rate. However,
it needs to be noted that the simulation depicted in the ﬁgure was run with very limited carry-on,
greatly increasing the chance for aisle passing. When one third of the passenger are equipped with
bulky carry-on, the eﬀect diminishes quickly. It is further visible that the Smartness has a very large
eﬀect.
(a) Passing 1 (b) Passing 2
Figure 3.21  Passing in the aisle. The shown aisle is 25inch wide. As can be seen, the passengers are
coming very close. Hence passing still requires some level of cooperation by the standing
passenger and willingness by the passing passenger. (Graphics generated with CATIA)
In ﬁgure 3.21 an exemplary scenario is given. The depicted cabin has a 25inch aisle, which is 5inch
wider than currently found in most cabins. The decisive factor is the size of the individual passengers.
Of further inﬂuence is if the static passenger can move slightly into the seat row, increasing the space
for the passing passenger. In the simulation the chances for aisle passing increases when the aisle seat
is empty.
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The simulation thus allows to consider the eﬀect of increased aisle size. Albeit its simple nature
the method is deemed superior to a strict node-based approach because the passing probability can
be adjusted in a direct manner. A key factor is the motivation of the individual passenger to push
past the blocking passenger in order to reach his seat. The 25inch aisle still does not allow convenient
passing. However, if other external factors are changed, for example seat assignment, the eﬀect of a
wide aisle might be more signiﬁcant. Low cost carriers do not use pre-assigned seats, which motivates
the individual passenger to hurry while boarding to capture a preferred seat. The consequence is that
low cost carriers achieve shorter boarding times when carrying similar load factors. The statistical
analysis performed by Krammer could not support the signiﬁcance of the aisle width at all ([Kra10],
ﬁgure 1). In a research including close to 170 boarding events, no correlation between boarding
time and aisle width could be identiﬁed. The correlation factor between aisle width and boarding
and deboarding time were 0.083 and 0.13, respectively7. Hence, the values correlate positively with
time when a negative correlation would have been expected (wider aisle correlates causes reduced
boarding time). The magnitude of the factor indicates no useful ﬁnding. Given the general inability
to ﬁnd any useful regression factor from the obtained data, the ﬁnding not necessarily disproves a
possible advantage of wider aisle. In order to identify such advantage, a larger study under controlled
conditions would be necessary.
Simulation Parameters
The boarding simulation has several key parameters that have substantial impact on the result. In
order to capture eﬀects of diﬀerent passenger populations and operational conditions, ﬁve input
parameters were deﬁned. These are:
1. The relative number of passengers carrying bulky luggage with them. Standard is set at 45%,
with edge values being 10% and 60%. From observation and measurement data (see [EAS09])
this number was chosen. As carry-on represents the major factor for delay in the aisle, the
percentage of bulky luggage is very signiﬁcant.
2. The load factor of the aircraft. While most boarding simulations assume 100% load factor,
the actual average load factors in reality vary between 65% und 80-85% [LH11] [Dog10]. The
boarding time is in ﬁrst approximation proportional to the load factor, but non-linearities exist
as shown in ﬁgure 3.19.
3. The passenger's ability to behave in a pro-active manner inside the cabin. This describes
the often observed diﬀerence between frequent ﬂyers and leisure travelers. Frequent ﬂyers
are observed to move faster inside the cabin, being more eﬃcient when storing their luggage,
getting seated quicker. They also allow passing more frequently. All these observations have
been summarized in a factor named "Smartness". It increases the walking speed, reduces the
seating and luggage storing time, and increases the passing probability. The average value is
50, with maximum values of 100 and low value of 0.
4. The number and position of boarding doors. The standard scenario is a boarding via passenger
bridge through the forward left door (Door 1L). This is the usual way aircraft are boarded when
parked in front of terminals. Alternative settings are boarding through the second forward door
(Door 2L) if available. When parked on the tarmac and boarded via stairs, a boarding through
7The used Pearson product-moment correlation coeﬃcient is 1 or -1 for a perfect correlation, and 0 for no correlation.
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forward and rear door is common. This is the preferred solution for low cost carriers and charter
operators. A boarding through two front doors is often observed at airports but usually limited
to large long range aircraft. This setting speeds up boarding slightly [Mar98], but purpose is
also to separate the business and ﬁrst class customers from the economy class passengers.
5. The rate at which passengers enter the cabin through a single door. This rate depends on
the speed at which passengers are ﬂowing through the gate check-in in the terminal. For this
work it is assumed that the rate is suﬃciently high, the rate is assumed with 25 passenger per
minute. In reality this number is rarely achieved, which is also due to the fact that it would
not make sense as the passengers would simply queue in the passenger bridge. As only very
special settings allow an average boarding rate of 25 passenger per minute, the passenger ﬂow
rate is without inﬂuence for most simulations. The rate remains a very important assumption,
and also depends on pre-boarding procedures of the operator.
Using the above input parameters a variety of airline business models can be simulated. A low
cost carrier would be represented by a load factor on the upper end of the scale, a large amount of
bulky luggage (due to baggage fees), boarding through two doors and a medium level of Smartness.
A short range domestic trip dominated by business travelers often demonstrates a lower load factor,
less bulky carry-on (many travelers return in the evening) and high level of Smartness.
3.2.4 Validation of the Simulation
A simulation needs to be compared to the reality in order to prove its ability to model the system
properly. The validation can be done for the individual time allowance assumptions, namely luggage
storing, seat interference and aisle passing. Alternatively the total time required for a single boarding
process can be compared.
A true validation would require a test under controlled conditions, preferably with diﬀerent pop-
ulations of passengers in a real aircraft. This was beyond the possibility of this work. Therefore,
the correct functioning of the simulation is assured by comparing its results versus known results and
adjusting it so it matches these. The simulation can thus be considered calibrated. For a good cali-
bration it is necessary to use values that are not obtained from simulations themselves, which leaves
only two studies for calibration.
The time allowances for the individual tasks were further checked using own observation and expert
advice. All three actions (passing in the aisle, seat interference, luggage storing) are subject to wide
variations. The chosen values and distributions do not cover the extreme values sometimes observed
in real life.
Reference times for boarding can been extracted from the Aircraft Characteristics for Airport Plan-
ning manual each manufacturer issues for a type of aircraft. These feature turnaround charts that
show the assumed boarding times. The times are listed in table 3.3. However, these times are not
necessarily realistic. The spread in actual numbers for similar aircraft clearly underlines this. The
boarding passenger ﬂow spreads between 9 passengers per minute and 20 passengers per minute for
single aisle aircraft. Airbus numbers are more optimistic than Boeing numbers. Both manufacturers
consider twin aisles quicker in boarding. All given times for pax ﬂow are per door.
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Aircraft PAX Total Turn Boarding DeBoarding Remarks
Time Pax Flow Pax Flow
[min] [1/min] [1/min]
A300-600 285 30 16 18 Door unspeciﬁed
B767-200 216 35 20 25 Door 1L
B767-300 261 40 20 25 Door 1L
A319 134 30 16 22 Door 1L
A320 164 30 14 22 Door 1L
A321 185 35 20 24 Door 1L
B737-700 140 33 12 18 Door 1L
B737-800 160 38 12 18 Door 1L
B737-900 177 40 12 18 Door 1L
B757-200 186 37 9 18 Door 1L
B757-300 243 54 9 18 Door 1L
Table 3.3  Boarding and deboarding rates from ACAP documents. Note the wide variance between
diﬀerent single aisles that cannot be reasoned by any design diﬀerences. References: [Boe05a]
[Boe02] [Boe05b] [Air95] [Air83]
Another source of information are actual tests or observations. Boeing conducted such a test
for validation of their boarding simulation tool, as described by Boeing (Marelli et al., [Mar98]). A
B757-200 with 200 seats was boarded several times, the obtained data used to validate the boarding
simulation.
Further the publication by ETH (Steiner & Philip, [Ste10]) cites actual boarding times of an A321,
which were taped by the authors and used to developed their boarding simulation. Surprisingly, all
other publications in the ﬁeld of passenger boarding do not quote any calibration or validation method.
As both the observed A321 and the B757-200 are very comparable in size (198 seats versus 201 seats),
they are used as reference for the results of the simulation. Table 3.4 lists the results. Several scenar-
ios are listed for the boarding simulation, representing diﬀerent sets of parameters. Each simulation
is inﬂuenced by random parameters, so that a number of simulations with similar settings needs to be
conducted in order to establish a mean value. The maximum and minimum value are also of interest
to verify the spread.
The "Default Scenario" is close to the observed values from ETH [Ste10], as well as the single
point number from Boeing [Mar98]. While the Boeing result represents an averaged value of three
tests, the observed values by ETH are individual observed boarding events, therefore subject to singu-
lar events. The authors further included the check-in desk at the boarding gate and recorded several
events that delayed the passenger ﬂow into the cabin. Their rather long time recordings are partly
explained by those. As can be seen, the simulation results approach those of the sources, they are
more optimistic on average. When tougher scenarios are chosen, the boarding times rises but remains
within times that appear reasonable given the actually observed results. The simulated results do not
include any unexpected hold-ups. A systematic variation was performed of key input parameters such
as stowing times, walking speed, passing probability and other. The ﬁnal values produce the result
shown above and are the best compromise between a good match of the known boarding times and
realistic yet not too pessimistic assumptions for the individual times for actions and delays.
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Aircraft Attributes Time [min] Mean Rate Remark
Layout PAX Smartness CarryOn Mean Max Min PAX/min
Single Aisle 200 50 35 17.5 19.5 15.8 11.5 Default
Single Aisle 200 50 60 22.0 25.4 20.0 9.1 Max Luggage
Single Aisle 200 50 10 16.7 19.3 14.3 12.0 Min Luggage
Single Aisle 200 100 35 14.6 17.3 12.4 13.8 Max Smartness
Single Aisle 200 0 35 21.4 24.7 18.4 9.4 Min Smartness
Single Aisle 200 100 10 13.6 15.7 11.6 14.8 Best Case
Single Aisle 200 0 60 25.8 28.0 22.4 7.8 Worst case
A321 194 22 8.8 ETH [Ste10]
A321 193 21 9.2 ETH [Ste10]
A321 192 25 7.7 ETH [Ste10]
A321 198 28 7.1 ETH [Ste10]
A321 197 26 7.6 ETH [Ste10]
B757-200 201 22 9.1 Boeing [Mar98]
Table 3.4  Calibration of boarding simulation: Values from the Boeing study [Mar98] and from ETH
[Ste10] are taken for calibration. The standard simulation is more optimistic than either of the
sources.
3.2.5 Correlation with Actual Boarding Times
In the previous sections the boarding results were calibrated using data from other publications. The
data reﬂected single boarding events. Boarding times are subject to wide variation in practice due to
the very diﬀerent possible scenarios. A ﬂight dominated by frequent ﬂyers with limited luggage, and
a moderate load factor will demonstrate a much faster boarding rate than a fully booked aircraft with
tourists with lots of carry-on. This phenomenon is known throughout the industry.
A Monte Carlo simulation was performed in order to verify that the simulation can generate both
very high and very low boarding rates. That is, the three major settings (load factor, carry-on distri-
bution, smartness) were varied using a probability distribution (also see ﬁgure 4.8 on page 95). The
resulting boarding rate (passengers per minute) reﬂects the results the simulation is able to generate.
This result is compared with actual boarding results.
The actual boarding results are from a large set of ground time recordings used in the ALLEGRO8
project [Fri09]. Only single aisle aircraft boardings with more than 50% load factor were chosen out
of the dataset. Further, results that seemed unrealistic were removed from the record. Especially
very low rates may be caused by events independent from the cabin process. Missing passengers or
interuptions at the boarding counter may delay the boarding process. Boarding is often started 30
minutes before scheduled time of departure, and therefore a longer time period is available than actu-
ally necessary. These events are not speciﬁcally marked, making the dataset unsuitable for calibration.
Fricke shows that process times decrease when the aircraft is behind schedule [Fri09].
The result is a spread of boarding rates which represents real life boarding times. Compared to that
8The acronym stands for Ascending to a higher Level of Excellence in Ground operations [Fri09].
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Figure 3.22  Comparison of simulated boarding rates with recorded events [Fri09]. The spread is com-
parable, while the actual distribution cannot be matched due to unknown boundary conditions.
Also see [Fri09].
is the spread of boarding times produced by the simulation. The signiﬁcant numbers are the max-
imum and minimum rates, while the actual distribution is of limited importance. The result shows
that the actual times reach from 5 passengers per minute (which is the lower cut-oﬀ value) to up to
25 passengers per minute (the upper cut-oﬀ value). The main region however is between 5 and 15
passengers per minute. The simulation - using single aisle layouts between 130 and 220 seats capacity
- simulates boarding rates between 7 and 17 passengers per minute.
This demonstrates that the simulation is able to generate a wide variety of results while using realistic
input parameters, and that this corresponds to the variety found in real life. Only apparent deviation
is that the simulation is unable to generate very rapid boarding rates above 15-17 passengers per
minute. However, less than 3% of the recorded events demonstrated these rates.
3.2.6 Deboarding Simulation
Deboarding is equally important for turnaround time estimation. Although the deboarding appears as
inverted boarding, there are some important diﬀerences. The passenger agents start at their assigned
seats and enter the aisle as soon as there is an empty spot next to their seat. The times required
for taking the luggage are oriented on the storing times, assuming that extracting a bulky piece of
luggage takes longer than small bag. However, the times are reduced to one third based on obser-
vations during actual deboardings. If a passenger is blocked in the aisle, he uses the time to extract
his luggage. There is no passing during deboarding. The average walking speed of the passengers is
increased. In a deboarding scenario the motivation of the individual passenger to leave the aircraft
is high, especially if the passenger has no checked luggage and does not need to pass immigration
procedures. The deboarding thus is a very simpliﬁed version of the boarding. The calibration of the
deboarding is simpler as the spread in available results is much lower. In fact, most sources quote
very similar numbers when the deboarding time is normalized with the number of passengers.
Only the Boeing publication considers the deboarding. A more recent study on deboarding times
by Appel using TOMICS does not cite any calibration or validation [App10b]. Boeing gives a time of
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10 minutes for deboarding the 201-seat B757-200 of the previously mentioned test campaign. This
is in line with values mentioned in the regressional analysis of 168 deboarding processes done by
Krammer and those found in the analysis of recorded data [Kra10]. The general observation from
the accessible data is that 20 to 25 passengers per minute is the common deboarding rate of a single
aisle. The simulation was adapted to match this time.
3.2.7 Turnaround Time Estimation
As stated on page 25 the boarding and deboarding time sets the minimum turnaround time for short
range aircraft in most cases. However, if a substantially shorter boarding time is achieved, the other
processes need to be considered as well. Reduced boarding times are only useful to the extent where
the cabin processes (compare ﬁgure 2.14) move from the critical path. A further reduction would
not yield any advantage. For this purpose the competing processes are analyzed and modeled. These
processes are:
1. Cargo Loading: The cargo loading assumes the usage of containers. Baggage is mostly loaded
into these and all cargo is available on time. Bulk luggage loading does not exceed the container
loading time as only few items are considered to be loaded as bulk cargo (primarily oversize
baggage). Cargo loading is done with two container vehicles. The simulation calculates the
time in which cargo loading could be achieved using the current system to its full potential.
Today's single aisle are often serviced by only a single cargo loading vehicle. This is a decision
the airline takes. If the cabin processes will determine the turnaround time, there is no need in
spending additional money on a second vehicle. In the simulation containers are simulated as
individual entities with assumed speeds in the cargo hold and while loading.
2. Cabin Cleaning: Although it is not glamorous, cabin cleaning is element of the critical path
[Fug01]. Cabin cleaning can be performed in varying intensity, and the time to service an
individual seat can range from 20 seconds up to several minutes. In short range operation only
limited cleaning is conducted. Further the number of cleaners is crucial. Working parties usually
consist of 4 to 6 people. Again, the number of cleaners is depending on the airline's willingness
to spend extra money. In the simulation the cabin cleaning time is strictly a function of the
seats and number of cleaners, although one can argue that a twin aisle oﬀers advantages in the
work ﬂow of the working party. In the simulation the number of cleaners is ﬁxed at 4 below 180
seats and 6 for all capacities above 180 seats. The time to clean a seat is set at 20 seconds.
3. Catering: Catering is of limited importance on short range ﬂights. The galley capacity is rarely
used to full extent and many operators perform catering only every second or third turnaround.
In the simulation a single catering vehicle is assumed, and time depends on the number of
trolleys.
4. Refueling: A single refueling vehicle is assumed with a refueling rate of 300gal/min, equivalent
to just over 900kg/min. It is assumed that refueling takes place after every ﬂight as airlines
avoid to tanker fuel and haul additional unproductive weight. However, the practice this is
frequently done in short range operations. The refueling takes place between deboarding and
boarding according to the applicable procedure formulated in EU-OPS Nr. 1305 [EU08].
The turnaround time is also used by the ﬂight crew to prepare for the next ﬂight or to do a crew
change. Before each ﬂight a go-around check by a member of the ﬂight crew is required. Statements
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made by current airline pilots indicated that turnaround times below 25 minutes make accomplish-
ment of all tasks diﬃcult. Consequently, 25 minutes is considered as the lowest practical gate time
for continuous operation.
Vehicle size and path is simulated using a waypoint based path ﬁnding algorithm with a simple
dynamics model. Speed and acceleration can be adjusted. Although many vehicles might achieve
reasonable speeds, the maximum speed in proximity of an aircraft is restricted to 10 to 20km/h.
Vehicles do not avoid collision, the collision avoidance is achieved by sequencing the processes. For
very short aircraft (twin aisles with less than 180 seats) the positioning of all vehicles at the aircraft's
fuselage becomes an issue.
Figure 3.23  Gantt Chart of a typical turnaround. Note the critical path. Solid grey represents the
process times, light grey positioning times of vehicles.
In ﬁgure 3.23 the Gantt chart of a typical turnaround is shown. The positioning times of the vehi-
cles are considered. The shown process chart is idealized in the sense that all processes run without
problems and all vehicles and personnel are available when needed. For a typical short ﬂight a full
exchange of the cargo is unlikely as the cargo capacity far exceeds the capacity required for passenger
luggage. Servicing of lavatories is not included as it usually does not interfere with any other process
and can be started as soon as the aircraft is parked.
3.2.8 Conclusion
This section introduced the boarding simulation. It intended to explain the used simulation techniques
and especially the special features of the implemented tool. The calibration has shown a reasonable
resemblance of actual boarding results, both in the absolute length and in the spread it produces for
varied input settings. The results are in tendency too optimistic, by about 20% (see table 3.4), which
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is important to remember. The level of complexity is suﬃcient for the intended purpose. Inclusion of
overhead bin model and aisle passing allows a ﬁner diﬀerentiation between cross sections.
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3.3 Aircraft Design
Aircraft design describes the process in which the various elements that constitute an aircraft are
matched to become a viable ﬂying machine. "Aircraft Design" covers the entire process from initial
conceptual design up to the ﬁnal detailed design down to the individual components and ﬁnal pro-
duction drawings.
The process elements of aircraft design are described by Torenbeek in [Tor76], especially on the
pages 2ﬀ and 16f. Torenbeek stresses that Aircraft Design is an iterative process and characterized
by levels of increasing the information on the design. Figure 3.24(a) is a reproduction of a ﬁgure
from Torenbeek. It stresses the iterative nature and the necessity for a convergence of the design. As
stated by Torenbeek, the process applies to many disciplines and is not exclusive to aircraft design.
Raymer ([Ray92], especially page 2ﬀ) highlights that Aircraft Design has no deﬁnitive start, but
rather is a continuous wheel and the start is deﬁned by the particular design problem or approach.
Therefore, a ﬁxed and generally suitable design process does not exist. In ﬁgure 3.24(b) his ﬁgure 2.1
is reproduced.
(a) Design Process (from [Tor76], ﬁgure 1-7) (b) Design Wheel (from [Ray92], ﬁgure 2.1)
Figure 3.24  Aircraft design process descriptions from well established textbooks. The left description
by Torenbeek can be understood as general engineering process. The right concept of the
Design Wheel by Raymer is more intended as general approach.
Both authors emphasize the diﬀerent phases of a design, of which the initial one - conceptual or
preliminary design - is covered in this work. In this phase the level of detail is still limited. Only a
limited number of physical models are used to generate the required data. There is a stronger reliance
on statistical relationships.
The starting point depends on the speciﬁc problem. In this particular case the aircraft design evolves
from a ﬁxed cabin layout. The fuselage width, number of doors, payload and other related param-
eters are consequently ﬁxed. Key parameters like wing size and engine thrust need to be estimated
according to the required mission range and ﬁeld performance.
The workﬂow in this aircraft design process is hence diﬀerent than traditionally used in many tools,
which use the design range and the payload as starting point. Further, in this work a ﬁxed conﬁgu-
ration is used, in particular the classic low wing conﬁguration with wing-mounted engines.
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The developed aircraft design method in this work is matched to the required task, and uses features
comparable to other aircraft design tools (PrADO [Hei01], VAMPzero [Boe11a]). The applicability is
limited to the type of aircraft investigated in this study. That is, turbofan-powered subsonic aircraft
with pressurized fuselage, low wing and wing-mounted engines. For this type of aircraft recent meth-
ods for mass estimation are used. Aerodynamic methods are at conceptual design level. The resulting
sizing process uses take-oﬀ ﬁeld length and mission range to size wing area and thrust. The method
achieves a good accuracy when applied to the range of aircraft relevant in this investigation, means
it matches the performance and characteristics of the reference aircraft within a few percent deviation.
Figure 3.25  Schematic view of the aircraft design process. The fuselage is ﬁxed, the aircraft design
adapts aerodynamic surfaces and engines to the required mission range and take-oﬀ ﬁeld
length.
Design Process
The tool sizes two major parameters: the wing area and the engine thrust. The basic design process
is shown in ﬁgure 3.25. It illustrates the two major iteration loops for sizing the thrust and the wing
area. All remaining parameters are either a direct or indirect function. The wing loading at maximum
mass is ﬁxed at a chosen value, so that the maximum take-oﬀ mass (MTOM) is a direct function of
the chosen wing area. The wing's aspect ratio and sweep are ﬁxed, so that any change in wing size
leads to a geometrically scaled version.
The approach is valid for a certain set of requirements and parameters. It is no general rule of aircraft
design. Parameters that size the engine thrust in cruise are not considered as they are usually no sizing
criteria for twin engine aircraft. The take-oﬀ distance needs to be deﬁned within reasonable limits,
otherwise the design becomes unbalanced due to excessive thrust. The approach further requires that
parameters like wing loading, high-lift system characteristics and wing geometry are ﬁxed. This also
covers indirectly the approach speed limit. When all parameters are calculated, the mission range
with all necessary reserves is calculated. The wing area is changed proportionally to the diﬀerence
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to the required range. If reasonable start values are chosen, the method achieves convergence within
several loops. Masses and aerodynamics are re-calculated in each loop. The individual methods are
explained in the following sections.
Geometry Deﬁnition
As shown in ﬁgure 3.25 the fuselage is ﬁxed in dimensions for the entire design process. Consequently,
wing and tail position are also ﬁxed. The wing is a moderately swept and low mounted, equipped
with Fowler ﬂaps and slats. It represents the most likely choice for a short to medium range subsonic
transport aircraft. The wing loading is set at 600 kg/m2, which is the wing loading of the A320 with
73.5t take-oﬀ mass [Air88b]. It is important to assume a similar high-lift system to ensure validity of
the assumptions for ﬁeld performance.
The wing area is the iteration parameter. The tail size is changed to provide constant horizontal and
vertical tail volume, which are similar to those of the A320. That is, the tail arm multiplied with
the tail area is kept constant. This provides that shorter aircraft have relatively larger tail size. The
method of constant tail volume is well established as preliminary design method (see for example
[Ros04a], page 187f.). Tail size is normally determined by controllability at take-oﬀ, especially one
engine out lateral control (vertical tail) and minimum unstick speed (horizontal tail). Additionally,
static and dynamic stability sizes the tail. In case of the horizontal tail, the size strongly inﬂuences
the possible operational range of the center of gravity.
The wings planform is determined from its area using a ﬁxed sweep, taper ratio and aspect ratio. The
resulting 3-dimensional geometry is relevant for the turnaround analysis, but does not inﬂuence the
aircraft design process any further.
Masses
Figure 3.26  Mass breakdown of subsonic transport aircraft
(from [NAS10]). The mass distribution is represen-
tative for a current short range aircraft.
The mass estimation represents a
very sensitive topic in preliminary
aircraft design. Detailed physics
based models cannot be used in the
preliminary design process for lack
of necessary detailed data and the
considerable time required for pro-
cessing. Hence statistical meth-
ods are used that roughly match
the actual masses of the struc-
tural members. The quality of
statistical mass estimation methods
strongly depends on the data base
used for the formula. If the
new design is similar to those cov-
ered in the database, the accu-
racy of statistical models is satisfy-
ing (less than 10% deviation on aver-
age).
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A typical operational empty mass break-down of a subsonic transport aircraft can be seen in ﬁgure
3.26. It is taken from the Boeing presentation on the Subsonic Ultra Green Aircraft Research pro-
gram by NASA [NAS10]. It is more in line with state-of-the-art technology than similar breakdowns
in textbooks like Torenbeek [Tor76], who uses an older database with the most recent twin jet being
an Airbus A300B29. The presented mass break down is for a medium range aircraft in the size of the
B737-800.
The fuselage and fuselage's system mass is already described on page 40ﬀ. Further major components
are the wing and the tails, the engine, the pylons and the remaining systems (non fuselage systems).
For their mass estimation latest statistical methods from the Luftfahrtechnisches Handbuch have
been used [Dor11]. These formulas are based on data from all civil aircraft designs since the early
1960ies with special attention given to current aircraft technology. The formulas are listed in table 3.5.
Component Equation
Wing mwing = 2.2 · 104 ·
[
401.15 · A1.31wing +MTOM1.104
]
· (T/Crep)0.5 · AR1.5 · 1cos(ϕ25)
Horizontal Tail mhtp = 12.908 ·A1.1868htp ·
(
1 +
0.1T/Crep
T/Crep
)
Vertical Tail mvtp = 25.056 ·A1.0033vtp
Landing Gear mgear = 1.8 · 103 ·MLM1.278
Engine Pylon mpylon = nPPT · 0.2648 · SLST0.6517
Systems10 msys = 0.66 · 42.059 · (lfus · dfus)0.9414
Table 3.5  Formulas for component mass estimation taken from latest LTH publication. See page 134
for explanation of symbols. [Dor11]
The mean error is below 10% for both wing and tails, with all researched designs being well inside
the region of applicability of the statistical formula. Systematic errors through these formulas aﬀect
all designs in a similar fashion. Structural components like the undercarriage and the engine pylons
are also estimated using LTH formulas. The cited LTH paper oﬀers a method that solely depends on
aircraft maximum landing mass. A diﬀerent LTH paper [Bau93] oﬀers a method with more regression
parameters, including the landing gear length. However, the landing gear length only aﬀects the mass
of the strut, but does not aﬀect the mass of the boogie, the brakes or other components. The strut
assembly represents between 40 and 50% of the landing gear mass, and it includes the boogie and the
shock absorber. Hence, the landing gear length aﬀects only about one ﬁfth of the landing gear mass.
Catching this in a statistical relationship is extremely diﬃcult as design diﬀerences quickly obscur the
eﬀect of the strut length in the ﬁnal assembly mass. Consequently, a testwise application of the more
sophisticated LTH formula did not result in a particularly good match with current civil transport
aircraft.
9This is the ﬁrst version of the Airbus A300.
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Statistical formulas do not allow to model more advanced technology in a reliable manner. Es-
pecially the eﬀect of non-metallic materials in primary structures is not considered with the applied
statistics. Hence, the found ﬁgures for structural mass are probably conservative. The beneﬁcial
eﬀect of non-metallic materials on structural mass is supposed to increase with aircraft size, as larger
aircraft require higher stressed materials [Cle70]. The heaviest design in this study has an operating
empty mass of close to 90t.
Aerodynamics
For this work only the performance relevant part of the aerodynamics are considered, namely drag
coeﬃcient as function of diﬀerent parameters. The drag coeﬃcient can be expressed as:
CD = CD0 + k · C2L (3.3)
The zero lift drag coeﬃcient can be broken down into component drag contributions.
CD0 = CD0,fus +CD0,wng +CD0,vtp +CD0,htp +CD0,eng +CD0,res +CD0,par (3.4)
The lift-induced drag is a quadratic function of the lift coeﬃcient. The factor k can also be expressed
as:
k =
1
e · pi ·AR (3.5)
with e being the Oswald eﬃciency factor and AR the aspect ratio. This relationship is valid as long
as lift coeﬃcients are moderate.
The aerodynamic parameters required for preliminary design are the maximum lift in the diﬀerent
aircraft conﬁgurations, the zero-lift drag of the aircraft, the lift induced drag of the aircraft and ﬁnally
the wave drag increment at higher Mach numbers. The maximum lift coeﬃcient is of importance for
the take-oﬀ performance calculation. The value is ﬁxed as the the assumed high-lift system is always
the same. The maximum lift coeﬃcient in cruise conﬁguration is modeled similar to that of a current
subsonic aircraft.
Component Symbol Wetted Surface Reynolds Number Friction Coeﬃcient Zero-Lift Drag
Unit  m2   
Fuselage CD0_fus 432.2 2.72E + 08 0.00176 0.0067
Wing CD0_wng 238.3 2.54E + 07 0.00246 0.0070
Horizontal Tail CD0_htp 41.4 1.65E + 07 0.00263 0.0011
Vertical Tail CD0_vtp 38.6 1.68E + 07 0.00262 0.0010
Engine Nacelle CD0_eng 33.2 1.75E + 07 0.00260 0.0009
Parasitic CD0_par 0.0008
Residual CD0_res 0.0012
Total CD0 0.0186
Table 3.6  Tool generated zero-lift drag contributions of diﬀerent components at Mach 0.78 and 31000ft
for a A320-sized aircraft.
The zero-lift drag or friction drag is generated by all components of the aircraft. It is proportional
to the wetted area of the particular component. It further depends on so called form factors and the
local Reynolds number. A brief description is provided both in Torenbeek (page 149ﬀ) and Raymer
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(page 280ﬀ). The above described calculation of wing and tail sizes allows an exact calculation of the
overall wetted surface of the individual components. The only estimated component is the wing-body
fairing and ﬂap track fairing. Both components are estimated using scaled values of an unbuilt aircraft
design.
The method is the commonly accepted in preliminary aircraft design. Table 3.6 shows the zero
lift drag contributions at Mach 0.78 and 31000ft altitude in standard atmosphere. The resulting
drag coeﬃcient is multiplied with a factor to address the parasitic drag. Further the upsweep drag
- drag caused by the upsweep of the rear fuselage - is considered by multiplication with a factor.
The values are derived from the aerodynamic database of an projected design by then Messerschmitt-
Bölkow Blohm (MBB), called the MPC75. Its complete aerodynamic database was available [DAS90].
Fuselage
Wing
HTP
VTP
Nacelles
Parasitic
Residual
Figure 3.27  Zero-lift drag contribution of diﬀerent
components.
The pie chart in ﬁgure 3.27 shows the zero
lift drag contributors at Mach .78 and 31000ft.
The residual drag contains the upsweep drag.
Fuselage and wing each contribute about one
third to the overall zero-lift drag.
The zero-lift drag is a function of both al-
titude and Mach number. It is still relatively
constant over the operational envelope of the
aircraft. For Mach number above Mach 0.76
transonic drag rise (or wave drag) is modeled
by a ﬁxed drag rise. The actual transonic drag
is diﬃcult to determine with preliminary de-
sign methods. The starting point - called drag
divergence - depends on the wing sweep, wing
thickness, and the area distribution achieved by
body fairing and ﬂap track fairings. It further is
a function of actual lift coeﬃcient. When as-
suming operation below the maximum Mach
number, and further assuming that each air-
craft design is optimized aerodynamically for
this cruise Mach number, a ﬁxed drag rise can be used. Because at normal cruise conditions the wave
drag is a neglectible contributor to the overall drag.
The Oswald eﬃciency factor is set at 0.88. This value matches current subsonic aircraft well. The
Oswald eﬃciency factor is a function of the Mach number as well and decreases if the Design Mach
Number is approached.
Engine
The engine selected for all designs is a projected geared turbofan engine as it could be expected at
the end of this decade. A geared turbofan features a gearbox between the fan and the shaft driven
by the low pressure turbine. The gearbox allows to decouple the fan rotation from the low-pressure
turbine rotation, and hence allows higher eﬃciency for both. It also yields some advantages in the
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engine layout like a lighter fan shaft and less low pressure turbine stages. However, the gearbox adds
mass and mechanical complexity, as well as a power loss. The ﬁrst generation of the geared turbo-
fan is supposed to deliver a 15% speciﬁc fuel consumption advantage compared to current engines
(CFM56-5B). The engine is available as an engine deck with fuel ﬂow and thrust for each combination
of altitude, Mach number and throttle setting. The model was generated by engine experts using
approximate parameters of the Pratt & Whitney Geared Turbofan with state-of-the-art modelling
techniques [DLR12]. In ﬁgure 3.29 the thrust as function of Mach number and several altitudes is
given. It is normalized with the maximum sea-level static thrust. The thrust-speciﬁc fuel consumption
(TSFC) is the engine's fuel ﬂow divided by the engine's thrust. It excludes power extraction by aircraft
systems. The TSFC also depends on actual power setting, lower power settings cause higher TSFC.
This is included in the engine model.
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Figure 3.28  Engine mass and drag as function of thrust. This is supposed to reﬂect a geared turbofan
available in the year 2020. Today's A320 has engines with 120kN reference thrust.
For aircraft design purposes both the engine's physical dimensions and its mass are of importance.
The mass adds to the aircraft's operating empty mass, the diameter determines the nacelle diameter
and has an eﬀect on the zero-lift drag. The mass is determined using a statistical formula from LTH
[Dor11]. The formula is valid for current generation engines, the geared turbofan might be slightly
heavier due to its reduction gear box. The overall eﬀect on the aircraft is deemed small enough to
neglect, especially as all aircraft designs are aﬀected by it in a similar manner.
The engine's diameter is estimated using a scaling law from Roskam p. 256 [Ros97]. The basic value
is taken from public sources about the diameter of the A320NEO engine, which is given with 81inch
(2.06m) at a reference thrust of approximately 26000lbf (115.6kN).
Power oﬀtake for aircraft systems is estimated as 5% TSFC increase. That is an approximate value
as power oﬀtake changes with ﬂight phase. As secondary power use on the aircraft is not explicitely
modeled, there is no inﬂuence on the relative ﬂight performance. Fuel ﬂow at idle power is set at
a constant 350 kg per hour and engine regardless of the actual reference thrust. The idle fuel ﬂow
only aﬀects a small part of the mission performance, so a more detailed analysis does not have an
appreciable eﬀect on the aircraft design.
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Figure 3.29  Engine performance model with normalized thrust and speciﬁc fuel consumption (SFC).
Engine deck was generated with state-of-the-art modeling techniques [DLR12].
3.3.2 Validation
In order to validate the tool an existing aircraft is re-designed. The chosen aircraft is the A320,
which is used as reference for many key parameters. Although the projected aircraft for this work are
often larger in capacity, they are intended as short and medium range aircraft. Hence similar design
parameters apply. This is of importance as some design decisions are diﬀerent on short range aircraft
than on long range aircraft. One is the allowable margin of the center of gravity, having a considerable
impact on the size of the horizontal tail. The ﬁeld performance (take-oﬀ distance) of short range
aircraft is often better, requiring more installed thrust and a moderate wing loading. That also causes
a larger vertical tail volume to compensate yaw moment in case of engine failure, and to provide the
suﬃcient control for cross wind landings.
The aircraft design starts with the fuselage deﬁnition. The basic fuselage parameters are taken
from the A320, resulting in a passenger count of 167. The wing area and reference thrust is deﬁned
to be exactly the same as that of the A320. The tool calculates all remaining parameters, most im-
portantly the mass and drag characteristics. It further adapts a generic engine to the speciﬁc thrust
requirements. The resulting aircraft is provided as three-view drawing in the appendix in ﬁgure A.1.
The validation ﬁrst concentrates on the mass as key factor in performance estimation. The source
of the component masses of the original is the LTH ([Pau93] and [Liu98]) and the weight and balance
manual [Air88a]. The original values are limited to two signiﬁcant digits. As can be seen, most
masses are met with satisfying accuracy. Diﬀerences are acceptable given the simple nature of the
mass estimation formulas. The values for fuselage structural mass, fuselage system mass (part of
system), the entire furnishing and operator's items mass are determined using the more sophisticated
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methods described in section 3.1.2. The other are estimated using LTH formulas. The structural
mass matches well. Operator items show deviation, which is acceptable as the masses assumed for
seats and IFE in this work reﬂect newest technology, resulting in savings in seat mass.
Component A320 (original) A320 (redesigned) Diﬀerence
kg kg %
All Structure 22400 21945 -2
Engines 6700 6503 -3
Systems 5400 4959 -8
Furnishings 2900 3016 5
Operator Items 3600 3232 -10
Operating Empty Mass 40900 39655 -3
Table 3.7  Comparison of major component masses with original masses. Original data taken from
[Pau93] and [Liu98]
A detailed drag break down of the original A320 was not available. The resulting performance
can still be compared in two diﬀerent ways: ﬁrst, the payload range diagram can be compared. The
payload-range diagram provides the aircraft's range as function of the payload. This approach has the
disadvantage of incorporating many assumptions into the comparison. For example, the actual empty
mass used for the payload-range diagram of the original aircraft is usually unknown. The provided
diagrams in publically available sources often understate the real operating empty mass. The payload
range diagram is further inﬂuenced by assumptions on reserves, climb and descent proﬁles. If the
original payload-range diagram is matched, it is still diﬃcult to ensure that not two errors (like a
lower empty mass in combination with higher fuel burn) annul each other.
A better indication of the quality of the model is the actual fuel ﬂow for various altitudes and gross
weights. This validates both the engine and the aerodynamic model of the aircraft, without having
any inﬂuence from the masses (which are already validated). The cruise fuel consumption is of crucial
importance for overall performance assessment.
Values for actual fuel ﬂow of the original aircraft can be found in Flight Crew Operating Manuals
(FCOM) [Air07], which are not public domain but generally obtainable. The chosen aircraft is an
A320-214 with CFM56-5B4 engine. The model description "214" indicates the aircraft model in the
ﬁrst digit, the engine manufacturer in the second digit and the engine subtype or variant in the third
digit. A speciﬁc operators empty mass is not available from the FCOM, but as fuel consumption at
ﬁxed ﬂying masses are compared, the actual empty mass is without relevance. The relevant part of the
FCOM is chapter 3.05, which has tables for climb, cruise and descent for various masses and altitudes.
In ﬁgure 3.30 the original values (taken directly from FCOM tables) and the results of the model
are compared. The fuel ﬂow is shown over the gross mass for three diﬀerent altitudes. The most
relevant area is between 60t and 72t gross mass. This region shows a good resemblance. Deviations
in the lowest line (37000ft altitude) is caused by increasing lift coeﬃcients. The application of a
constant factor as shown in equation 3.5 is not valid for high coeﬃcients any more.
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Figure 3.30  Comparison of modeled and actual fuel ﬂow at various altitudes and masses at cruise Mach
number. With exception of high masses at high altitudes (high lift coeﬃcients) and very low
lift coeﬃcients a good match is achieved. Hatched region marks the most relevant region.
The sizing routine is validated by generating an A320-like fuselage and deﬁning similar mission
requirements. If the sizing is successful the wing area and key parameters should be matched. The
payload range diagram from the ACAP document is used as reference [Air95] for the design range.
The empty mass in the document is much lower than can be realistically be assumed. Using a more
realistic source the range at maximum passenger payload is given with roughly 1800nm for the 73.5t
variant [Air05]. The ﬁeld length is given with approximately 2000m. When sized to this design mission
the resulting wing area matches the original with a 1% deviation. This is also due to the calibration of
many methods with A320 data. The same is attempted with a model similar to the A330-300, with
slightly increased wing loading corresponding to that of the A330-300 with 233t MTOW (640kg/m2),
a mission range of 4800nm and 3000m ﬁeld length, the wing area deviation is below 3%. Both indi-
cates that the sizing routine - although limited in its applicability - produces very good results in the
desired region.
3.3.3 Conclusion
This section introduced the methods used for aircraft design. The techniques are simple but wher-
ever possible recent data was used to check the quality of the result. The entire process does not
follow strictly to one textbook, but rather picks elements of diﬀerent approaches and jumps in the
detail-level of the used models. The validation using real life data at a level that allows component
mass comparison (instead of overall mass) and detailed fuel burn comparison instead of the match of
a payload-range diagram boosts the ﬁdelity in the results. The focus of the tool and methods allows
a very good match within the desired region. The resulting performance data, which are essential for
the competitive analysis of single and twin aisle, can be given a high level of trust.
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Figure 3.31  Flight Proﬁle for Mission Performance
3.4 Mission Performance and Cost Estimation
This chapter brieﬂy explains the evaluation of the mission performance and the subsequent cost
estimation. Both topics are well covered within several text books (see [Ros97] for step-to-step
procedures) and only the key features are explained here.
3.4.1 Mission Performance
Mission performance estimation is critical to assess the fuel burn diﬀerence between the various
designs. The mission assumptions are listed below and shown in ﬁgure 3.31. The techniques used
for the performance estimation are taken in maority from Roskam's Airplane Aerodynamics and
Performance [Ros97]. These are amended with further sources for current operating procedures in
form of Airbus publications [Air11a] and [Air11b], which are addressed at ﬂight crews and airline
performance engineers, who are professionally estimating the fuel burn for actual aircraft missions.
 2 minute maximum continuous thrust at take-oﬀ, no distance credited for take-oﬀ and initial
climb,
 climb from 1500ft to 10000ft at 250 KIAS,
 climb from 10000ft to transition altitude11 at 290 KIAS,
 climb from transition altitude to cruise altitude at cruise Mach,
 cruise at optimum altitude at constant Mach,
 descend down to 1500ft in a proﬁle similar to that of the climb,
 ﬁnal approach and landing modeled as 2 minutes of idle fuel ﬂow, no distance credited for ﬁnal
approach.
11Transition altitude is the altitude where the desired Mach number is reached and climb is continued at constant
Mach number.
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Reserves are considered with a 200nm alternate airport at a maximum cruise altitude to alternate
of 20000ft without consideration of the descent. Holding is set as 30 minutes at 5000ft. Fuel burn
due to taxi at the airport is not considered. 5% of the given cruise distance is added as non-optimum
routing and 20nm are added for terminal maneuvering (Standard Arrival Route). These settings may
not entirely reﬂect the conditions found in short range operations, but all designs are aﬀected in a
similar way. Very short ﬂights only consist of climb and descent. These assumptions are also used in
the aircraft design process for the estimation of design mission range. The aircraft is always free to
climb to its best cruise altitude, which is usually the highest achievable altitude. No step climbs are
considered, as they have no particular relevance for short range operations.
3.4.2 Cost Estimation
The cost estimation covers the direct operating costs (DOC). These cost describe all expenditures
connected directly to the operation of a single aircraft, usually over the period of one year. The
direct operating cost can be separated into the cash operating cost (COC) and the ownership cost.
In this work the potential of additional ﬂights through reduced turnaround time is investigated, thus
the full direct operating cost need to be considered. Additional ﬂights split the cost of ownership over
more ﬂights and hence reduce the costs of a single ﬂight, even though the cash operating cost might
increase.
Methods for DOC estimation are numerous. The results can diﬀer substantially depending on the
used method. Key inﬂuential contributors of DOC are listed in Clark's Buying the Big Jets [Cla07],
who describes the cost in a manner more closely related to actual operational conditions.
 Fuel cost, these represent between 20 and 30% on short and medium range operations with
growing importance due to increasing oil prices.
 Cost for ﬁnancing and depreciation. These cost items can be added to represent a leasing rate,
a charge a leasing company imposes on an operator for using the aircraft. Although the leasing
rates are market driven rates, the cost is ideally proportional to the cost of ﬁnancing the aircraft
plus a proﬁt margin. Clark reﬂects in more detail on this issue (p. 186). For this study a
constant rate is assumed over the assumed initial operating period of the aircraft.
 Flight crew, both cabin and ﬂight deck.
 Maintenance expenditures, often separated in airframe and engine maintenance. These cost are
often separated into ﬂight time dependent cost, ﬂight-cycle dependent cost and a proportional
maintenance burden for the provision of maintenance facilities and personal.
 Fees for navigation, airport usage and ground handling.
Depending on route proﬁle, region and individual airline arrangements the cost structure can vary
substantially. Models exists that help to evaluate costs in a theoretical yet representative manner. It
is reminded that in reality two diﬀerent operators using the same aircraft over the same route may
experience very diﬀerent cost due to labor agreements, modes of aircraft ﬁnance and economy of
scale in maintenance and training. Hence all DOC methods represent models for comparison, the
absolute values cannot be compared to real life costs. Most methods use regression as mean for the
cost estimation.
Two diﬀerent cost models were evaluated:
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1. The Liebeck or NASA Method introduced by Liebeck [Lie95]. The method uses regression
formulas for maintenance cost, both airframe maintenance and engine maintenance. The same
applies to the cabin and ﬂight crew cost. The database is early 1990ies and is corrected to year
2007 level by applying a price escalation of 3.5%.
2. The Thorbeck Method as described in [Tho01]. The method uses a similar approach with
diﬀerent regression parameters. Its slightly more recent and stronger reﬂects European airlines.
The Thorbeck method includes a model for ground handling cost. The NASA Method only considers
navigation charges and landing fees. In order to estimate the accuracy of both methods, a reference
case is generated. An aircraft with the physical fuselage dimensions of the A320 is sized to 1800nm
range at full passenger payload of 173. The resulting aircraft strongly resembles the A320 (73.5t
MTOW). The cost are estimated for a 500nm mission over an entire year. Both cost models are given
similar assumptions and yearly ﬂight hours and utilization. The following table summarizes the key
assumptions for the comparison (assumptions later used for actual calculations are slightly diﬀerent
and described separately).
Interest Rate for Finance 7%
Operating Period 12 years
Residual Value 20%
Yearly Flights 2148
Yearly Flight Hours 2828
Flight Attendants 4
Fuel Price .69 USD/kg
Year 2007
Table 3.8  Assumptions for DOC Calculation
The interest rate, operating period and residual value corresponds to a monthly lease rate of ap-
proximately 0.93%. The fuel price corresponds to a crude oil price of roughly 80 USD/barrel, which
was the 2007 mid year price level. Thorbeck considers ground handling costs [Tho01]. To have
consistent cost items, all charges are ignored for the comparison.
The two diﬀerent methods demonstrate a largely similar picture. The biggest diﬀerence are the
cost of the ﬂight crew, which is about 50% higher in the Liebeck method. Liebeck uses a regression
for the entire crew cost, while Thorbeck assumes a number of ﬂight crews and multiplies these with
the average salary. Thorbeck assumes 5 ﬂight crews per aircraft. Liebeck uses salaries of US main
line carriers of the early 1990ies. The used escalation factor is probably not representative for the
average salary increase over the last 15-20 years. The Liebeck method is used for cost estimation in
this work. It appears more applicable due to its more sophisticated maintenance module, that diﬀer-
entiates better between trip and ﬂight hour dependent cost. The method for navigational charges is
kept, but the methods for landing fees and ground handling cost are replaced by a separate module,
as the signiﬁcance of these charges is high for short range operations.
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Figure 3.32  Comparison of methods for direct operating cost calculation: Liebeck and Thorbeck
method results with similar input settings.
3.4.3 Ground Handling Cost Model
Landing fees and ground handling charges usually represent a small proportion of the overall cost
of operation. Landing fees depend on the oﬃcial maximum take-oﬀ mass of the aircraft, regardless
of the true gross weight for the particular ﬂight. Ground handling cost are charged for loading and
unloading, as well as rental for the park position, servicing, push back and ramp agent service. While
landing fees are charged by the airport, ground handling is provided by independent entities. The
charged prices are subject to negotiations and can vary widely. Still, in order to capture the eﬀects of
shorter turnaround a cost-based model is created. That is, the cost of the service provider is estimated
and based on this the charged price to the airline is calculated. The assumption is that lower cost
for the provider will result in better prices for the airline in a competitive environment with several
ground handling service providers.
The ground handling cost can be estimated by assuming time-dependent costs for the vehicles and
the bound man power and multiplying these with the turnaround time. However, the service provider
cannot utilize his equipment and labor the entire day. He also has to keep ﬂexibility for possible delays.
Turnaround Time ...
... independent ... dependent
push back bridge and gate charge
water & waste servicing cargo loading
cabin cleaning ramp agent
refueling
external power
Table 3.9  Cost Items Ground Handling
The items in the left column are occupied for a given time, minimum 20 minutes (to allow for
schedule ﬂexibility). Cabin cleaning is depending on the number of seats and applied man power.
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Again, the net period is extended by 15 minutes to provide for schedule ﬂexibility. The turnaround
depending cost are calculated as actual turnaround time plus 20% time reserve. Overhead cost and
yearly utilization are included in the vehicle cost. Source for vehicle and labor cost are unpublished
values for the prices of vehicles and typical hourly rates for ground handling staﬀ. The landing fees
are taken directly from the current (2012) fee system of the Hamburg Airport [HAM11]. The noise
category of current A320 is assumed (Noise Chapter 4). The results for a 70t MTOM aircraft in
dependence of the turnaround time can be seen in ﬁgure 3.33. Passenger service charges (security,
baggage sorting, check-in counter) are not including and not considered in this work.
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Figure 3.33  Cost of ground handling and airport usage as function of turnaround time. The straight
line represents the Thorbeck formula, which is no function of the actual turnaround time.
The airport cost (bottom) are only a weak function of the turnaround time as the majority of
charges is landing fee. The gate and bridge rental is small compared to these. The ground handling
cost demonstrate a stronger dependence. The overall diﬀerence between the maximum and minimum
time is 600 USD. Although this might appear as small amount, the diﬀerence is suﬃcient to buy
roughly 750kg of fuel at 0.80 USD/kg. A line in the graph shows the formula by Thorbeck, which has
a mass and payload dependency. Hence, it appears as constant line in this graph. The overall pricing
level of the developed method is close to Thorbeck's value. The slightly higher cost base causes it to
be higher for the majority of turnaround times.
The real drivers of ground handling cost are changes that reduce the number of required personnel
or equipment. In fact, in short range operations it might be more economic to stick to bulk cargo
and save the cost of the container loading vehicles.
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Chapter 4
Designs and Results
This chapter introduces the cross sections and cabin designs for the subsequent analysis. The analysis
results are provided for each discipline, that is: the cross sections and cabins, the resulting fuselage
masses, the boarding simulation results and the aircraft design results including the ﬂight performance.
An analysis is provided in the next chapter.
The chart in ﬁgure 4.1 provides an overview of the studied layouts. As stated initially, the question
is not only whether a twin aisle is more eﬃcient at a certain capacity, but the question is equally
which type of twin aisle is the most suited then. Additionally, the type of single aisle for reference is
important. For this purpose 5 diﬀerent cross sections are analyzed. The number of passengers covers
the entire capacity range of single class capacities found on 6-abreast single aisles today: 130 seats1
to 280 seats2, and continues up to 340 seats. The three intermediate cross sections are self-created,
the smallest and the largest cross section are reproductions of actual aircraft. The following pages
will further explain the cross sections and layout principles for the resulting cabins.
4.1 Cross Section and Fuselage Layouts
This section introduces the cross section layouts and fuselage designs for the later analysis. Major
assumptions and design rules are explained ﬁrst, that followed the 5 cross sections are brieﬂy described.
4.1.1 Cross Sections
Figure 4.1 already provides a visual impression of the ﬁve chosen cross sections. As explained on
page 16 the cross section diameter is a function of the seats abreast and the chosen size of aisle and
seats. The current standard found on A320s is an 18inch (46cm) wide seat. This seat width can
also be found on most long range economy class cabins. The A320 allows installation of an 19inch
(measured at ﬂoor level) aisle with these seats3. The B737 with its cross section dating back from
the B707 provides smaller 17inch seats [Boe05a]. The A320 dimensions are taken as basis. Due to
demographic changes future aircraft might feature wider seats to improve comfort. However, the cur-
rent seating standards are kept in this work to allow a appropriate comparison to the actual reference.
Increased comfort standards would simply raise the the level without changing the relative diﬀerence
1B737-600, A318
2B757-300
3Airbus also oﬀers smaller seats and a wider aisle [Air05]
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Figure 4.1  Illustration of all studied layouts. Capacities below 180 passengers cannot support a quarter
door. Beyond 280 seats all designs require a second door in front of the wing, so that 2-door
and quarter door layouts are basically identical. See also page 137 for plots of the cross sections.
in a noticeable manner.
The cross section width is determined by the required width at armrest level. The height may
be determined by several competing requirements (cabin height, curvature of side panel, cargo hold
height), but for stress-optimal layout the height needs to be within 5-10% of the width. Otherwise
substantial weight penalties occur in pressurized fuselages. The standard A320 carries a so-called
LD3-45W4 container. The LD3 means it has the same baseplate width as the widebody LD3
container. The 45W denotes the height of 45inch and the added width. This container size has
become a standard and would also be used on newer single aisles or small twin aisles. The 8-abreast
represents the original A300 cross section with capability of loading the standard widebody LD3 con-
tainer. Using a smaller container would mean a signiﬁcant deviation from the circular cross section,
and hence would yield no mass advantage. Cross sections usually consist of several pieces of circular
4Also known as AKH.
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proﬁles. In this work non-circular cross sections are modeled as ellipse. No detailed cross section
shaping is performand as the exact cross section geometry has no inﬂuence on the mass estimation
and the diﬀerence in eﬀective cabin space is neglectible. In the following all cross sections are brieﬂy
described, plots can be found in the appendix on page 137.
Figure 4.2  Key cabin dimensions for cross sec-
tion layout. Note the overhead bins in
retracted (right) and extended position
(left).
The cabin lining layout is inspired by to-
day's cabins. Figure 4.2 introduces the
most important dimensions. The layout al-
lows a standing height of at least 2.1m in
the aisle and is at least 1.6m above ﬂoor
level where seats are placed. The overhead
bins leave suﬃcient room for passenger service
units (like individual air outlets) and attach-
ment structure. Overhead bins do not pro-
trude into the aisle. They are further sup-
posed to be pivoting bins, like found in mod-
ern cabins. For the later boarding simulation
the shaping is not considered, only the vol-
ume.
1. 6-Abreast Single Aisle - Reference Design: This cross section resembles that of the A320
in height and diameter.
2. 6-Abreast Advanced Single Aisle - Future Single Aisle: this cross section features a wider
aisle, resulting in a fuselage width of 4.16m. As a result, overhead bins are slightly larger, too.
3. 6-Abreast Twin Aisle - Small Twin Aisle: Compare with the concepts shown in ﬁgure 2.9
on page 24. The analyzed twin aisle aisle is restricted to 6-abreast seating, resulting in a 4.5m
fuselage diameter and 4.3m fuselage height.
4. 7-abreast Twin Aisle - Intermediate Twin Aisle: Diﬀerent than the B767 the cross section
is restricted to 7-abreast seating. The reduced height leads to a slight elliptic layout. The
diameter is 4.95m, the height 4.65m.
5. 8-abreast Twin Aisle - Full Size Twin Aisle: This is the actual A300/A330 cross section.
Although no real alternative in the focused seat range, it allows to estimate the suitability of
current twin aisles (the B787 is only slightly wider than the A330) for this type of operation.
4.1.2 Cabin Layout
As brieﬂy described on page 39 the cabin layout starts with monument placing. The objective is to
have comparable comfort standards for all diﬀerent designs. Besides the seat width this includes seat
pitch, number of lavatories and galleys. The seat pitch is set at 30inch (76cm). This appears small
but the seats are also assumed to be very slim. The cabin standard is oriented on the Neue Europa
Kabine (New Europe Cabin) of Lufthansa [LH10]. It can be expected that these standards will prevail
over time in short range optimized cabins. Galley and lavatory ratios are set according to short range
standards, which hardly see any meaningful meal service. There are never more than 70 passengers
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for a single lavatory and at least 1.5 trays per passenger. Even without any meal service, the bev-
erages and other consumable items require some galley volume. The galley standards are exceeded
considerably in the smaller capacity aircraft as front and rear galley are always installed. The twin
aisles each have a diﬀerent aft galley arrangement. This is of importance as poor galley layout wastes
ﬂoor area and hence increases fuselage mass.
The main exits are placed at the front and aft end of the fuselage. They are symmetric in location
and type. When capacity increases overwing exits are added. If capacity increases further emergency
type exits are placed in front and aft of the wing, if necessary in combination with overwing exits.
The 7- and 8-abreast twin aisle utilize a full size entry door (type A), while all other use type B
entry doors. For all capacities starting at 180 passengers an alternative version is created. It has an
additional door placed at roughly one fourth of the fuselage length. This door is commonly called
quarter door. It is not a limited size emergency exit but a fully functional boarding door. The quarter
door has a beneﬁcial eﬀect on boarding times as shown later and also recognized in the Boeing study
[Mar98]. The principle is shown in ﬁgure 4.13 on page 99. However, it increases the length and hence
the mass of the fuselage below a certain capacity. Above 280 seats capacity all aircraft require an
additional exit door which can be used as Quarter Door with little or no mass penalty.
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(a) Conventional Design
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
−2
0
2
(b) Quarter Door Design
Figure 4.3  Cabin of 180-Pax Single Aisle with and without quarter door.
4.1.3 Fuselage Layout
The fuselage is generated using similar design criteria for all models. That is, the length of the aft and
front section is relative to the diameter, providing a longer constant section for designs with smaller
fuselage diameter. In ﬁgure 4.4 the regular single aisle and the full size twin aisle are compared. The
capacity is 180 passengers, the single aisle is hence closely comparable to the A320. The full size
twin aisle has a substantially shorter cabin, but due to the required aft fuselage length the overall
fuselage length remains nearly the same. The fuselage could be shortened by placing the rear bulkhead
further aft. However, the much conﬁned cabin width reduces the value of this added ﬂoor area and
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the necessity for pressurization increases structural mass. Rear fuselage design is a multi-disciplinary
optimization task in itself.
The lower deck compartment or cargo hold is not speciﬁed in length but depends on the cabin length.
All designs have suﬃcient volume for the passenger's bags. Some designs have surplus capacity that
allows loading of additional revenue cargo. Although this represents an advantage for the operator,
no extra credit is given for surplus underﬂoor capacity. Cargo represents an important contributor of
revenue for long range ﬂights, but is of lesser importance on short range ﬂights. The landing gear
bay is placed behind the wing box.
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(a) Regular Single Aisle
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2
(b) Full Size Twin Aisle
Figure 4.4  Comparison of fuselage layout for regular single aisle and full size twin aisle, both with 180
seats capacity. Although the cabin is substantially shorter, the overall fuselage length is nearly
the same due to rear fuselage layout.
4.1.4 Results
The fuselage sizing process provides a ﬁxed length for each combination of capacity and cross section.
The actual number of passengers usually deviates from the planned capacity because the capacity
can only be reduced by full seat rows. In consequence the 180-seat designs have between 179 and
186 seats. Most values are given per installed seat, so such diﬀerences are not changing the relative
advantage of a design. Total values are corrected with a factor that credits advantage for layouts
with more than the speciﬁed seating.
fcorr =
PAXSpecified
PAXActual
(4.1)
A choice of parameters is presented on the following pages. The shown parameters are deemed
most relevant for later performance estimation. Diﬀerent than in the initial chapter (see page 16)
each layout is an individual composition. Leaps may occur as doors are added between two capacities.
Some layout may experience unfavorable galley and lavatory ratio as they are just above a threshold.
That explains much of the unevenness displayed in the following plots.
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(b) Fuselage Fitness Ratio
Figure 4.5  Length and ﬁtness ratio of designed fuselages for diﬀerent cross sections and capacities.
The length diverges for larger capacities. Fitness ratios reach more than 16 for the large single
aisles.
The length is shown in ﬁgure 4.5(a). The length is nearly similar for the small capacity versions ir-
respective of the cross section, but with increasing capacity the wider aircraft are substantially shorter.
The diﬀerence becomes apparent above 200 passengers. The maximum length of the single aisle is
just over 65m, still leaving a comfortable gap to the maximum allowable length of 80m. An 80m
single aisle would have an approximate capacity of 430 passengers. Theoretically, the fuselage length
growths linearly with capacity (compare equation 3.1 and 2.8). But additional exits cause the length
to grow stronger between diﬀerent capacities. This eﬀect is more pronounced for twin aisles. The
8-abreast has a very pronounced leap between 280 and 300 seats as an additional exit is added. This
leap is even more visible at the structural mass.
The fuselage ﬁtness ratio is the relation of length to fuselage diameter as explained on page 14. The
ﬁtness ratio is shown in the right hand plot. The highest ﬁtness ratio in an actual aircraft has been
14.2 on the DC-8-61 [MDD89]. In contrast, the largest single aisle in this study achieves a ﬁtness
ratio of 16.1. On the lower side, the lowest ﬁtness ratio in the investigation is just below 6, compared
to a historical minimum of 7.1 of the Boeing B737-100.
The fuselage mass is shown in ﬁgure 4.6(a). The single aisle has the lowest fuselage mass up to
roughly 310 passengers. Then the 7-abreast has lower structural mass per seat. The other plot shows
the same mass divided by the cabin area and as function of the ﬁtness ratio. Passengers require ﬂoor
area, therefore the cabin area is the best indicator for passenger capacity. The plot shows that an
optimum exists at a fuselage ﬁtness ratio between 11 and 12. This is mass per cabin area. The
6-abreast twin aisle fares best as it has lowest area-speciﬁc payload. When the structural mass is
shown per seat instead of cabin area, the standard single aisle is the most eﬃcient, see ﬁgure 4.7(a).
It remains the most eﬃcient design until 300 seats, when the 7-abreast has lower mass per seat.
Compare this plot to the one provided on page 21. The usage of a statistical formula puts this limit
at 280 seats. This diﬀerence is not only reasoned by the diﬀerent method of mass estimation, but
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(a) Fuselage Structural Mass
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(b) Structural Mass over Fitness Ratio
Figure 4.6  Fuselage structural mass over passenger capacity. Left side shows mass divided by cabin
area over the actual ﬁtness ratio, clearly showing that an optimum exists in the area of 11-12
for a given cabin area.
also by the substantial diﬀerences in fuselage length when a real layout is created versus a rough
estimation of the fuselage length as performed in section 2.2.
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(a) Structural Mass per Seat
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(b) Operating Empty Mass per Seat
Figure 4.7  Structural and operating empty mass per seat. Compare to ﬁgure 2.7. The operating empty
mass of the fuselage includes furnishings and cabin systems.
The plots in in ﬁgure 4.7 compare the bare structural mass with the entire operating mass of the
fuselage. The latter includes systems, furnishings and operational items. The twin aisle has heavier
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furnishings and some systems also become heavier. The limit shifts to 320 seats. Both plots demon-
strate considerable unevenness. This is reasoned by the individual layout of each capacity and cross
section. For example, at 240 seats the 7-abreast twin aisle can do without additional emergency exists
apart from the overwing plug-type exits. This makes the cabin layout very eﬃcient, and hence leads
to a fuselage mass very close to that of the advanced single aisle. At the next capacity it gains one
exit lane, one galley and a lavatory, increasing the fuselage length disproportionally. Such eﬀects,
which occur in a similar way for the other cross section - but at diﬀerent capacities - , cause the
unevenness and are a direct consequence of the chosen method of cabin design.
4.2 Boarding and Turnaround Simulation Results
This section details the boarding and deboarding results of the fuselage designs introduced in the
previous section. The results are separated into two diﬀerent scenarios: a maximum load factor and
reduced load factor scenario. The presented results are the boarding time, then the combined board-
ing and deboarding time (passenger time) and ﬁnally the turnaround time. Special eﬀects such as
Quarter Door, dual door boarding or wider exit door are considered in separate sections.
4.2.1 Studied Scenarios
Most boarding studies introduced on page 30 use a single scenario. That is, they consider a load
factor of 100% (all seats are occupied). Boarding time correlates with load factor, the longest board-
ing times can be expected at maximum load factor. The load factor even has a non-linear eﬀect on
boarding time as shown in ﬁgure 3.19 (page 60) when more advanced overhead bin models are used.
For a realistic assumption of the advantages of a twin aisle the load factors and luggage distributions
found in normal short range traﬃc need to be considered. These are rarely 100%. Many short range
connections actually demonstrate fairly low load factors in the 65%-region [LH11]. Load factors have
increased in recent years (see ﬁgure 1.4).
The load factor is the most important and best observable parameter. It can also be used best
to diﬀerentiate between diﬀerent business models. The two static scenarios used in this study are
simulated with 100% and with 85% load factor, respectively. The third scenario is a parameter sweep
that variates load factor, carry-on luggage and smartness. That is done using randomly chosen values
of each parameter along a probability distribution. This method is also commonly known as Monte-
Carlo Simulation. In ﬁgure 4.8 the major parameters are listed.
4.2.2 Results of Static Scenarios
In ﬁgure 4.9 the boarding results for the two static scenarios are given. The input settings are ﬁxed
and for each layout and cross section multiple boardings are simulated to generate a mean value.
This is necessary as randomized seat order and luggage distribution (albeit with constant overall dis-
tribution) means that each simulation run generates slightly diﬀerent results (see also table 3.4 on
page 66). The reference single aisle with 180 passengers requires 18 minutes boarding time at full
load factor (left) and slightly below 14 minutes for the 85% load factor case (right). The advanced
single aisle with wider aisle scores slightly better for capacities above 180 seats. The twin aisles (dark
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Figure 4.8  Three boarding scenarios: the static scenario with maximum load factor and 85% load
factor, respectively. And the scenario using probability distribution for the key input parameters
(Monte Carlo).
lines) have substantially lower boarding times. For 180 passengers the the 7-abreast twin aisle requires
roughly half the time. Overall the 7-abreast fares best in boarding, which is result of the low amount
of seat interference and the added overhead bin volume compared to the 6-abreast twin. Further, the
7-abreast is shorter, slightly reducing the walking distances. The shown results are compiled from a
total of 1400 boarding simulations for each of the two load factors. The deboarding was simulated
with 560 simulations each.
The diﬀerence between the maximum and the reduced load factor is substantial. While the stan-
dard single aisle boards close to 4 minutes faster at 85% than at 100%, the 7-abreast twin aisle only
gains about 1 minute (both at 200 seats). That shows the strong non-linear eﬀect of load factor
on boarding times, especially in case of the single aisles. In ﬁgure 4.10 the relative improvement
compared to the standard single aisle is shown. The eﬀect of reduced load factor becomes easily ap-
parent. The advanced single aisle has no noticeable advantage. For 100% load factor the maximum
advantage is 2 minutes. At 85% load factor no advantage remains. It is reminded that aisle passing
is also depending on the type of carry-on luggage and the smartness. With 40% heavy carry-on and
medium smartness the scenario reduces the probability of aisle passing. The fact that it demonstrates
in some occasions worse boarding times than the conventional single aisle indicates that aisle passing
is either not relevant or not covered in a suitable way by the simulation.
The results so far only covered the boarding process. For the turnaround the combined board-
ing and deboarding time is relevant. This time is referred to as total passenger time in this work.
As shown in the introduction, this time directly inﬂuences the minimum turnaround time. The de-
boarding results are not shown in detail as spread is much lower. Each cross section has a nearly
constant rate of people exiting it. The fastest is the 6-abreast twin aisle with 35 passengers per
minute, the slowest is the 6-abreast single aisle with 22 passengers per minute. The wider single
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Figure 4.9  Basic boarding time for 100% and 85% load factor. Right plot's legend valid for both plots.
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Figure 4.10  Improvement of boarding time compared to standard single aisle for 100% and 85% load
factor. Right plot's legend valid for both plots.
aisle is equally fast as aisle width does not aﬀect deboarding in the simulation. The 7- and 8-abreast
twin aisles deboard slightly slower than the 6-abreast twin aisle, but still much faster than the single
aisles. The results for both load factors are shown in ﬁgure 4.11. The bottleneck during deboard-
ing for the single aisles remains the aisle: passenger get up and retrieve their luggage. While they
take their luggage other passengers have to wait behind them. The twin aisle is limited by its exit
door, through which only a limited number of passengers can exit. A wider exit is studied on page 100.
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The relative savings are shown in ﬁgure 4.12. The scenario with 100% load factor shows signiﬁcant
savings in passenger time. The savings are exceeding 10 minutes even for 180 seats capacity. Larger
capacities reach up to 15 minutes advantage. The 7-abreast fares best in overall time saving, while
the other twin aisles are close. The advanced single aisle with the wider aisle only gains a slight
advantage. As stated previously, the chosen scenario settings make aisle passing less likely.
When the load factor is reduced the advantages shrink. At 180 seats the time saving drops to slightly
more than 7 minutes. The deboarding rate is less prone to load factor eﬀects as retrieving luggage
from the overhead bins is only marginally more time consuming when the bin is full. Only from 240
seats capacity onwards the twin aisles achieve more than 10 minutes overall saving.
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Figure 4.11  Total passenger time (combined boarding and deboarding) for 100% and 85% load factor.
From these baseline results four relevant conclusions can be drawn:
1. All twin aisles achieve a much better boarding and deboarding time with advantages exceeding
10 minutes at capacities as low as 180 seats. The general idea that a twin aisle is faster in
turnaround hence is aﬃrmed. The dimension of the advantage further justiﬁes a closer look at
the eﬀects of this advantage.
2. Load factor is of major importance as it increases the eﬀective bin volume per passenger and
reduces seat interference. Load factors of 100% are rare and average load factors of 85% are
only achieved by some airlines on short ranges, although the average load factor is increasing
industry-wide. Therefore, the airline business model is essential when analyzing the economic
beneﬁt of a twin aisle.
3. The advanced single aisle with wider aisle does not demonstrate a big advantage. This is either
caused by a insuﬃcient modeling of the aisle passing or by the aisle passing being of limited
importance.
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Figure 4.12  Improvement of total passenger time (combined boarding and deboarding) compared to
standard single aisle for 100% and 85% load factor. Right plot's legend valid for both plots.
4. From the overall results the 7-abreast twin aisle appears as most promising design, achieving
slightly better times than his twin aisle peers. In the previous chapter the 7-abreast also fared
best in basic fuselage parameters like weight and wetted surface, especially when compared to
the advanced single aisle.
4.2.3 Quarter Door Eﬀect
The quarter door has a substantial eﬀect on boarding times. The method of action of the quarter door
might not be immediately apparent. In ﬁgure 4.13 the eﬀect is brieﬂy explained. Through splitting of
the passenger traﬃc the delay eﬀect in the initial section of the aisle becomes less severe. In eﬀect,
it is like boarding two aircraft (one being the seats behind the door, the other in front of the door).
From a boarding point of view it would be most beneﬁcial to place most monuments behind the door,
as this would increase the seat count of the forward compartment at cost of the rear compartment.
Further displayed in the ﬁgure is the limitation of door placement: a passenger bridge needs suﬃcient
space to access the door. In case of the A321 some operators consider the available space too small,
increasing the risk of structural damage to the engine nacelle by ground service equipment.
The advantage of the quarter door is shown in ﬁgure 4.14. The graphs show the diﬀerence between
quarter door boarding and normal door boarding for each layout and cross section. Capacities below
180 seats are not covered as the limited fuselage length would put quarter door and forward door
too close together. First and most striking is the diﬀerent level of advantage for the individual cross
sections. The single aisles gain between 2 and 6 minutes. The twin aisles only gain up to 3 minutes.
The comparison between the 100% and 85% load factor scenario unveils that the savings through the
quarter door are only slightly aﬀected by load factor. This means the advantage of the quarter door
is not reserved to maximum load factor. Not depictable from the plots is the fact that the quarter
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Figure 4.13  The eﬀect of the quarter door: passenger traﬃc is split. Note also the limitation of door
position through the wing and engine.
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Figure 4.14  Improvement of total passenger time (combined boarding and deboarding) with quarter
door when compared to same capacity and cross section for 100% and 85% load factor.
door mainly gains in boarding. Time advantage in deboarding is small.
In conclusion the quarter door appears to be a very attractive concept for the single aisle. The
twin aisle gains less. The quarter door has a substantial weight penalty when no full size exit is
required between forward boarding door and wing. This is true for capacities of 220 seats and less
in a single aisle. Above the quarter door has a reduced weight penalty as the exit just needs to be
designed larger and a slightly more ﬂoor area needs to be reserved. The quarter door appears to be
a relatively simple solution to speed up single aisle boarding. Twin aisles do not proﬁt enough to jus-
tify the investment, only if a door is required anyways, which is the case from 255 passengers onwards5.
5This is the maximum exit capacity with two Type A exit doors and two overwing exits.
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4.2.4 Eﬀect of Dual Door Boarding
Boarding via two doors is often performed on apron positions. Stairs are located at the front and rear
door of the aircraft. This is also the preferred method of low cost carriers and charter operators. This
work concentrates on the type of operation observed at larger hub-airports, where apron positions
are less common. However, in order to better address the operational environment of low-cost and
charter operators all designs were simulated using two doors for boarding. It is assumed, that the
passengers are split evenly between forward and aft door.
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Figure 4.15  Total passenger time (combined boarding and deboarding) with usage of a second boarding
door. The times reﬂect usage of most forward and aft exits, passengers are evenly distributed.
Maximum load factor. The time advantage is compared to boarding/deboarding via single
door.
In ﬁgure 4.15 the resulting times and the diﬀerence to the single door operation are given. The
boarding rates do not double but rather increase by roughly two thirds. The decrease in passenger
time is still substantial. At 220 passengers, the single aisles gain approximately 10 minutes or one
third of the original passenger time. When using two doors, the cabin processes (deboarding-cleaning-
boarding) may leave the critical path and be replaced by the cargo loading. The plots further show
that single aisles gain more advantage from the usage of a second door. The times presented here
are the time until the last passenger has left the aircraft. Any additional time the passengers might
spent in buses is not considered. From the passenger point of view, there is no time advantage when
using two doors in connection with apron operations. In fact, rather the opposite is the case.
4.2.5 Eﬀect of Enlarged Door
Often the door is thought to be the bottleneck for faster boarding. In order to study the eﬀect of a
larger door the eﬀect is modeled as a door wide enough to let two passengers enter simultaneously.
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That is, passengers can entry or exit the cabin parallel. This setting does not make any sense in
the classical single aisle, as boarding and deboarding delays occur in the aisle and passengers simply
queue up. For twin aisles and quarter door equipped aircraft the larger door does have an eﬀect. It
is assumed and implemented in the simulation that passengers using the right aisle enter in one lane,
and the other passengers use the parallel lane. Such boarding strategy would be easy to implement
without any loss of convenience to passengers. Only capacities up to 280 seats are shown, eﬀects for
larger capacities is comparable to those observed at 280 seats.
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Figure 4.16  Improvement of passenger time (boarding & deboarding) for twin aisles with wider door
at 100% load factor.
The eﬀect of a wider door is noticeable. The relative improvement is about 1.5 minutes at 200
seats capacity, and increases with passenger count. The eﬀect on designs with quarter door (not
shown) is slightly lower. The actual boarding rate is close to 23 passengers per minute, which is the
highest observed rate in the entire study. It is unknown if the airport infrastructure (gate check in,
passenger bridge) can handle this rate. It would be of no use if the bottleneck during boarding shifts
from the aircraft into the airport. However, deboarding rates of 30 passengers and more are regu-
lar occurrence even with single aisles, so the passenger bridge should be able to accommodate this ﬂow.
4.2.6 Results of Randomized Input Settings
The initial chart in ﬁgure 4.8 provided three scenarios, of which two have been presented so far. The
ﬁrst two are static scenarios with ﬁxed input settings. Diﬀerent to these the randomized input setting
uses probability distributions around mean values. The mean values are similar to scenario 2 (85%
load factor, 40% bulky luggage, Smartness of 50). The load factor is at least 55% and at most 100%,
with a bell curve probability distribution. The percentage of people having bulky luggage can be as
low as 15%, and as high as 60%, again with a bell curve probability distribution. The Smartness
is lineraly distributed between 0 and 100. Diﬀerent to the static simulations no multiple runs are
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Figure 4.17  Result for 200 simulations using randomized input settings for 220 seats capacity: the
twin aisles are to the left, the single aisles to the right. The vertical lines represent the mean
values, with both single aisles having nearly the same mean time.
carried out but actual inputs are diced for each simulations. For this study 200 simulations have been
conducted for each layout of each cross section, resulting in a total of 14000 simulations. One simu-
lations takes roughly 45 seconds on average, so that the entire simulation campaign takes up one week.
The intention of these input settings is an attempted simulation of an airline environment, where
load factors, carry-on and passenger type is subject of wide variations. Many carriers6 ﬂy business
travelers on domestic trips, leisure travelers on scheduled trips and charter operations into tourist
destinations. The simulations hence allow to estimate the average advantage when transporting a
changing passenger population. As stated above the deboarding is not prone to such wide variation
so that a constant deboarding rate for each cross section type can be applied.
6For example: Air Berlin as of 2011
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Advantage in Total Passenger Time [minutes]
7-abreast twin aisle versus standard single aisle
Static Static Monte Carlo Monte Carlo
Capacity 100% Load Factor 85% Load Factor Mean Time 90% of all events
130 PAX 7.6 6.2 3.7 4.8
150 PAX 8.3 6.4 4.1 5.6
180 PAX 11.3 7.7 5.5 7.8
200 PAX 11.7 9.1 5.6 8.0
220 PAX 12.0 9.2 5.6 7.4
240 PAX 13.1 11.0 6.7 9.0
260 PAX 14.5 10.9 6.8 10.0
280 PAX 14.7 11.7 7.2 10.2
Table 4.1  Total passenger time advantage of 7-abreast twin aisle compared to 6-abreast single aisle.
The left two columns list the advantage at ﬁxed load factors of 100% and 85%. The second to
the right column gives the advantage for randomized input settings, between the mean values
of all simulations. The rightmost column gives the time advantage when 90% of all events are
covered. Also see test for further explanations.
The resulting boarding times spread signiﬁcantly. In ﬁgure 4.17 the result is shown for the 220
seat layout. Note that the x-axis is the actual boarding time, while the y-axis is the number of events
out of 200 simulations. The twin aisles demonstrate on average better boarding times. The limited
number of simulations results in a not entirely even distribution. The 7-abreast twin aisle achieves an
advantage of just over 5 minutes on average, which is less than the 8 minutes it demonstrates for the
100% scenario but quite close to the 85% load factor scenario. All twin aisles demonstrate smaller
spread of the results. Table 4.1 lists the average advantage of the 7-abreast twin aisle compared to
the standard 6-abreast single aisle.
The results demonstrate that the advantage of the twin aisles decreases when boundary conditions
are relaxed. As a rule of thumb, the randomized settings produce roughly half the advantage in
boarding time when compared with the full load factor scenario. This will probably make the twin
aisle unattractive for scenarios with less demanding boundary conditions. However, the last column
of the table shows the time advantage of the twin aisle for the fastest 90% of all boarding events.
That is not the mean time, but the duration which covers 90% of all turnarounds. 10% would take
longer. This time could be used to make the turnaround planning. The twin aisle - due to its lower
spread - wins back some advantages. In eﬀect the twin aisle may demonstrate on average only 5 to
7 minute savings, but demonstrates less deviation for tougher scenarios.
4.2.7 Complete Turnaround Times
The turnaround times are linearly connected to the boarding results, at least when a high load factor
is carried. The settings for the container loading assume a quick and hassle-free loading with two
loading vehicles and the departing load ready at the begin of the turnaround. The speeds for container
movement are set at 50% of the standard velocity to account for acceleration. Additionally, dead
times and vehicle positioning times are accounted for. The number of cabin cleaners is set to 4 below
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Figure 4.18  Turnaround time including other processes at 100% load factor. Boarding via forward left
door.
180 seats, and at 6 for all other capacities. Especially the larger capacity aircraft could reason a larger
cleaning party. With 100% load factor the cabin processes always determine the critical path. The
diﬀerences as shown in ﬁgure 4.18 are essentially the same as shown in ﬁgure 4.12. The advantage of
the twin aisle is close to 10 minutes at 180 seats and approaches 15 minutes for the largest capacity.
Changes to the number of the cabin cleaning crew would not change the diﬀerence. Looking ahead
at the required blockfuel in ﬁgure 4.21(a), the diﬀerence between the cross sections will have no
noticeable eﬀect on refueling times. The 7-abreast twin aisle demonstrates the best boarding times
from 200 seats upwards. Below it is on par with the 6-abreast twin aisle. The advanced single aisle
does not show a large improvement, which may be caused by insuﬃcient modeling of the aisle passing.
When the boarding is performed over two doors, the turnaround times are strongly reduced. The
twin aisles have lower turnaround times, but do not exceed 9 minutes advantage. It is worthy to
remark that except for two occasions the cabin processes remain on the critical path. One reason is
that the number of cabin cleaners is limited to 6, which increases the time required for cabin cleaning
linearly with increased capacity. If the number of cleaners is increased to 8 for capacities beyond
280 seats, the cargo loading becomes the critical process. However, as the cargo capacity is quite
large due to the long fuselage, the total amount of loaded cargo far exceeds the amount required for
passenger baggage.
As rule of thumb, the turnaround time of the single aisles using two doors approximately equals
the turnaround time of the twin aisles with a single door.
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Figure 4.19  Turnaround time under usage of two doors, including other processes at 100% load factor.
4.3 Aircraft Design Results
4.3.1 Mission Requirements
Aircraft design starts with the deﬁnition of requirements. Often called Top Level Aircraft Requirements
(TLAR), these specify range and payload. Further requirements may be formulated, like initial cruise
altitude. On top of these requirements are all those that are deﬁned in the certiﬁcation standards
issued by the aviation authorities, like [EAS06]. The actual mission and performance requirements
are shown in table 4.2. The initial cruise altitude and the approach speed are not deﬁned. These
requirements are covered by usage of a ﬁxed wing loading. All designs use a geometrically similar
wing. Tails are sized in order to fulﬁll tail volume requirements. Consequently, the resulting ﬂight
performance is nearly identical when it comes to climb performance and thrust loading.
Category Requirement
Take-Oﬀ 2000m ﬁeld length at ISA+10°C and 0ft elevation.
Approach Speed Not speciﬁed.
Initial Cruise Altitude Not speciﬁed.
Design Range 1800nm
Design Payload Full passenger payload, no additional cargo.
Passenger Mass 100kg for passenger and luggage.
Wing Loading 604kg/m2
Aspect Ratio 9.4
High Lift Type Slats and single slotted Fowler ﬂaps.
Table 4.2  Sizing settings for the aircraft design process. The values closely resemble those of an A320
with 73.5t rated maximum take-oﬀ mass.
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Many textual requirements from the certiﬁcation standards need to be translated into numbers.
For example, safety standards require suﬃcient reserve fuel for ﬂight to an alternate airport. The
actual distance is not speciﬁed as it depends on the situation at the destination airport. Reasonable
translations for most speciﬁcations can be found in textbooks. It is shown in the description of the
aircraft design (see page 78) that the used speciﬁcations generate a very close match to an actual
aircraft. Both the masses and the fuel burn are matched well, which indicates that all relevant disci-
plines (masses, aerodynamics, engine) deliver reliable results.
Although not provided in this work, it can be said with high conﬁdence that deviation from above
requirements and speciﬁcations will not change the relative diﬀerence between the aircraft. That is,
identiﬁed performance diﬀerences will remain even if top level aircraft requirements like the range are
changed for all models.
4.3.2 Sizing Results
The sizing process determines a wing area and the necessary installed thrust for each fuselage layout.
As shown previously the diﬀerent fuselage layout results in diﬀerent masses for the fuselage. The
sizing process now covers all snowball eﬀects.
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Figure 4.20  Results of aircraft sizing. Left the operational empty mass (OEM) per available seat, right
the maximum take-oﬀ mass per seat. Note that both masses correlate strongly with each
other.
Most relevant for the performance estimation are the aircraft masses and the aircraft drag. In
ﬁgure 4.20 the masses are given, both as mass per seat for better comparison. The operating empty
mass per passenger indicates that larger aircraft are more eﬃcient. It also shows that each cross sec-
tion bottoms out above a certain capacity. The standard single aisle has its optimum empty mass per
seat at 220 seats (which corresponds to a fuselage ﬁtness ratio of 10 to 12 according to ﬁgure 4.5(b)).
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Above that capacity the mass per seats slowly increases. The maximum take-oﬀ mass includes the
eﬀect of aerodynamics: aircraft with less drag per seat require less fuel and hence have lower take-oﬀ
mass. While the take-oﬀ mass behaves much like the empty mass, there are slight diﬀerences. The
single aisle for example achieves its best value at 300 seats. The 7-abreast twin aisle achieves similar
masses at 340 seats. Previous plots have shown that the fuselage-related masses are actually lower for
the 7-abreast above 290 seats (see ﬁgure 4.7 on page 93). The reason for the delay of this advantage
in the overall empty mass and take-oﬀ mass is the tail, which proﬁts from longer lever arm. Remember
that landing gear mass is only modeled via take-oﬀ mass, hence the eﬀect of longer landing gear is
not covered. The masses inﬂuence the ﬁndings in two ways: ﬁrst additional mass causes additional
fuel burn. Second, the empty and take-oﬀ mass are used as regression parameters for cost estimation.
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Figure 4.21  Fuel burn per seat for a 800nm mission. Note that the fuel burn correlates strongly with
the empty mass respectively take-oﬀ mass. Further note that the absolute diﬀerence is in the
range of 1kg, corresponding to roughly 1 USD per seat and trip.
The seat-speciﬁc fuel burn for a 800nm mission is shown in ﬁgure 4.21. The fuel burn strongly
resembles the masses shown in the previous ﬁgure. When looking at the drag (not shown) the diﬀer-
ence between the diﬀerent cross sections is very small, mostly within 1%. As the drag is normalized
with the respective wing area, comparison of diﬀerent aircraft delivers limited insight. The fuel burn
diﬀerence is considerable in relative terms as displayed in ﬁgure 4.21(b). However, considering the
absolute values, the additional fuel burned by the 7-abreast twin aisle compared to the single aisle is
below 1kg per seat for most capacities. That results in added cost of 1 USD per seat and trip.
Independent from the diﬀerence it is relevant to note that the standard single aisle remains the most
eﬃcient design over the entire capacity range. That demonstrates that if minimum fuel burn is aimed
for, current single aisles already represent the best of the researched designs up to 340 seats. The
values for the 8-abreast full size twin aisle for capacities below 200 seats need to be taken with care,
as the low aircraft ﬁtness ratio exceeds the region of validity of some methods. The advanced single
aisle has a fuel burn disadvantage of about 1-3% over the entire range with no clear identiﬁable trend.
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The twin aisles have substantial disadvantage for capacities below 200 seats. The 7-abreast twin aisle
achieves near parity to the advanced single aisle at and above 200 seats, but it does not achieve similar
fuel consumption as the standard single aisle below a capacity of 340 seats. The majority of missions
is below 800nm (see ﬁgure 1.2 on 2). However, the 800nm is representative of shorter missions, that
is, the demonstrated relative diﬀerences remain similar for shorter missions.
It needs to be stressed that the diﬀerences are small above 240 seats, and that despite the demon-
strated quality of the tools a margin of error remains.
4.3.3 Direct Operating Cost
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Figure 4.22  Direct operating cost for diﬀerent capacities for a 500nm reference mission. The
turnaround time is assumed similar for all aircraft (irrespective of capacity).
The model for direct operating cost is used with a constant utilization for all aircraft. That is, the
turnaround time is assumed ﬁxed for all designs and capacities. The shown numbers are of qualitative
nature. The assumed mission length is 500nm. The absolute values show the decrease with aircraft
size. The design with 150 passengers have around 25% higher cost per seat than the designs with
240 seats. The lower cost per seat explains to some extent the drive towards higher capacities in
the short range sector, see also ﬁgure 1.3(a). Due to the assumption of constant turnaround time,
the smaller capacity aircraft are disadvantaged in this comparison. The standard single aisle loses its
cost advantage only at the highest capacity to the 7-abreast twin aisle. However, the diﬀerence for
capacities above 240 seats is small.
As diﬀerent utilization is not considered, the diﬀerence is solely reasoned by added fuel burn and
higher empty mass. Cost estimation includes ﬁnancing and maintenance, and thus equals out part
of the added fuel cost. The cost develop in a similar way to the fuel burn. However, the added cost
items decrease the relative diﬀerence. The 8-abreast twin aisle was shown to have much higher fuel
burn at capacities below 200 seats. In the cost estimation the disadvantage shrinks below 10%, the
7-abreast twin aisle demonstrates cost disadvantages between 2 and 4%. The 7-abreast achieves a
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close match at 240 seats due the very advantageous fuselage layout at this capacity compared to the
single aisle. This advantage is lost at the next higher capacity.
In conclusion all twin aisles are substantially disadvantaged below 200 seats capacity with signif-
icantly higher fuel burn. The current single remains the most economic aircraft due to its smaller
and lighter fuselage. It is reminded that the current single aisle is sized for each mission and only at
180 seats capacity it represents a close match to the A320. The 220 seat capacity single aisle has
a fuselage very similar to that of the A321, but the wing and tails are diﬀerent, resulting in larger
wing area due to lower required wing loading. When the current single aisle fuselage cross section
represents the minimum cost alternative, it does not necessarily mean that this is true for the actually
produced single aisles.
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Chapter 5
Findings and Analysis
The previous chapter has provided an overview of the results obtained from the diﬀerent types of
analysis. In particular, the results of the boarding and turnaround analysis and the aircraft design
results are presented. In essence, the analysis proves that single aisles enjoy an advantage in fuel burn
per seat over nearly the entire capacity range due to lower mass per seat. However, the twin aisles
demonstrate substantially shorter turnaround times. This chapter integrates those results to answer
the initial research question at which range and capacity a twin aisle is more economic to operate
than a single aisle. For better understanding a short section is aimed at explaining the inﬂuential
factors for direct operating cost (DOC). The assessment methodology is explained thereafter.
5.1 Direct Operating Cost Assessment
A short introduction into direct operating cost (DOC) assessment is provided in section 3.4.2. The
applied DOC method uses regression formulas for many cost items, especially crew, maintenance
and procurement cost of the aircraft. The regressions are based on mass and ﬂight hours. The
maintenance regressions also include the number of ﬂight cycles. Hence, if a similar mission is ﬂown
by a twin aisle instead of a single aisle the DOC distribution changes. If all design assumptions
and requirements are the same, the twin aisle comes out heavier and will burn more fuel. However,
it compensates by a higher number of cycles ﬂown per year over which the cost of ownership are spread.
In ﬁgure 5.1(a) the dependencies are visualized. The DOC method uses four major aircraft param-
eters: the fuel burn, the empty mass, the maximum take-oﬀ mass and the yearly utilization/cycles.
Maintenance cost are linked to the empty mass, while most other cost items depend on the maximum
take-oﬀ mass. The fuel burn - which is also a function of the gross weight - determines the fuel cost.
The utilization inﬂuences the cost of ownership, which includes interest, depreciation and insurance.
The resulting DOC are shown in ﬁgure 5.1(b) over the average mission length. For 400nm (which is
longer than the direct distance between Hamburg and Munich) fuel cost and ownership cost are close
together. Noteworthy is the large inﬂuence of ground handling cost for short missions. Maintenance
and crew cost are only weak functions of the range. The graph is produced with assumed fuel cost
of 1 USD per kg kerosene, which corresponds to a crude oil price of 115 USD per barrel1. Kerosene
is traditionally 10% more expensive than crude oil, reﬂecting cost for reﬁnement and distribution
[IAT12].
1A barrel is 159l and a common unit for oil products.
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Figure 5.1  Key dependencies of direct operating cost. Left the aircraft parameters are linked to cost
items. Right the development of these cost items over mission range (year-long operation) is
shown.
DOC estimation is - independent of the particular cost model - always a crude simpliﬁcation of
reality. In reality airlines have very diﬀerent operating cost. Fuel can be estimated with reasonable
accuracy as airlines pay similar prices. Maintenance cost can vary signiﬁcantly depending on the
maintenance organization, ﬂeet size and world region. Cost of ownership depend on the actual pur-
chase price, and the actual interest rate an airline has to pay. Crew cost vary signiﬁcantly between
airlines. In this work it is assumed that the comparison happens within one airline. The comparison
becomes debatable if diﬀerent assumptions drastically changed the ratio between fuel cost and cost
of ownership.
During the assessment it became obvious that the regression formulas for maintenance, crew and
other cost items put a large disadvantage on heavier aircraft even if the actual fuel burn diﬀerence is
small (see ﬁgure 4.21 on page 107). In reality two aircraft of similar technology with a small diﬀer-
ence in empty mass would have similar maintenance cost. It is also doubtful if the crew could achieve
higher wages. Therefore the cost model is modiﬁed and maintenance and crew cost are calculated by
seat speciﬁc masses. That is, no matter if single aisle or twin aisle, the mass assumed for these cost
items is always the same.
The weight dependency is kept for the purchase price. Finance cost are estimated using a 12
year depreciation period with a 20% resale value and 8% interest. This is a common value for high
cycle aircraft ([Dog10], section 4.3.3). The seemingly low resale value compensates missing cost for a
mid-life cabin overhaul. Heavy maintenance and cost for spare parts are considered via maintenance
burden. The depreciation period not necessarily indicates that the aircraft is discarded after that
period, but that cost of operation is estimated using this reference time frame.
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Figure 5.2  Yearly number of ﬂights as function of capacity and range. The dashed vertical line repre-
sents the position of the other plot.
The utilization is calculated by estimation of the number of daily ﬂights. This number is calculated
using the formula provided in the introduction (see page 26). A very important simpliﬁcation is that
the number of ﬂights per day is not required to be an integer. An aircraft cannot make half a ﬂight,
so the number of daily ﬂights is an integer value by deﬁnition. But the usage of the formula will
return non-integer values, which need to be rounded to the next lower integer value. As result two
aircraft with diﬀerent turnaround times might end up having similar number of possible ﬂights per day
when the range is ﬁxed. A ﬁxed mission range for a single aircraft out of an entire ﬂeet for an entire
day is extremely unlikely. An airline operating into a hub would adjust the rotation to the availability
of aircraft. Therefore, all comparisons are based on non-integer number of ﬂights. The range then
needs to be understood as average mission range. This simpliﬁcation or adjustment is very important
for the interpretation of the results. It is remarked that with a strict integer-number of ﬂights per day
the results become largely inconclusive.
In ﬁgure 5.2 the utilization per year is shown over average mission length and capacity. The
twin aisles achieve higher utilization due to shorter turnaround times. Besides the turnaround time
presented in section 4.2.7, 5 minutes are assumed for taxi-in (after touch down) and 12 minutes for
taxi-out. The latter includes time required for engine start. These times are the same for all cross sec-
tions and capacities, and are in accordance with observed taxi-in and taxi-out times at uncongested US
airports [Dzi11]. The eﬀect diminishes for longer ranges, but increases with capacity. For the 500nm
mission (right plot) the diﬀerence in ﬂights per year is around 200 (about 7%) for 130 seat capacity,
but about 300 (about 13%) for 280 seat capacity. The utilization depends on the turnaround time
and the actual time needed to perform a ﬂight mission. All aircraft are sized to similar requirements,
and the resulting ﬂight performance is consequently the same. Consequently, the mission time is simi-
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(a) Similar Turnaround Times
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Figure 5.3  Inﬂuence of the turnaround times on DOC. The numbers are the diﬀerence to the standard
single aisle. Especially lower ranges demonstrate the inﬂuence of the turnaround times. Right
plot legend also valid for left plot.
lar for all aircraft and the utilization hence depends on the turnaround time alone (when range is ﬁxed).
Figure 5.3 the DOC diﬀerence are shown over range. The DOC are given relative to the standard
single aisle. The left plot does assume a similar turnaround time depending solely on the capacity.
Then the diﬀerences in DOC are no function of the average mission range. Compare this to the
results shown in ﬁgure 4.22. When the true turnaround time is considered, the twin aisles have DOC
diﬀerences that are changing with range. The plots are made for a ﬁxed capacity of 220 seats. Similar
plots can be generated for every capacity, and would change if assumptions change.
The previous two ﬁgures demonstrate the eﬀect of turnaround on utilization and ﬁnally DOC. The
plots are either for a ﬁxed capacity or a ﬁxed range. This shows that an analysis of the entire ca-
pacity and range region would result in an impractical amount of plots. Therefore, before analysis is
continued, an assessment strategy is introduced.
5.3 Assessment Strategy
The diﬀerence in DOC are mostly within 10% of each other, if the more realistic options are compared
the diﬀerences shrink to 2%. Therefore it makes sense to use diﬀerences to a reference instead of
absolute values. Hence all values are given as diﬀerence to the standard single aisle with conventional
door arrangement if not stated otherwise. The standard single aisle is not the A320. It only uses the
cross section, but apart from that is sized to similar ranges and capacities as the twin aisle.
The previous plots and most results shown in chapter 3 prove that the 7-abreast twin aisle is the
most promising platform of the twin aisles. The estimated turnaround time of all twin aisles is closely
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Figure 5.4  Capacity-range region for assessment. The vertical lines and horizontal lines facilitate the
orientation. Compare to ﬁgure 1.2.
spaced, still the 7-abreast is often faster than the other twin aisles by a small margin (see 4.10 and
4.12). The fuel burn and mass ﬁgures shown in ﬁgure 4.20 and 4.21 show the 7-abreast clearly in
advantage over both twin aisles.
When the analysis is limited to comparing the 7-abreast against the standard single aisle, the
advantage can be displayed in 2-dimensional plots like shown in ﬁgure 5.4. The capacity and range
covers the entire investigated region. The currently available single aisles occupy the hatched re-
gion. The vertical lines indicate the exit capacity limit of the A320 (180 passengers) and the A321
(220 passengers). The corresponding Boeing models have comparable capacity2. The region right
of 220 passengers is currently not covered by any available design. The next bigger aircraft is the
B787-3/8 with an approximate capacity of 330 passengers in a single class layout with compara-
ble comfort standards3. Aircraft like the discontinued A310, B767-200 and B757 were placed in
this intermediate region between 220 and 330 seats single class capacity. For each combination of
range and capacity a DOC diﬀerence between standard single aisle and 7-abreast twin aisle can be
calculated. This allows to identify the capacity-range regions in which either design has an advantage.
5.4 Standard Scenario
The reference scenario is the set of assumptions most suitable to reﬂect the current operating environ-
ment. DOC assumptions are as listed above (1 USD/kg corresponding to a price of 115 USD/barrel
for crude oil, 8% interest rate).
In ﬁgure 5.5 the results are shown. The draw region is deﬁned by less than 0.5% DOC diﬀerence,
positive or negative. The single aisle dominates the region with lower capacity. The twin aisle can
achieve an advantage as low as 180 seats. But this is limited to average mission ranges of 200nm.
A more robust advantage up to 500nm exists at 220 seats. From 260 seats onwards the twin aisle is
2The B737-800 has an exit capacity limit of 189, the B737-900ER is limited to 215.
3The B787-3 seats up to 375 seats in a denser 9-abreast layout, exit limit is 440 passengers [Boe11b].
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Figure 5.5  Results of DOC analysis for the standard scenario. Left plot shows the regions of advantage.
On the right side a contour plot of the DOC diﬀerence is shown. The dashed line in the left
plot represents the standard scenario.
generally superior and the single aisle is disadvantaged. In the region of current single aisles (150 to
220 seats) and especially in the center of the market at 180 seats, the twin aisle achieves an advtange
up to 200nm distance. That corresponds to around 10% of all single aisle ﬂights. Using the plot
a few particularities can be observed. First, the boundaries between the regions are not continuous.
The reason is that for each capacity a fuselage might be slightly more eﬃcient than the other. The
eﬀect can partly be reasoned by additional emergency exit lanes being added between two capacities.
Further, the lines represent the .5% DOC diﬀerence line interpolated from the dataset. The precision
of the plot is to some extent virtual. That is why the draw region was added. It further becomes
apparent that the disadvantage of the twin is limited to a maximum of 2%, but stays below 1%
for most capacity-range combinations. Hence it can be argued that the close match in DOC allows
operation of the twin aisle without huge disadvantage to the operator.
5.5 Alternative Scenarios
5.5.1 Scenario 2: Increased Fuel Price
The scenario introduced above reﬂects the current situation. Future developments will see an increase
of the cost of fuel relative to other cost items. This is considered by raising the fuel price by 50%
relative to other cost items. This corresponds to a fuel price of 1.5 USD/kg, corresponding to a crude
oil price of 175 USD/barrel. Figure 5.6 shows that the increased fuel price has a negative eﬀect,
reducing the margin for the twin aisle. The fuel burn disadvantage of the twin aisle decreases with
capacity (compare ﬁgure 4.21). Consequently, the larger capacities are virtually untouched by the
increased fuel price. The overall eﬀect of the fuel price is low. It causes a shift of approximately 20
seats despite a 50% increase. Still, as this scenario represents the future (2020 onwards) operating
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Figure 5.6  Results of DOC analysis for increased fuel prices. The 50% increase in fuel price has only
a small impact given the small diﬀerence in fuel burn above 240 seats. The dashed countours
in the left plot represent the 0.5% DOC-advantage limit in the standard scenario.
environment best, it becomes obvious that a twin aisle designed to similar capacities as the current
single aisle does not achieve any cost saving despite shorter turnarounds. Only capacaties above
current single aisle could justify a twin aisle.
5.5.2 Scenario 3: Reduced Load Factor
The boarding results are given both for 100% and 85% load factor. As shown in ﬁgure 1.4 the
average load factor on domestic ﬂights is approaching 85%. Hence 85% initially appears to be the
more appropriate assumption for the load factor. This ignores the fact that when 85% is the average,
a substantial number of ﬂights will be operated at 100% load factor. If the load factor cannot be
predicted in a reliable manner the scheduling needs to consider 100% load factor for a reliable aircraft
schedule. Exceptions are routes that have a strong unidirectional traﬃc, resulting in aircraft ﬂying at
a low load factor in one direction and at high load factor into the other. If that is not the case, full
load factor needs to be assumed for each turnaround.
The inﬂuence of the load factor is provided here as it has a substantial eﬀect on the economic attrac-
tiveness of the twin aisle. The lower load factor can also be translated into quicker boarding through
other means, for example boarding strategies or restricted amount of carry-on luggage. As shown
in ﬁgure 5.7, the shorter boarding time advantage reduces the attractiveness of the twin aisle. The
eﬀect is much more pronounced than the eﬀect of the increased fuel cost. The load factor decreases
the advantage of the twin aisle for all capacities, even the highest capacity models. The shift is again
approximately 20 seats from the standard scenario. The eﬀect also works the other way around: longer
assumed boarding times favor the twin aisle. The assumed load factor, both average and maximum,
are very important to assess the actual advantage for an operator.
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Figure 5.7  Results of DOC analysis for reduced load factor. The advantage decreases substantially.
Note that - diﬀerent to the increased fuel price scenario - the single aisle achieves a much wider
draw region at the top capacities.
5.5.3 Scenario 4: Dual Door Boarding
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Figure 5.8  Results of DOC analysis for dual door boarding. The twin aisle still achieves shorter boarding
times, but the margin shrinks. Consequently the advantage region is restricted to the large
capacities. The dashed contours in the left plot represent the 0.5% DOC-advantage limit in
the standard scenario.
Dual door boarding is often performed when positions on the apron are used. Many charter and
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low cost carriers nearly exclusively board passengers this way. As demonstrated in the result section,
the single aisle gains more from dual door boarding. Therefore, as the look at the resulting cost
comparison in ﬁgure 5.8 unveils, the twin aisle can only achieve an advantage in the top capacity
region. The twin retains a small advantage for the lower ranges. This demonstrates that for charter
operations a single aisle appears as more suitable solution if capacity is below 260 seats. The diﬀerence
to the standard scenario is about 40 seats. It is important to note that the plot does assume dual door
boarding for both the single and the twin aisle. A comparison of single door boarding twin against
dual door boarded single aisle is not provided, but the twin aisle would not achieve any advantage
in that case. However, boarding via stairs on the apron and via jetbridge at the terminal represents
vastly diﬀerent products.
5.5.4 Scenario 5: Quarter Door
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Figure 5.9  Results of DOC analysis for when twin aisle is compared to quarter door equipped single
aisle. Note that comparison starts at 180 seats. The dashed line in the left plot represents the
0.5% DOC-advantage limit in the standard scenario.
The quarter door is a simple and eﬀective solution for faster boarding. It comes with a penalty in
fuselage mass at lower capacities for the single aisle. But at and above 240 seats a door is required
in front of the wing anyways. In ﬁgure 5.9 the quarter door equipped single aisle is compared to the
normal twin aisle. The quarter door is speciﬁcally interesting in the 180 to 260 seat region. It is
interesting to note that the quarter door causes a massive decrease in the twin aisles attractiveness.
The strong spikes are caused by two facts. First, the single aisle capacities which require an emergency
exit forward of the wing and hence have no large mass penalty demonstrate a solid advantage. These
capacities are for example 220 seats and 260 seats. Second, the overall diﬀerence is small and the
comparison exhibits a very substantial draw region. The lines are interpolated 0.5% diﬀerence lines
and very sensitive to small changes. It makes sense to take a closer look at the actual DOC results
at the right side, and the actual range of DOC diﬀerences. While the reduced load factor scenario in
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ﬁgure 5.7 features a range from -4% to +3% DOC, the quarter door has a range from -3% to +1%.
That is, the twin aisle is at no point more than 1% more expensive to operate than the single aisle
with quarter door. The twin aisle requires a second emergency exit in front of the wing above 260
seats capacity. If this exit would be upgraded to a full size boarding door the twin aisle could regain
an advantage.
5.5.5 Wide Aisle
No results for the wide aisle are provided here. The results have shown no particular advantage for the
wide aisle. The obvious increase in mass caused by the wider fuselage would put such a single aisle
in disadvantage for all but the lowest capacities. This does not necessarily disprove the usefulness of
a wide aisle for quicker boarding, but the simulation failed to identify a true advantage.
5.5.6 Enlarged Door
The enlarged door proﬁts the twin aisles only. So application of a wider door would increase the
advantage of the twin aisles as the mass impact is low. Figure 4.16 shows the time savings for the
7-abreast between 1 minute at 180 passengers and 2.5 minutes for 280 passengers. If the quarter
door is combined with the enlarged door, the time savings to add up to some extent. The wide door
could be used to restore the advantage to some extent of the twin aisle compared to the quarter door
or dual door boarding.
5.6 General Finding
Before a ﬁnal conclusion is attempted a closer analysis of the results is necessary. The reference
scenario demonstrates an area of advantage for the twin that steadily grows with capacity. The fuel
price is of lesser importance as especially the larger capacity aircraft are very close in actual fuel
burn per seat. Changes in load factor have a signiﬁcant eﬀect. The reduced load factor scenario
shrinked the area of advantage for the twin aisle, prolonged turnaround time increase it. The quarter
door reduces the advantage of the twin substantially, while the region with low DOC diﬀerence is large.
The DOC contour plots have shown that the disadvantage in DOC for the twin is often below
1%. One could argue that the additional comfort oﬀered by a 7-abreast layout allows an operator to
increase the yield or achieve higher load factors. The DOC plots further show sweet spots, capacities
at which a more articulated advantage exists. This is due to step changes in the fuselage design. For
example if a higher capacity necessitates an additional exit lane.
In general, if aircraft of similar range capability are compared, the twin aisle retains a reliable
advantage only for capacities of more than 260 seats. This ﬁnding does only slightly deviate from
the pure ﬂight performance oriented view, namely that from 260-280 seats onwards the fuel burn of
both designs converges. If the single aisle is equipped with a quarter door it retains its advantage up
to 300 seats and ranges above 600nm. A twin aisle as replacement for current A320-family aircraft
is consequently very unlikely if turnaround is supposed to be the only justiﬁcation.
It is reminded that both the 6-abreast and the 8-abreast twin aisle proved to be far less attractive
than the 7-abreast twin aisle. The 7-abreast represents the best compromise of ﬂoor usage and fuse-
lage diameter. The need to retain a near circular fuselage prohibits the 8-abreast, especially as the
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added underﬂoor capacity is underused.
The results show a high sensitivity to design changes. The presented ﬁndings do not apply to
all 6-abreast and 7-abreast designs. Small diﬀerences in the actual cross section, the chosen design
range or the capacity may change the picture. The type of operation has a very large inﬂuence. Some
airlines would be unable to use the saved turnaround time. Airlines with a strong hub often have time
windows and a quicker turnaround would not produce a beneﬁt (see [Cla07] for more on this). That
is the reason why approximated linear regressions for the boarding, deboarding and turnaround time
are provided in the appendix for future studies.
Shown DOC diﬀerences are for comparison of single aisle and twin aisle of similar technology level
and range capability. If range capability is diﬀerent, or the technology level is diﬀerent, the picture
changes again. Hence, there is an opportunity to replace current single aisle with a twin aisle, if
the twin aisle ﬁelds better technology than the existing single aisle. However, if the single aisle is
equipped with similar technology - given it is applicable - it is unlikely from this study that the twin
would retain a DOC advantage below capacities of 260 seats.
The DOC analysis has unveiled that aircraft mass is critical. Charges for landing and navigation
have a crucial eﬀect. Especially the airport landing charges constitute a substantial part of the direct
operating cost. Again, the beneﬁt of the twin aisle then depends on airport speciﬁc charge structure.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Conclusion
6.1 Work Summary
This works aims at amending the current design practice for cabin and fuselage layout. Currently
the optimum fuselage layout is chosen solely regarding the resulting ﬂight performance. The strong
diﬀerences in both physical characteristics and turnaround times between single and twin aisles imply
that the seat capacity limit for switch from single to twin aisle layout is a function of both the mission
range and the seating capacity.
It is well known that boarding and deboarding are important parts of the critical path in aircraft
turnaround especially in short range operations. A substantial number of aircraft are operated in short
range operations. The short range sector is dominated by single aisles. Load factor, average capacity
and seating density have increased in the last 20 years, and are approaching the number where twin
aisles are deemed more appropriate.
For the analysis a number of methods are introduced, which have not been used in this combination
before. The detailed cabin and fuselage design allows the layout of realistic cabins according to cur-
rent standards, with realistic monument positions and consistent comfort parameters. An advanced
fuselage mass estimation achieves a better match with current aircraft than any statistical formula.
It includes physical relationships for the fuselage stress and hence allows to analyze fuselages with
substantially higher ﬁtness ratios. This approach is deemed more robust than pure numerical methods
using FEM, which are not yet mature enough to be used in preliminary aircraft design. The mass
estimation also includes secondary masses like furnishings and systems, which are diﬀerent for single
and twin aisles. Turnaround times are estimated using a boarding simulation for the all-important
boarding and deboarding process. The discrete-time simulation represents the passengers as individual
agents and is closely connected to the cabin layout. This allows to connect luggage storing times
to the size of overhead bins. The simulation achieves a good match with published boarding times,
and is able to generate a wide spread as function of input parameters. The results are integrated
into a turnaround simulation that includes cargo loading processes. Aircraft design is accomplished
using accepted formulas for component mass and drag estimation. The method achieves a good
approximation of aircraft with entry-into-service within the next 10 years.
The result section provides the ﬁndings of the individual tools. Signiﬁcant are the ﬁndings for
seat-speciﬁc fuselage mass. The structural mass of the single aisle exceeds that of the twin aisle at
290 seats, but due to secondary masses the twin aisle does not achieve a lower overall operating empty
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mass before approximately 330 seats. The twin aisles are shown to have signiﬁcantly lower boarding
and deboarding times, leading to savings in turnaround times of more than 10 minutes. It is further
shown, that these savings are highly depending on the input parameters and operational setup, with
the savings decreasing quickly when lower load factors are simulated. Time savings using two doors
or a quarter door are provided.
In the ﬁnal chapter the results are analyzed. It is shown that on a pure performance based analysis
only the 7-abreast twin aisle can achieve lower direct operating cost within the analyzed capacity
region. The single aisle demonstrates superior performance up to 300 seats. When turnaround times
and their inﬂuence on yearly utilization are included, the twin aisle can achieve lower DOC at 220
seats for ranges below 400nm. However, tougher scenarios with higher fuel cost or lower load factors
quickly reduce the advantage of the twin aisle to larger capacities. The type of operation has larger
inﬂuence on the actual capacity and range than the external parameters such as fuel cost.
It needs to be kept in mind that all results are in comparison to a future single aisle, and are not
in comparison to current single aisles. It is neither a comparison to near future derivatives with new
engines (A320 NEO), although the assumed technology is very representative of that design.
6.2 Usage of Results and Possible Future Work
The provided results may be useful for future design campaigns. However, the established limit needs
to be understood as snapshot as it is highly dependent on applied technology, actual cross sections
and cabin layouts. Therefore, it is important make the trade between single aisle and twin aisle based
on the actual designs. For that purpose the boarding and turnaround results are provided as linear
regression in the appendix. These formulas can be included in aircraft design frameworks and enable
the optimization towards minimum DOC. These relationships can also be used for ﬂeet and network
analysis that include the speciﬁc type of operation of an airline. That includes the mission length,
airport operation, actual load factors and possible restrictions by air traﬃc management. The result-
ing capacity limit will hence be speciﬁc to an airline.
If new airframe or engine technology is considered, the capacity limit might shift, highly depending
on the actual fuselage mass. Future aircraft might use diﬀerent engine technology and hence cruise
slower than current aircraft. A twin aisle might oﬀset the reduced cruise speed and still gain compared
to a single aisle. Technologies such as laminar ﬂow will have a less observable inﬂuence. The key area
for improvement of the results is the mass analysis. Despite usage of an advanced mass estimation,
better methods are conceivable that consider structural dynamics, as this can be an issue with long
and thin fuselages. This would then reduce the attractiveness of the single aisle. The boarding
simulation has demonstrated very good performance. The representation of aisle passing possibly
needs improvement as the eﬀect of a wide aisle is nearly lost in the results. However, no data could
be obtained on the real-life eﬀect of such a wide aisle. This study did not include seating comfort as
study parameter. This was motivated by the diﬃculty of assessing comfort in a monetary way, and
by the perception that comfort does not inﬂuence booking decisions by passengers when ﬂying short
distances.
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6.3 Conclusion
The study concludes that twin aisles are substantially faster in passenger boarding and deboarding,
and hence in aircraft turnaround. It further concludes that by pure ﬂight performance the single
aisle retains an advantage ranging far beyond the fuselage ﬁtness ratio usually considered the op-
timum region. In fact, capacities of up to 300 seats in a single class still see the single aisle in
advantage, albeit the advantage is small. This advantage depends strongly on the particular cross
section. The 7-abreast can outperform a single aisle with wider cross section at capacities as low
as 220 seats. Seemingly small details like the required number of exits can have strong inﬂuence
and cause a volatile trend (see ﬁgure 4.21 on page 107). A robust advantage of the twin aisle is ob-
served above 300 seats when seat-speciﬁc fuselage structural mass of the single aisle increases sharply.
The inclusion of turnaround analysis reduces the capacity limit to 260 to 280 seats. Although the
single aisle retains a small performance advantage, its signiﬁcantly longer turnaround times have a
negative eﬀect on the daily utilization. The single aisle remains in advantage if operated over long
distances and and with usage of two doors on an apron position. On the other side, when operated
on short sectors and limited to passenger bridge boarding, the twin aisle establishes an advantage at
capacities as low as 180 seats.
It can be deﬁnitely stated that for current single aisle capacities no twin aisle replacement appears
useful. Even if short sectors and high load factors are considered, the twin aisle would only achieve an
advantage at 5 to 10% of the current single aisle ﬂights. If capacities are increased, with a stretched
single aisle reaching up to 250 seats, a purpose designed twin aisle could achieve better utilization
and hence operating cost on short sectors. However, an adaption of long range aircraft for short
range operations does not appear promising as the disadvantage in aircraft weight would deny any
cost advantage. If twin aisles are operated on such sectors today, it is usually caused by constraints
in airport slots in connection with very high demand, or simply the availability of such aircraft, and
not driven by aircraft operating cost.
The study shows that boarding times are a major disadvantage of current single aisles. The
inclusion of a quarter door may alleviate the problem to some extent. Although it does not equal the
turnaround times simulated for the twin aisles, quarter door equipped single aisles gain enough time
to equal on direct operating cost. At capacities above 220 seats the quarter door causes rather little
additional fuselage mass.
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Appendix A
Appendix
A.1 Abbreviations
ACAP Airplane Characteristics for Airport Planning (document type)
ASK Available Seat Kilometer
COC Cash Operating Cost
DES Discrete Event Simulation
DLR Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt
DOC Direct Operating Cost
DTS Discrete Time Simulation
FCOM Flight Crew Operating Manual
FEM Finite Element Modeling
GTF Geared Turbofan
HTP Horizontal Tail Plane
KIAS Knots Indicated Airspeed
MASim Multi-Agent Simulation (tool name)
MTOW Maximum Take-Oﬀ Weight
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
OHSB Overhead Stowage Bin (common name for stowage located above the passenger seat)
PAX Passenger(s)
SA Single Aisle
SFC Speciﬁc Fuel Consumption
TA Twin Aisle
TSFC Thrust Speciﬁc Fuel Consumption
ULD Unit Load Device - aircraft container.
USD United States Dollar - common currency used for cost estimation in aircraft design.
VTP Vertical Tail Plane
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A.2 List of Symbols
Table A.1  Used symbols, page 74
Symbol Name Unit
mwing Wing mass [kg]
Awing Wing area [m
2]
MTOM Maximum Take-Oﬀ Mass [kg]
T/Crep (representative) Thickness to chord ratio of proﬁle []
AR Aspect ratio of wing []
ϕ25 Sweep at 25% line [rad]
mhtp Mass of horizontal tail [kg]
Ahtp Horizontal tail area [m
2]
mvtp Mass of vertical tail [kg]
Avtp Vertical tail area [m2]
mgear Mass of landing gear (group) [kg]
MLM Maximum Landing Mass [kg]
mpylon Mass of pylon (group) [kg]
SLST Sea-Level Static Thrust [N]
msys Mass of systems [kg]
lfus Length of fuselage [m]
dfus Width of fuselage [m]
Table A.2  Used symbols, section 2.2
Symbol Name Unit
mfus Fuselage mass [kg]
dfus Fuselage (equivalent) diameter [m]
lfus Fuselage length [m]
Sfus Fuselage wetted surface [m
2]
λfus Fuselage ﬁtness ratio (length to diameter) []
pmax Maximum overpressure of the fuselage [N/m
2]
wCabin Cabin width [m]
wArmrest Armrest width [m]
wSeat Seat width (between armrests) [m]
wClearance Head clearance [m]
wAisle Aisle width (between armrests) [m]
nAbreast Passenger seating []
nPAX Number of seats []
lCabin Length of cabin [m]
lSeatPitch Seat longitudinal spacing [m]
lFlightdeck Flightdeck length [m]
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A.2. LIST OF SYMBOLS
Table A.3  Used symbols, table 3.1 and table 3.2
Symbol Name Unit
melectrics Electrical system mass [kg]
mfurnishings Furnishings mass [kg]
mECS Environmental Control System mass [kg]
mCabSys Cabin systems mass [kg]
Vfus Fuselage pressurized volume [m]
Acabin Cabin ﬂoor area [m
2]
lfus Fuselage length [m]
Table A.4  Used units (entire text)
Symbol Name Conversion
kg Kilogramm
m Meter
N Newton
nm Nautical Mile 1nm = 1852m
ft Feet 1ft = 0.3048m
kts Knots 1kts = 1.852km/h
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A.3 Three-View Drawing
(a) Top View
(b) Side View
(c) Front View
Figure A.1  Three-view drawing of designed aircraft resembling the Airbus A320 in size, weight and
performance.
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A.4. STUDIED CROSS SECTIONS
A.4 Studied Cross Sections
(a) Standard Single Aisle (b) Advanced Single Aisle
(c) Small Twin Aisle (d) Intermediate Twin Aisle
(e) Full Size Twin Aisle
Figure A.2  The studied cross sections in correct scale.
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A.5 Regression of Boarding, Deboarding, Turnaround Times
Boarding Times
The provided regressions are for 40% bulky carry-on (trolleys) and average smartness. See text at
page 94 for further explanations. Regressions are valid from 130 to 340 passengers and optimized
for minimum total error. The average oﬀset (positive or negative) of the regression function to the
simulated result is less than 30 seconds (or 3%). This means that the presented formulas allow a
good re-enacting of the boarding simulation results.
100% LF Door 1L 100% LF Quarter Door
Regular Single Aisle 0.063 min/PAX x PAX + 6.286 min 0.031 min/PAX x PAX + 11.462 min
Advanced Single Aisle 0.052 min/PAX x PAX + 8.507 min 0.031 min/PAX x PAX + 10.803 min
6-Abreast Twin Aisle 0.045 min/PAX x PAX + 3.680 min 0.032 min/PAX x PAX + 5.749 min
7-Abreast Twin Aisle 0.030 min/PAX x PAX + 5.274 min 0.020 min/PAX x PAX + 6.775 min
8-Abreast Twin Aisle 0.032 min/PAX x PAX + 5.700 min 0.025 min/PAX x PAX + 5.614 min
100% LF Dual Door 85% LF Door 1L
Regular Single Aisle 0.024 min/PAX x PAX + 7.652 min 0.053 min/PAX x PAX + 4.483 min
Advanced Single Aisle 0.022 min/PAX x PAX + 7.810 min 0.042 min/PAX x PAX + 6.965 min
6-Abreast Twin Aisle 0.021 min/PAX x PAX + 4.117 min 0.036 min/PAX x PAX + 3.336 min
7-Abreast Twin Aisle 0.017 min/PAX x PAX + 3.758 min 0.027 min/PAX x PAX + 3.990 min
8-Abreast Twin Aisle 0.013 min/PAX x PAX + 5.138 min 0.029 min/PAX x PAX + 4.603 min
85% LF Quarter Door 85% LF Dual Door
Regular Single Aisle 0.022 min/PAX x PAX + 9.994 min 0.021 min/PAX x PAX + 5.442 min
Advanced Single Aisle 0.030 min/PAX x PAX + 7.786 min 0.017 min/PAX x PAX + 6.558 min
6-Abreast Twin Aisle 0.023 min/PAX x PAX + 5.438 min 0.017 min/PAX x PAX + 3.295 min
7-Abreast Twin Aisle 0.022 min/PAX x PAX + 4.304 min 0.015 min/PAX x PAX + 3.126 min
8-Abreast Twin Aisle 0.023 min/PAX x PAX + 4.489 min 0.012 min/PAX x PAX + 4.211 min
Table A.5  Linear regression of boarding times.
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A.5. REGRESSION OF BOARDING, DEBOARDING, TURNAROUND TIMES
Deboarding Times
The provided regressions are for 40% bulky carry-on (trolleys) and average smartness. See text at
page 94 for further explanations. Deboarding can also be approximated by using a constant rate of
passengers per minute.
100% LF Door 1L 100% LF Quarter Door
Regular Single Aisle 0.033 min/PAX x PAX + 3.272 min 0.032 min/PAX x PAX + 2.888 min
Advanced Single Aisle 0.033 min/PAX x PAX + 3.272 min 0.032 min/PAX x PAX + 2.888 min
6-Abreast Twin Aisle 0.023 min/PAX x PAX + 1.316 min 0.019 min/PAX x PAX + 1.455 min
7-Abreast Twin Aisle 0.024 min/PAX x PAX + 1.265 min 0.020 min/PAX x PAX + 1.394 min
8-Abreast Twin Aisle 0.024 min/PAX x PAX + 1.162 min 0.021 min/PAX x PAX + 1.283 min
100% LF Dual Door 85% LF Door 1L
Regular Single Aisle 0.022 min/PAX x PAX + 2.160 min 0.033 min/PAX x PAX + 3.272 min
Advanced Single Aisle 0.022 min/PAX x PAX + 2.160 min 0.033 min/PAX x PAX + 3.272 min
6-Abreast Twin Aisle 0.015 min/PAX x PAX + 0.868 min 0.023 min/PAX x PAX + 1.316 min
7-Abreast Twin Aisle 0.016 min/PAX x PAX + 0.835 min 0.024 min/PAX x PAX + 1.265 min
8-Abreast Twin Aisle 0.016 min/PAX x PAX + 0.767 min 0.024 min/PAX x PAX + 1.162 min
85% LF Quarter Door 85% LF Dual Door
Regular Single Aisle 0.032 min/PAX x PAX + 2.888 min 0.022 min/PAX x PAX + 2.160 min
Advanced Single Aisle 0.032 min/PAX x PAX + 2.888 min 0.022 min/PAX x PAX + 2.160 min
6-Abreast Twin Aisle 0.019 min/PAX x PAX + 1.455 min 0.015 min/PAX x PAX + 0.868 min
7-Abreast Twin Aisle 0.020 min/PAX x PAX + 1.394 min 0.016 min/PAX x PAX + 0.835 min
8-Abreast Twin Aisle 0.021 min/PAX x PAX + 1.283 min 0.016 min/PAX x PAX + 0.767 min
Table A.6  Linear regression of deboarding times.
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Complete Turnaround Times
The complete turnaround times assume full cargo exchange. Refueling does not delay passenger
boarding. Cleaning is performed using a working party of 6 and short cleaning. If possible turnaround
times should be estimated by using boarding and debaording times from previous tables and estimating
the other processes in dependence of the actual type of operation, for example actual fuel loads and
cargo carried.
100% LF Door 1L 100% LF Quarter Door
Regular Single Aisle 0.142 min/PAX x PAX + 14.70 min 0.111 min/PAX x PAX + 19.07 min
Advanced Single Aisle 0.132 min/PAX x PAX + 17.15 min 0.115 min/PAX x PAX + 17.79 min
6-Abreast Twin Aisle 0.120 min/PAX x PAX + 9.09 min 0.104 min/PAX x PAX + 11.15 min
7-Abreast Twin Aisle 0.099 min/PAX x PAX + 12.09 min 0.091 min/PAX x PAX + 12.18 min
8-Abreast Twin Aisle 0.102 min/PAX x PAX + 12.22 min 0.096 min/PAX x PAX + 10.78 min
100% LF Dual Door 85% LF Door 1L
Regular Single Aisle 0.092 min/PAX x PAX + 14.96 min 0.128 min/PAX x PAX + 12.41 min
Advanced Single Aisle 0.090 min/PAX x PAX + 15.27 min 0.121 min/PAX x PAX + 14.33 min
6-Abreast Twin Aisle 0.088 min/PAX x PAX + 9.14 min 0.108 min/PAX x PAX + 8.45 min
7-Abreast Twin Aisle 0.079 min/PAX x PAX + 10.11 min 0.093 min/PAX x PAX + 10.65 min
8-Abreast Twin Aisle 0.073 min/PAX x PAX + 11.89 min 0.095 min/PAX x PAX + 10.98 min
85% LF Quarter Door 85% LF Dual Door
Regular Single Aisle 0.098 min/PAX x PAX + 16.86 min 0.093 min/PAX x PAX + 13.58 min
Advanced Single Aisle 0.108 min/PAX x PAX + 14.45 min 0.091 min/PAX x PAX + 14.58 min
6-Abreast Twin Aisle 0.094 min/PAX x PAX + 10.34 min 0.088 min/PAX x PAX + 8.81 min
7-Abreast Twin Aisle 0.091 min/PAX x PAX + 9.41 min 0.079 min/PAX x PAX + 10.01 min
8-Abreast Twin Aisle 0.090 min/PAX x PAX + 9.63 min 0.072 min/PAX x PAX + 11.95 min
Table A.7  Linear regression of complete turnaround times. It is recommended to use these numbers
with care.
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